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The first
time I saw
Santa Clara, I
couldn't get past the
palm trees. They were every-
where, their fronds fanning in the
warm breeze, constant reminders of
heat and sweat and tropical places
that I have no desire to visit. I
despise palm trees more than most
people can understand.
Despite my intense loathing, I real-
ized how silly it would be to give up
a wonderful college, perfect for me
in nearly every other aspect, be-
cause of its greenery. Thus, I kissed
my brochures of lovely, wintry cli-
mates goodbye, succumbed to buy-
ing a few pairs of shorts, and made
one of the best decisions of my life.
Santa Clara has captured my heart
— palm trees, eternal sunshine,
Abercrombie and Fitch, and all.
There was, however, a period in my
stay here when running away to
Alaska often seemed like a good
idea. At the beginning, I just
wanted to run back home. Long,
weepy passages in myjournal docu-
ment the evolution of my home-
sickness, from the first week of
freshman year when I couldn't even
think about saying goodnight to my
brother without bursting into tears,
to the afternoon in January when I
realized that when I spoke of home,
I meant here, Santa Clara. It is
strange to recall how difficult my
first quarter was. I remember that it
seemed like wherever I looked there
was another happy, well-adjusted
freshman laughing with her tightly-
knit circle of friends, people she
had known for all of three weeks. I
took solace in my roommate who
was as miserable as I, and together
we spent much of our first Santa
Clara quarter locked in our safe
little room, studying.
Deep down, I didn't believe that I
would ever make friends. I have the
awful habit of taking one look at a
room full of people and falling into
despair when I immediately con-
clude that none of them could ever
understand me enough to be my
friend. However, I have found that
throughout my life, as much as I
would like to think that I find my
friends, they have always been
given to me. They fall into my life
like gifts from above. Alicia, one of
my closest friends, likes to tell the
story of the moment when she was
first amused by one of my idiosyn-
crasies. At our first floor meeting
for third floor Swig, we played a
game for the purpose of getting to
know each other a little better. In
this game, each person says two
true things about herself and one
lie, and the others have to guess
which statement is the lie. As one
of my truths I told this room full of
girls that I don't like guys who are
too nice, which proved to be a
mistake. They began to laugh and
holler things about abusive rela-
tionships as I giggled nervously and
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tried to explain myself over the
uproar. "Not abusive," I said. "Just
not too nice. That bores me." As I
had feared, they didn't understand.
No one except Alicia. Later she told
me that the moment I said that, she
knew she was going to like me. She
still understands exactly what I
want in a man. Not abusive, of
course. Just nottoo nice. "Interest-
ing" is our number one qualifica-
tion, not only in guys, but also in
friends and life decisions. Boredom
is our only unforgivable emotion.
There is too much to learn to be
bored here. As much as some stuffy
adults I've come across would like
to write off college as one long
party, my stay at Santa Clara has
been primarily about learning. I've
learned a lot of book knowledge, as
one would expect: how to dissect a
poem and construct a moral argu-
ment, how to analyze a painting
and how to compose a sonnet. I've
learned the feeling of satisfaction
that comes from whipping through
a blue book, filling it with informa-
tion that I know like the back of my
hand. I know I'll forget most of it
someday, but I've come to realize
that the facts and skills I learn at
college are only secondary to the
experiences I have that bring me to
a greater love for myself and for the
people I meet.
I came to Santa Clara a very angry
person. Most people would never
have guessed that beneath my
rather unassuming, pleasant exte-
rior there boiled the sort of rage
that one feels when she can't ac-
cept herself. I came to Santa Clara
with an image in my head of the
kind of person that I wanted to be,
and this person was perfect. Every-
one loved her. I spent most of my
freshman year trying to become this
person, this perfect version of me,
and failing at it every day. Not
surprisingly, the more critical I be-
came of myself, the more critical I
became of other people. One day
Alicia mentioned to me that she
believed most of the world's prob-
lems would be solved if everyone
could learn to love him or herself
unconditionally. No one can be free
to love other people and to enjoy
life until she loves and accepts
herself.
This is the most important thing
that I have learned at Santa Clara.
Every morning I say a prayer that I
will be able to appreciate every-
thing and everyone that will make
up that unique day of my life. I
know that my prayers are working
because even the palm trees are
beginning to look a little less garish
these days.
I recently bought a Buddhist prayer
bracelet that symbolizes self-ac-
ceptance that I swear has magical
powers. After a few days of wearing
it, I told Alicia that it was weird
that as soon as I started con-
sciously liking myself more, I
started to feel better about other
people, too.
"Maybe self-acceptance goes along
with accepting other people," I
said.
And the wise, wise Alicia just smiled
and, with only the slightest hint of
sarcasm, replied, "Do ya think?"
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TRADITIONS
CAMPUS
ISTRY
CCA
The Santa Clara Community Action Program, or as you may know it, SCCAP, is a
student run organization dedicated towards social justice and awareness. We are a
community of program coordinators, staff, and volunteers who actively participate in the
lives of children, the homeless, developmentally disabled, and others in the Bay Area. With
a variety of different education and awareness programs, its no wonder that "SCAPP has
opened up opportunities to explore all aspects of community service," says Angie Stuppy,
the Coordinator of the Girl Scouts program. Incorporating reflection and social events into
SCCAP is what makes it so fun! Not only do volunteers provide service to people in the area,
but they come together apart from their regular volunteering to build community and enjoy
themselves, by: Kristin Simms, SCCAP Business Manager
COMMUNITY SERVICE
(Far Left) SCCAP and G.R.E.E.N working together
to clean up the beach. (Middle Picture) Group
Picture of SCCAP: (front row from left to
right) Katrina Osland, Cathy Harkness, Mckinsey
Miller, Michelle Benedetti, Angie Stuppy, Ronni
Long and Jill Blasi (back row from left to right)
Tricia Minarik, Sara Harley, Amanda Hyslop,
Marie Huang, Nikki Rolle, Erik Lars Hermstad,
Joe Albers, Matthew Taylor, Khanh Bui and Molly
Thorburn. (Bottom Left) Senior Lance Bedawii
weeding in Owl's Clover Community Garden.
(Bottom Right) Students sleep outside during
Hunger and Homelessess Conference. (Upper
Right) Tricia Minarik helps out at Agnews Mass.
Green
-
-
-
Environmental
Awareness
(Upper Left Picture) Group Picture of G.R. E.E.N.
(Middle Picture) Chris Johnson, Greg McPheeters,
Cathy Harkness and Jessica Hurd riding their bikes
during the Critical Mass on Halloween. (Bottom
Left) G.R.E.E.N's quarterly bike trip to the beach.
(Bottom Right) After just biking back over the hill
from Santa Cruz, Kristin Simms and Jessica Hurd
take a breather.
Grass Roots Environmental Efforts, now G.R. E.E.N.!, is
Santa Clara University's environmetal awareness and activism
club. Our efforts are focused on educating the Santa Clara
community about relevant environmental issues. Actions in-
clude tabling campaigns to raise awareness among students,
letter campaigns, progressing the University's recycling pro-
gram, and organizing outdoor adventures. Our vision for
G.R.E.E.N.! is that the club will foster a better understanding
in our community that all environmental issues are ultimately
social issues and affect humans as much as the planet itself.
By: Cathy Harkness, a G.R.E.E.N.! member.
"I did the Sacred Hearts Tutor and Reading Club for
my Spanish class last year. I worked with a 10 year
old girl and I really enjoyed it so I decided to do it
again this year. The first day I got to Sacred Hearts
this year the same girl came up to me and gave me
the biggest hug; that's what makes everything worth
it."
Kristin Simms
Junior
"I went to the MACSA Youth Center once a week last
spring. I tutored and spent time with East San Jose
High School students trying to get their GED. Work-
ing with the Eastside project was one of the most
rewarding experiences I've had so far at Santa Clara."
Sophomore
Colleen Egai
Sophomore
"I chose to volunteer in Headstart last year. It is a
preschool that does a great job of helping disadvan-
taged kids to succeed in school. I learned that the
low income children were better behaved than the
well-off children I worked with the summer before."
Eastside
"I participated in ESL with the Sacred Heart Parish
last year winter quarter. I chose that program be-
cause I know a little bit of Spanish and I fit all the
requirements. It felt really good to help those that
are less fortunate and I actually really enjoyed my
time there."
Shfi^tJauer
Sopnomore
"I worked with the elderly alzeirmer patients. At
times this program was very difficult but it was a
good experience because I learned to communicate
with those who couldn't. Sometimes I would intro-
duce myself to them and a few seconds later they
would forget my name."
Sophomore
"I went to Sacred Hearts Community Center. I worked
with adults who have never worked with computers
before. This program gave me a good opportunity to
interact with others in a situation where I could
teach people a skill that could help them improve
their lives."
>opnomore
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START SEEING LESS OF EACH OTHER
The
Player's
Club!
October 4- 10th, 1999
Buy a homecoming shirt & get into events for FREE!!
Monday. Oct 4th:
COMEDY SPORTZ
Just like "Whose line is it anyway?"
,
„ith shif< Improv at its best!
«">*irl 8:00 p.m. Market Square
Tuesday. Oct 5th:
APB OPEN HOUSE, DOWNSTAIRS BENSON 6-8PM
Come, learn aboul us. and gel involved Pick up some FREE FOOD 1
OPEN MIC. MISSION BAKERY 8-IOPM
^2 Wednesday. Oct 6th: *st&t
'
! J [pl! >n
" n - %£%
DELTA ZETA'S FASHION SHOW **<»
Hatut VasAion* from z-RaLpk £aazen. Eddu Bauer, Sieve ^Madden & Sfieedo
8:30 p.m. Market Square
Thursday. Oct 7th:
SCU SPIRIT DAY
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO MEET THE SOCCER COACHES
AND PLAYERS IN MARKET SQUARE.
Friday. Oct 8th:
MEN'S SOCCER GAME VS. GONZAGA 7:30p.m.
Saturday. Oct 9th:
BOAT DANCE
Stfietieaee Ine cihj. <^o to Jlnnni
Tickets at
'
Obn join ui on Ine J?ed & <Wnite VCeet fox a donee fntb, on Ae U
8:00 p.m. San Francisco Bay, Pier 43-1/2
Sunday. Oct 10th:
WOMEN'S SOCCER GAME VS.
MARQUETTE 1:00p.m. Q/M)
please call Katie ai 554-5448
"The reason we put Homecoming
on is to give Santa Clara students
a chance to show their school pride
• •
and spirit ff
Katie Strass - Organizer
"The Boat Dance was so much fun. A group of my friends and I
went out to dinner before and afterwords went out to get ice
cream at Ghiradelli's Square.
"
Andrew Hardenbrook
A Night
on the Bay
Aboard tbe Red & Wbite Fleet
Pier 43-1/2, San Francisco
Saturday, tbe 9tb of October, 1999
Doat Sets Sail at 8pm (it waitH lor no one)
and docks at 11pm
/^~^k £<mta Qtanxi 1/tmaeMihf,
contact person: Katie 554-4855
on your marks.,
get set...
laugh.
COMEDTOTZ
Monday, Oct 4th at 8pm
FREBi
Market Square
with ^ shirt or without shut S3
If you have a disability and require a reasonable accommodation
please call APB at 554-4855 or 1-800-735-2929
(TTY California Relay ) at least 72 hours prior to the event
Freshmenr
"Freshmen'" Juniors
_ Sophomores
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Erik Akerman
Spencer Anderson
Shannon Anido
Stephanie Anthony
Mark Babula
Roland Bailie
Marijana Baricevic
Giacinta Berta
Justin Berteaux
Tamra Bidegary
Katherine Blok
Shannon Brady
Kelly Broderick
Cameron Brokaw
Laura Brooks
Colin Brush
Erin Bucholz
Sean Bui
Anndrea Burson
Hernan Cardras
Victoria Cherene
Mary Chong
Jennifer Cooke
Josh Crook
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Carly Dadson
Nga Dang
Andrea DeAnder
Brian Delapena
Ivy Depner
Melissa Oickerson
Jennifer Dorsa
Sean Eivich
Chris FarreLl
Schayne Fernando
Michael Fischer
Micaela Fleming
Donna Gallego
Jennifer Getz
James Gross
Katherine Harding
Nick Horwath
Linda Huynh
Ashley Imhof
Rashanda Isaacs-Jones
Janet Ishikawa
Sophia Jimenez
Rendee Johnson
Marie Jorolan
Noushig Karpam'an
Andrew Keller
Esther Khon
Vivian Khoury
Jennifer King
Sara Klinger
Kirsten Kranz
Thao La
My Lam
Elise Larson
Kimberly Lay
Christine Leman
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Sophomo Juniors
Rosario Lopez
Kristin Love
Michael Lowdermilk
Michelle Lower
Michael MacLaren
Christina Massoni
Jumpei Matsuda
Bill McCullough
Kelly Mceuen
Kristina Milicevic ML**. \-
Christopher Miller JS^
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Renee Morrell
Emily Mounce
Usa Mrkvicka
Haunani Nakabara
David Needham
Janet Nissen
Cheryl Noland
Quentin Obis
Brian Papay
Simon Pass
Rachel Paul
Maybelline Que
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Ani Raymond
Shalini Reddy
Lauren Renfort
Evan Roades-Brown
Paul Rorie
Adam Schetky
Hana-Lee Sedgwick
Connie Sepe
Sharon Shelton
Samanma Shenoy
Meghan Shumm
Roselyn Siino
Tasle Simon
Rebecca Smith
Brendan Stamper
Danielle Stephens
Erica Swenson
Nathan Swinton
Courtney Taguinod
Jennifer Taillon
Merrin Thompson
Trish Thornfeldt
Lori Tokunaga
Mary Tontz
Nancy Tran
Angela Treleven
Rebecca Vichit-Vadakan
Crystal Viegelmann
Melissa Walker
Kristie Ward
Ashley Weger
Kathleen Welch
Catherine Wickham
Jennifer Yager
Melissa Yahnke
Rebecca Yasnoff
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Millennium
2000
The Y2K Bug. Food shortages. The end of the
world. Great catastrophes. Banks shutting down.
ALL of thesewere in dueled in the fears chat people
all over the world heLd as they stood on breach of
the Millennium. But in reality, all that happened,
according to Y2K chief John Koskinen in a CNN. corn
article, was "the governments and companies
worldwide spent $200 billion to prevent a Year
2000 catastrophe" that just did not happen. Ar-
mored trucks carrying billions of extra dollars that
were to be distributed to banks in case of Y2K
"arric turned around and went back to the U.S.
deral Reserve after the peaceful reality sunk in.
The stock markets opened without major hitches
on the first day of trading in the new century, and
some even posted all-time highs. So, on the first
day back to work, most of the world found it was
mostly business as usual despite the calendar roll-
over to the year 2000. So what was the big deal?
Months before the new year, International
Data Corp (IDC) did a survey regarding the reac-
tions to Y2K. Some 57% of IT professionals around
the world e/pected no problems at all from Y2K
computer glitches, while nearly 30% of IT profes-
sionals in the U.S. felt that way. Based on a survey
of 10,000 organizations in 17 countries, almost
40% of Y2K remediation projects underway across
the globe were not finished.
Up to five million extra people worked on Mew
Year's Eve in the U.S., including a couple of million
in state, local and federal government offices. At
companies with 500 or more employees, more than
30% of the firms had IT staff available at midnight
on Jan. 31.
The world was scared and found security in buy-
ing protection by spending billions of dollars in
Y2K remedies and an astronomical number of man-
hours. This fear was all for nothing. The Y2K anxi-
ety affected everyone from IT employees to every-
day computer users to the average household. "It's
" perfect pro/y for our fears about the future, a
vivid symbol of how the world we've made has.spun
out of control," said writer Jonathan Weber from
The Industry Standard on December 24 1999. Con-
trary to Weber's beliefs, the worLd did not spin out
of control and instead the computer and computer
systems worldwide generally fared far better than
any pessimists e/pected. By: Danielle Stephens
Madness
AFTER
When classes are done and school is over,
SCHOOL
what do Santa Clara students do for fun?
V4CATI OTVS
SCU Weekend Favorites
*
1. Santa Clara Parties
2. Skiing at Tahoe
3. Beach at Santa Cruz
4. Restaurants in Palo Alto
5. Hanging out in Monterey
and Carmel
6. Shopping at Valley Fair
7. Concerts at Shoreline
8. Clubbing in downtown
San Jose
9. Hiking in Saratoga
10. Camping at Yosemite
'
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What is the Most Unique Class you have taken at SCU?
"English 21- Intro to Poetry. I'ts unique because the teacher, Nick Barrett, made it engaging, fun
and entirely student-oriented."
Sean Scheubte, Sophomore
"Definitely Comm 01. The activities and assignments, like researching ghost stories, were so
different from anything I've ever done in class. Professor Sunwolf started most classes with a story,
which made the class somewhat relaxed."
Becki Fowler, Freshman
"Environmental Archeology. The topic was something I had never learned about before."
Sarah Skinner, Junior
"My most interesting class was 20th Century World War because it was a class just about WWI and
WWII."
Billy Clayton, Freshman
"Advanced Writing Review with Dr. Carol Rossi. It was unique in that it was a break from the "number
crunching" courses in my major (Finance). Also, it was insightful in that it helped me realize, and
ultimatley strengthen, my weaknesses in writing."
Tony Nguyen, Junior
"Introduction to Religious Reflections was unique because we meditate every morning, and there
are no tests or finals."
Kasey Shemwell, Sophomore
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With the recent Monica Lewinsky scandal, the word
"intern" has developed somewhat of a negative con-
notation. In actuality, internships providemany benefits
for both students and employers. Each spring Santa
Clara University students and representatives from
local companies and international corporations gather
for the Internship Fair. This event gives students the
opportunity to learn more about employment options
in their field, meet prospective employers and find
summer work. Internships give students a chance to
discover what they want to do with their futures, an
excellent addition to the resume and most importantly,
the opportunity for some real-world experience.
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26. Halfway House
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i1 . Gravity
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33. The Underground
34. Cloud 9
35. Peer House
36. Oasis
37. White House
38. Moe's Tavern
39. Cubbies
40. Brown House
41. Chain House
42. Bellomy Ghettos
43. Third World
44. Brick House
45. The Lounge
46. Maple Lanes
47. Outhouse
48. The Vatican
49. The Office
50. Sh*# House
51. Hawaii House
52.Tripolis
53. The Dill Cage
54. Stucco House
55. Park Centrals
56. Smoke House
57. The Rock
58. Far Side
59. Fire Place
60. Fire House
61. Waste Land
62. Mt. Olympus
63. Cembe's House
64. Park Place
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68. The Alamedas
69. The Safeways
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75. Swig
76. Walsh
77. McLaughlin
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As the official representative voice and Leadership of the student body, the 1999-
2000 Associated Students of Santa Clara University (ASSCU) committed themselves to a year
of innovative improvement to the student government's effectiveness. Upon being elected,
their goals were three-fold: a) to concretize student voice into a respected component of the
University, b) to collaborate student efforts throughout campus toward a common betterment
of student life, and c) to enhance the community's climate toward awareness and activeness
outside of the "Santa Clara bubble."
From the beginning, the year for ASSCU was a productive one. Immediately after
being elected in the Spring, the new student government played a fundamental role in host-
ing negotiations between students and university administrators that brought a campus-wide
multicultural demonstration to a successful end. As the fall quarter began, ASSCU developed
a community awareness program aimed at bringing the Santa Clara Police Department, public
safety officials, and the Dean's office into personable contact with the students, called
ESSENCE. (Encouraging a Successful Social Environment through Community Effort). Also in
the Fall, ASSCU saw the grand opening of it's new student-run store, Connections, from which
students could rent sporting and camping equipment, send faxes, develop film, purchase
Greek wear, and utilize ASSCU's Book Connections and airport shuttle service. Overseeing the
more than 50 registered student organizations on campus, the new administration also began
by enacting an overhaul of it's student organization registration process, providing simpler
spacial redesign of it's office, creating a comprehensive State of the Student Survey, develop-
ing a Tenant Guide for off-campus students, discussing major changes in it's class officer
structure, and planning a Spring Quarter
campus-wide diversity conference. By: Javier Benavidez, AS President
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What does APB mean to you?
APB has offered me many thing throughout my three year involvement
with it. I have learned many things about dealing with different artists
and staff members, how to chalk at midnight to advertise a last minute
event, and how to deal with the pressures of being a student leader. The
greatest giftAPB has offered me, though, has not been these practical on
thejob experiences. APB has introduced me to newfriends, many ofwhich
I hope to stay in contact with throughout my life. APB has been a great
part ofmy life here at Santa Clara, and I willforever remember it. Written
by Shirley Micek, APB Director
Top Right: Participating in Ballroom Danc-
ing, Karen Lease and Chris Lamons listen
carefully to the instructor. Ballroom Dancing
was not the only dancing instruction offered
by APB. There was also Swing and Salsa
lessons.
Middle Left: Posing for the APB group picture
from top to bottom: Carly Dadson, Danielle
Stephens, Karen Lease, Katie Strass, Andrea
De Anda, Thao La, Chris LaMons, Andrew
Hardenbrook, Gorden Lee, Pablo Torres and
Shirley Micek.
Middle Right: Making his debut at SCU, Mad
Chad, comedian, attempts to ride a unicycle
with the help of Mateo and another SCU
student. APB put on many comedy events
such as this to relieve students of every day
stress.
Bottom Left: Helping students outfor Hallow-
een, Shirley Micek sells top quality pumpkins
for a cheap price.
Bottom Right: Showing true APB spirit, Thao,
Andrea, Carly, and Danielle encourage the
new freshmen to become active in the SCU
community by joining APB.
ACTIVITIES
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MISSION Residence
Hall
Association
This year's Executive Council of the Resident Hall Association has made it their
goal to create a living and learning environmentfor all those on campus. They
have attempted to obtain this goal through campus- wide events such as the
highly successful Casino Night. They also have sought to create an extremely
strong government structure within each of the buildings by participating in
the IHC. Their dedication to improving the living and learning environmentfor
theirfellow resident students will continue to enhance the campus. Written by
Katy Dormer
Top Left: Arm-in-arm, theRHA welcomes the
Intra-Hall Council Representatives to their
orientation in November. This orientation
was meant to introduce RHA to the IHC
members and to clearly and define what
being a part of IHC meant.
Middle: The RHA Executive Council Team
Picture. From front to back: Nyrene Badal,
Building Improvements, Katy Dormer, Pub-
lic Relations, Megan McDevitt, Secretary,
Mariah Dyen, President, Adrienne Curtis,
Campus Wide, Mark Raskob, Vice President,
and Jessica Canning, Finance Director.
Bottom Right: Representing the Santa Clara
Residence Halls, theRHA team flew to North
Pole, Alaska to attend a three-day confer-
ence. At this conference, they were intro-
duced to a wide array of ideas for resident
hall programs and policies.
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Sparks are flying about sizzling style trends. If any
questions arise about today's hot and sexy fashions, you might
as well consult the mannequins that line the windows of the
Guess store inside the Valley Fair Mall. Too bad those fine-
looking mannequins couldn't speak because surely, for some,
they would be potential dating material. Problem: the model
mannequins at Guess are pale skinned.
As spring rolls around, some students begin to concern
themselves with shedding that winter whiteness and obtaining
that flattering tanned figure. To reach this goal, one must force
oneself to go to Malley fitness center for a workout, rather than
sitting on the futon watching Dawsons Creek and eating
Doritos. Then, of course, to obtain that tan, the obvious solution
is to lie on your ever-so-stylish, colorful beach towel along the
gorgeous walkways of the mission gardens.
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In Memory of
Jason Smedley
Jason loved everything about campus life. It was a pleasure to listen to him
talk about Santa Clara, SAE fraternity, his friends, his experiences, and his
expectations of things to come.
Because of the tragedy of Jason's death, we experienced first hand the strong
sense of community that is a part of Santa Clara University. We were aided in
reaching the young men with whom Jason had traveled to Mexico through the
help of the greek advisor, Sara Sperling, and the president of the SAE frater-
nity, Alex Shkapsky. As Jason's traveling companions made contact with their
families, there were calls from parents offering their help. Some of the things
done to help with Jason's return were truly remarkable, and we will never be
able to completely express our gratitude.
We are grateful to all who made the trip to Lafayette for the burial service.
Father Paul Soukup's words were thoughtful and comforting. The memorial
service was beautiful, and we were honored to have Father Locatelli officiate.
We appreciated the words of Jason's teachers, and the stories shared by his
friends were memories we will cherish forever.
We are thankful to Jim Briggs, the campus ministry staff, Jeanne Rosenberger,
and the students of the Communication department for their contributions and
help. We owe thanks to too many people to list here.
William Smedley and family
"Life is precious and far too short.
Please live your lives with care and he watchful of each other."
-William Smedley (Jason's Dad)
Santa Clara
Review
SCU's Literary Magazine
2000 Staff
The Redwood
Top: Enjoying ice cream sundaes at the fall
staff retreat in Capitola.
Right: Senior staff member Jennie Berto takes
advantage of the sunny weather on the staff
retreat.
Left: (far left)2000 Editor in chief,
Melissa Dickerson. (middle) 1999
Editor in Chief, Erin Adrian, (far
right) 2001 Editor in Chief,
Maryanne Baricevic
The 2000 Redwood Staff
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Internships
Need help finding the right work experi-
ence for your field? Swinging by career ser-
vices can do wonders for your career before it
even starts. Career Services, an on campus
resource for students, provides guidance for
searching and finding that internship that's just
right for you.
An internship not only allows you to test
drive a career before you graduate, but employ-
ers strongly prefer hiring students who have
gained experience through internships. Is it
really important to get an internship? Employ-
ers have said that when it comes to hiring, an
internship experience can hold more weight
than a perfect GPA. That's where Career Ser-
vices comes in. In addition to the career and
internship fairs they hold throughout the year,
they offer preparation for internships with
workshops ranging from perfecting your re-
sume to sharpening your interview skills.
And you don't have to make an appoint-
ment- simply walk in and a counselor is there
ready to help you make it happen.
Changes
oir
Campus
Throughout the 2000 school year, Santa Clara students have seen buildings appear and
disappear all around campus. As our student population here at SCU rises, the faculty and
staff have had to adjust to the ever expanding campus.Two of the biggest changes were
the finished construction of the new gym, Pat Malley, and the new Arts & Science Building.
The new gym was open to all students free of charge and included the most innovative
workout equipment. The Arts & Sciences building was also very popular with the SCU
community and won national recognition for its unique structure.
This year the Shapell Lounge became the new home of the Multicultural Center . After
a brief week of protest, MCC negotiated their way out of the basement of Graham and into
the more comfortable, spacial and noticeable location of the Shapell Lounge. Other
changes to campus include the renovation of Benson and additions to the Science
buildings. To the surprise of many, the octagon building containing teacher's offices behind
Kenna was taken out and replaced by manicured grass and beautiful flowers. Yet the
construction does not stop there. Next to Casa Italiana, the new upperclassmen apart-
ments are rising up from ground level right before our eyes. This new housing is supposed
to provide an alternative to juniors and seniors moving off campus and dealing with the
hassles of a lease. The old gym, Leavy, is also getting a face-lift. Due to problems with the
famous bubble roof, Leavey is getting a whole new roof and a new look that will hopefully
attract more fans.
Looking back at the constant growth of our SCU community
,
we realize that the
administration continues to try to keep one step ahead of the student population and on top
of the most cutting-edge advances in technology and construction.
• - i My thoughts begin
intermezzo breath
by Mario Mihelcic
with the name IgnatiiI'm sitting
in the dining
room at EL Retiro
San Inigo Jesuit
Retreat Complex, taking
in the dawn of a new day over the
Peninsula on Thursday, March 23.
Birds sing their early morning songs
of praise for a glorious blue sky
lightly streaked with wispy cirrus
clouds, making itseem as if God was
finger painting the 5:36 a.m. sky.
Over the treetops hiding downtown
Los Altos, I make out the tail end of
the San Mateo Bridge to the north.
I shift my eyes down south to a
clustered set of buildings that make
up downtown San Jose. I fight to
lose myself from these distractions
in the silence of the five-day spring
break Ignatian Retreat. Word of
fellow student Jason Smedley's
death in Mexico has not yet come.
That won't happen for another few
days.
Never in my wildest dreams had I
pictured myself here, silently re-
treating on the 35-acre El Retiro in
Los Altos. My thoughts begin to
wander off again. I take a deep
breath and stare at my Bible with
the name Ignatius printed on the
cover in copper coloring. I am qui-
in copper coloring. I a
my heart that God's
here. I'm not sure
about SCU, except th
wanted to go here. 1
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God's gentle hand guided me here.
I bought the Bible four and a half
years ago after entertaining the
notion of attending a Bible study
group at St. Timothy's Parish near
my hometown in San Mateo. I had
no idea who Ignatius was (or who
the Jesuits were), having bought
the Bible only because it had
"Catholic Edition" stamped on it. At
the time, I had just quit my job as
a meat clerk and re-entered school
at College of San Mateo. My disas-
trous freshman year at CalPoly was
still festering in my memory.
I'm not sure how I first found out
about SCU, except that when I did
I knew I wanted to go here. I
thought I had found my phantom
phone booth to God. Questions
abounded in my mind, heart, and
soul about depression, war, desola-
tion, death and where Jesus Christ
fit into it all. It's hard to believe in
a loving God when your family is
caught up in a vicious war.
My parents are Croatian. I was in
Croatia for the end of the Balkan
war and saw firsthand the destruc-
tion humans inflict upon each
other. War is a maddening exist-
ence that seems to have little room
for God. My mother's cousin is dead
to the living world because of shell
shock. He sits in the kitchen smok-
ing cigarettes, staring at. . . I wish
I knew what. I met a man in his
early 20s. He was sent to the front
lines, shot in the wrist, patched up
and sent back. Then his leg was torn
up in a hail of bullets. He receives a
paycheck from the government now
and spends his days sitting in bars
or driving his friends around.
I blamed God for a lot of things. Not
just the war, but other more per-
sonal problems. I blamed God for
my bouts of depression and my
inability to talk about it with my
family. I blamed God because I was
too stubborn to get help. I quickly
and quietly found ways to isolate
myself from friends who had been
able to penetrate the front I put up.
I didn't want their pity, but all they
were offering was support.
Despite this inner turmoil, other
parts of my life were going well.
KSCU News — a biweekly program I
created for the school radio station
— was winning national awards for
its coverage of SCU's under-repre-
sented communities. I thought I
had myself convinced that I didn't
have to look deeper than the sur-
face, but the internal struggle with
depression and a need for an under-
standing of my faith continued to
build.
Then, in November of 1999, 1 expe-
rienced God's grace and generosity
on a three-day silent retreat at this
same retreat complex. I was given a
beautiful gift from God — a spiri-
tual awakening and uplifting —
which made me realize I wasn't
struggling alone. There were people
and there was God, caring about
me. Not that I could understand
why I was worthy of that caring.
I've spent ten years of my life
grooming myself to play the role of
the cynical s.o.b. journalist. As my
spiritual life evolved, it raised ques-
tions about my career choice. Jour-
nalism has an important role in
society, as a watchdog and a
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chronicler of significant events.
However, the mindset it takes to be
a good journalist is skepticism,
which breads cynicism. Cynicism, in
turn, means painting humanity in a
constant darkness. There are no
beautiful mornings in this mindset.
This raging internal conflict be-
tween my spiritual side and the
type of journalist I wanted to be
was deepening the depression. Who
I wanted to be isn't who I was.
Part of the grace I had experienced
in November was the realization
that I was dealing with living
through depression rather than
healing the causes of it. In this way
the grace was even more profound
than I first realized and the prob-
lems deeper than I suspected. God
wasn't offering me answers, but a
clarity that could lead to healing.
So here I am, at 6:28 a.m. I am
struck again by God's mysterious
ways as I stare at the name
"Ignatius" on my Bible, and wonder
if God knew I was coming here all
along. I thank God for guiding me
to the Campus Ministry office and
enabling me to know all the won-
derful people who work there. I
thank God for the Christian Life
Community I joined, whose lights
are my shining examples.
I came to SCU three years ago
looking for answers about God. In-
stead I found God, sitting next to
me and appreciating the beautiful
morning sky with me. The room is
filled with Love. It's been a long
personal journey, there is still a
long way to go, but I know I'm not
alone.
Congratulations
Class of 2000
Finally...
Graduation!!
Alan Abar
Computer Engineering
Erin Adrian
Political Science
Beverly Agcaoili
Sociology
Kelly Alamilla
Psychology
Nathan Aldworth
History
Olivier Alwyn
Accounting
Anthony Amutan
Accounting
Audree Anderson
Psychology
Joseph Anderson
Finance
Laura Anderson
Liberal Studies
Matthew Andrade
Accounting
Katarina Antonini
Marketing
Maria Apezteguia
Computer Engineering
Dhivya Aravamudhan
Finance
Hilary Armstrong
History
Shilpa Arora
English
Phillip Arthur
Sociology
Larry Au
Combined Sciences
Daniel Austin
Electrical Engineering
Gilbert Aviles
Communication
Cynthia Balatoni
Biology
Suzanne Barnecut
English
Jeremy Banko
Accounting
Alan Barreca
Economics
Matthew Bateman
Computer Science
Andrew Beck
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Barksdale
Sociology
Moira Bartel
Spanish
Alexis Beckman
Art History
f
Michael Bedard Lance Beddawi Jen Bedi Cheri Behlman Ridley Bell
Chemistry Computer Science Not Available Finance Communication
Javier Benavidez
Political Science
Ricardo Benavidez
Marketing
Blythe Berselli
Finance
Jennie Berto
Art History
Ajay Bhalla
Finance
Brooke Blakslee
Marketing
Jill Blasi
Communication
Baron Bliss
Mechanical Engineering
Shaun Bloomquist
English
Carlos Bobadilla
Art History
Chelsa Bocci
Psychology
Jeff Bolger
Economics
Kerri Bolster
Not Available
Matthew Bowen
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Bowles
Economics
Cherie Brady
Psychology
Melissa Braga
Economics
Sarah Bray
Psychology
Corrie Broge
Economics
Kelly Brown
English
Julia Bruck
Communication
Cortney Bui
Operations Management
Information Systems
Jeremy Burke
Combined Studies
Paul Bussi
Operations Management
Information Systems
Jose Cabrales
Marketing
Nicholas Calabrese
Psychology
Gabriel Campbell
Theatre
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Ramon CandeLaria
Psychology
Matthew Cannady
Engineering Physics
Kelly Carina Hi
Marketing
George Carino
Computer Engineering
Aubrey Carpenter
History
Miguel Carrillo
Marketing
Amanda Casserly
Finance
Terra Chaffee
Psychology
Howard Chan
Electrical Engineering
Jenny Chan
Accounting
Pamela Chan Albert Chang Katie Charles Kelly Chau Angela Chavez
Business Operations Management
Information Systems
Marketing Psychology Political Science
Michael Christie
Theatre
VyChu
Finance
Richard Chua Sonia Chun Yenny Chuo
Operations Management Finance Accounting
Information Systems
Amanda Clemens
Psychology
Michael Cobo
Marketing
Michael Cofield
Electrical Engineering
Vi^
Matthew Cole
Mechanical Engineering
Whitney Cole
Psychology
Angela Colquhoun
Accounting
Eric Constantin
Computer Science
Iris Contreras
Operations Management
Information Systems
Liliana Contreras
Psychology
Lena Cooper
Mathematics
Clandale Corpus
Electrical Engineering
Sommer Cottingham
Psychology
Taylor Cox
Computer Engineering
Tamara Crow
Liberal Studies
Scott Crumrine
Mechanical Engineering
Leslieann Cruz
Psychology
Santiago Cualoping
Operations Management
Information Systems
Meghan Curley
Political Science
Jodie Curran
Accounting
Katherine Cvitovich
Finance
Donovan D'anne
Operations Management
Information Systems
Elias Dakwar
Philosophy
Reilly Dampeer Nathan Dang Devin Daniels Mailan Dao Daniel Darcy
Philosophy Marketing Communication Chemistry Marketing
Dallas Davidson
English
Liz Davidson
Marketing
Kimberly Davilla
Communication
Saribel Daza
Electrical Engineering
Colin De Andrade
Independent Studies
Louella De Los Angeles
Sociology
Sheila De Silva
Operations Management
Information Systems
Kathleen Deleuw
Anthropology
Eric Denton
History
Anita Diaz
English
Victor Diaz
Mechanical Engineering
Maureen Dillon
Psychology
Megan Dindia
Communication
Gina Dinh
Operations Management
Information Systems
Loan Dinh
Liberal Studies
Steven Dixson
Marketing
Trang Doan
Finance
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Shelomon Doblack
Mechanical Engineering
Kathleen Doherty
Psychology
Brian Donahue
Marketing
Elisa Donatoni
Electrical Engineering
Martha Donnelly
Economics
Maria Dorilag
Management
Kelli Dragovich
Psychology
Chelsea Drew
Communication
Elizabeth Drew
Mechanical Engineering
Gina Drew
Anthropology
Michael Duarte
English
James Duncan
English
Sean Dunn
Finance
Jane Duong
Finance
Deepa Duvvuru
Computer Engineering
Christina Effencii
Accounting
leresa Emmett
Electrical Engineering
Tim Escobar
Management
Frederic Esrailian
Philosophy
Trina Estella
Computer Science
Susan Ewens
Psychology
Karianne Fenelli
Psychology
Alexandra Florence
Psychology
Sara Folchi
Political Science
Brian Faye
Finance
Christian Fernandez
Psychology
Robert Flowers
Finance
Allison Fedrick
Marketing
Jody Ferrara
Marketing
Karin Foerde
Studio Art
Brian Fong
Operations Management
Information Systems
Christopher Fortich
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Fox
English
Eugene Francisco
Operations Management
Information Systems
Steve Franklin
Finance
Jenny Fredrikson
Economics
Erin Fuller
Liberal Studies
Elizabeth Furey
Psychology
Jaimmie Gan
Operations Management
Information Systems
Christina Gann
Psychology
Daniela Garcia
Liberal Studies
Jorlyne Garcia
Combined Studies
Sheryl Garcia Cecelia Garrison Stephen Gee John Gemetti Robert Genchi
Biology English Operations Management
Information Systems
Accounting Operations Management
Information Systems
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Teresa Gera
Psychology
Jillina Gerodias
Accounting
Rosana Giarrocco
Studio Art
Charles Gieseler
Computer Science
Mary Jo Glascott
Biology
Candida Gonzalez
Sociology
Thomas Goodwin
Biology
William Green
Economics
Sonia Gonzalez
Sociology
Cara Grannam
Liberal Studies
Emilie Greene
Accounting
Yselle Gonzalez
Political Science
Jarrett Green
Philosophy
Jennifer Greeve
Political Science
Melissa Gregory
Electrical Engineering
Robert Griffin
Theatre
Matthew Grivich
Physics
Gustavo Guerrero
Management
Sherrie Gutierrez
Communication
Miguel Guzman
Communication
Karen Haas
Psychology
Setareh Hafezi
Science
Jill Haggerty
Biology
Garret Hamai
Operations Management
Information Systems
Jamie Hamann Sarah Hamilton Tori Hamilton Jeff Hardy Sara Harley
Marketing Finance Political Science History Biology
Hillary Hartman Kara Hartz John Haushalter Julianne Hawsle Andrew Hazard
History Accounting Operations Management
Information Systems
Political Science Political Science
Kevin Healy
Operations Management
Information Systems
Elizabeth Helman
Theatre
Josh Heppner
Mechanical Engineering
Brita Herlick
Combined Sciences
Amariah Hernandez
Political Science
Glenn Hernandez
Electrical Engineering
Erin Hester
Political Science
Ryan Hewl
History
Jefrey Henderson
Communication
Erik Hermstad
Combined Sciences
Dena Zehava Herpe
Sociology
Lezley Hightower
History
Anna Hill
Psychology
Thomas Hill
Political Science
Traci Hiraoka
Accounting
Jessica Hoffman
Marketing
Melanie Hoick
Psychology
Whitney HoLLis
Liberal Studies
Brian Holm
Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Holtz
Biology
Alexandra Hong
Computer Engineering
Emily Hong
History
Thomas Hope
Biology
Joshua Howard
Political Science
Melissa Howel
Theatre
Pensativa Howie
Psychology
Patrick Huard
Political Science
Sara Huffman
Psychology
Todd Hughes
Marketing
Lorena Inocencio
English
Rex Isaguirre
Computer Engineering
Jenifer Jacobs
History
Danielle Jamora
Philosophy
Felicity Jimenez
Not Available
Jay Johnston
Mechanical Engineering
Erik Jonsson
Physics
Laurel Julian
Marketing
Andrea Juner
Not Available
Sarah Johnson
Marketing
Ryan Joy
Marketing
Kristine Kane
Psychology
Camden Kelley
Communication
Kelsey Kern
Marketing
Pedram Keyani
Computer Engineering
Jayne Kim Chris King Joyce King Chris Knapp Jennifer Koegen
Accounting Computer Science Marketing History Psychology
Michael Koontz ILan Kopecky Tim Kovash Anne Krebs Peter Krebs
Chemistry Economics Finance Economics Political Science
CoLLett Kreizenbeck
Theatre
Jeffrey Kuhlman
Finance
KapiL Kumar
Computer Science
Kristy Kunisaki
Not Available
Mary Kwan
Computer Science
Nicole La Croix Susan Lalangan Phuong Lam Joseph Larrenaga Linus Lau
Biology Sociology Liberal Studies Accounting Music
Ryan Laubach
Political Science
Michelle Lavery
Marketing
Andrew Law
Mathematics
Peter Le Blanc
English
Susan Ledezma
Accounting
Aaron Lee
Operations Management
Information Systems
Gareth Lee
English
Salina Lee
Political Science
Justin Lent
Computer Engineering
Crystal Lequang
Operations Management
Information Systems
Patrick Leveque
Theater
Kristen Lewis
Psychology
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Billy Li
Computer Engineering
Heather Lindstrom
English
Carrie Littlefield
Psychology
Michael Liu
Accounting
Richie Liu
Biology
Lizet Llamas Nicole Long Ronni Long Marissa Lopez Michelle Louia
Communication Theatre Accounting Management Communication
Jennifer Lozzio
English
Ryan Luckin
English
Tyler Luiten
Accounting
Christina Lum
Operations Management
Information Systems
Damian Luna
Sociology
Elliott Luna Timothy Luym Suzanne Lyons Amanda Maassen Regina Madrid
Business Operations Management
Information Systems
Not Available Marketing Communication
AiLeen Mahon
English
Cynthia Mai Hoanganh
Engineering
Melinda Manley
Psychology
Kevin Mahoney
Civil Engineering
Michael Malaier
Philosophy
Janna Mariani
Marketing
George Maroudas
Finance
Maria Mastrokyriakos
Political Science
Thuy Mai
Finance
Katherine MaUey
Marketing
Kristi Marines
Psychology
Sarah McCarthy
Not Available
C
s
Jennifer McCauley
Political Science
Marc McClure
Economics
Brian McCorduck
Finance
Kristin McEven
Theatre
John McGiLL III
Not Available
Jermecia McGuire
Finance
Jaida McKay
Psychology
Jennifer Mckenzie
Psychology
Greg McPheeters
Mechanical Engineering
Christine McRoskey
Economics
Caterina Mercante
Not Available
Stephanie Merlo
Accounting
Kevin Merrill
Combined Sciences
Colette Meyer
Psychology
Erin Meyer
Biology
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Shirley Micek
Psychology
Kendra Michielssen
Marketing
Allison Michlig
Marketing
Alyson Miller
Marketing
Brandon Milligan
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Minor
Biology
Keira Morgan
Marketing
Kenneth Mugan
Finance
Erin Murchan
Biology
Laura Minton
Accounting
Darren Miyashiro
Science
John Morozumi
Civil Engineering
Rebecca Morrow
Political Science
Philip Mundweil
Political Science
Yosuke Murakami
Accounting
Brian Murphy
Civil Engineering
Elizabeth Myers
English
Neil Myres Nathan Nahouraii Eriko Nakano Leonardo Namimatsu Pritam Nandakumar
Biology Biology Operations Management
Information Systems
Accounting Combined Sciences
Ian Nasman
Accounting
Pete Navarro
Studio Art
Michael Nazzal
Finance
Jaime Neilson
Civil Engineering
Diep Nguy
Accounting
Julie Nguy
Marketing
Mi Nguyen
Biology
Theresa Nguyen
Not Available
Marcel Nienhuis
Marketing
Heather Nishida
Accounting
Jessica Noller
Anthropology
Augusto Noronha
Marketing
Joe Nugent
Communication
Mary Nuxoll
English
Kelly O'hara
Biology
Michelle O'shea
Biology
Reem Odeh
Economics
Marisa Oliver
Communication
Caroline Olson
Biology
Patrick Orallo
Electrical Engineering
Sari Orlando
Economics
Daniel Osorio
Communication
Kerry Ostrow
Communication
Monica Ozatea
Not Available
Elijah Pacis
Computer Engineering
Shabana Palla
Psychology
Andrea Palomo
Communication
Porsche Parker
Finance
Sagar Pathak
Computer Engineering
Lindsay Payne
Sociology
Rene Payomo
Psychology
Stanley Pecavar
Mechanical Engineering
Anthony Perahiotti Milagros Perez Jennifer Peritz Andrew Peterson Sara Pfannes
Operations Management Management Anthropology Finance Psychology
Information Systems
Donald Phair
Computer Engineering
Mai Anh Pham-Ky
Operations Management
Information Systems
Kimberly Pickup
Not Available
Matt Pinschmidt
History
Leopold Pivk
Operations Management
Information Systems
Anthony Plonka
Finance
inga Pogrebinsky
Marketing
Carrie Polhemus
Marketing
Gina Policastri
Psychology
Noah Popa
Marketing
Nathan Povlos
History
Sara Prestigiacomo
Communication
Michelle Pritchard
History
Joseph Pulford
Mathematics
Kathryn Pursley
Sociology
Merritt Quisumbing
Political Science
Helena Quixada
Electrical Engineering
Katy Radonich
Management
Chris Ramey
Operations Management
Information Systems
Myra Ramirez
Not Available
Julio Rank
Economics
Chris Rauber
Accounting
Sarah Reagan
Political Science
Katherine Rendler
Marketing
Michael Renzi
Political Science
John Reseburg
Marketing
Brianna Reynaud
Art History
Ashley Rice
Finance
Chelsea Rice
Political Science
Tim Riehl
Finance
Jeane Robbeloth
Not Available
Rowena Robinos
Accounting
Brett Robinson
Mechanical Engineering
Therese Robinson
Psychology
Ellen Roebke
Combined Sciences
Michael Romain
Computer Engineering
Shannon Roth
Political Science
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Angela Rotstein
Studio Art
Laura Rotunno
Marketing
Gina Ruffino
Psychology
Antonio Salcedo
Civil Engineering
Shaye Saldana
Economics
Nancy Salsa
Accounting
Jeannette Sanchez
Biology
Mary Santarosa
Psychology
Francis Santiago
Accounting
Tony Santos
Marketing
WiLLiam Saso
Communication
Jonathan Sato
Computer Engineering
Phillip Satterfield
Mechanical Engineering
Beatriz Saucedo
Not Available
Heidi Schaber
Combined Sciences
Jill Scherffius
Communication
Eric Schierburg
Marketing
Meghan Schmidt Kelly Schreiner Nancy Scott Jill Sempel Marc Serra
Psychology Finance Biology Psychology Theatre
Naveen Sharma
Psychology
Ray Shiao
Finance
Miki Shimizu
Not Available
Mary Silveira
Accounting
Azra Simicic
Psychology
Oscar Simon
Mechanical Engineering
Shelby Sims
Civil Engineering
Jatinder Singh
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Sinkula
Finance
Shannon Slegel
Marketing
Alicia Smith Courtney Smith James Smith Jovon Smith Lindsay Smith
Political Science Liberal Studies Biology Marketing Dance
Robert Smith
Psychology
Richard Snow
Mechanical Engineering
Judiana Somilleda
Spanish
Robin Sosa
Sociology
Ryan Smith
Civil Engineering
Laura Snyder
Political Science
Brianna Sorenson
Operations Management
Information Systems
Christine Souhrada
Biology
Stacey Smith
Not Available
Sagi Solomon
Accounting
Carina Sornesen
Accounting
Sonia Sparolini
Communication
Brian Spratt
Political Science
Casey Springer
Engineering Physics
Robert Stangelini
Finance
Mark Stege
History
John Stephenson
Marketing
Sabrina Stepuchin
Accounting
Jillian Sterling
Marketing
Kimberly Stetson
Communication
Brian Stoelker
Political Science
Joshua Stover
Accounting
Christina Stratmoen
Marketing
Angela Stuppy
Political Science
James Sturgeon
Finance
Jimmy Suanthie
Operations Management
Information Systems
Tyler Suacci
Operations Management
Information Systems
Desiree Sylvester
Communication
Gabriela Tablada
Marketing
George Tan
Finance
Neal Tanaka
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Taylor
Political Science
Helena Teav
Political Science
Sarah Teborek
Electrical Engineering
Robert Tepper
Theatre
Ryan Thelen
Marketing
Mike Theoharis
History
Carrie Thomas
Electrical Engineering
Jill Thomas
English
Elizabeth Thompson
Not Available
Jason Thompson
Marketing
Stephanie Thorn
Psychology
Vanessa Tigmo
Psychology
Victoria Tobar
Biology
Mary Tomasin
Not Available
Arvind Toor
Electrical Engineering
Marcus Torres
Computer Science
Monica Torres
Management
Ricardo Torres
Electrical Engineering
Lien Tran
Computer Science
Martin Tran
Operations Management
Information Systems
Minh Trang Tran
Finance
Kelly Travers
Communication
Lisa Trujillo
Computer Science
Nicholas Tsang
Computer Science
Meaghan Turner
Political Science
Maria Turner-Lloveras
Spanish
Jennifer Turney
Studio Art
Elizabeth Valdivia
Spanish
April Valenzuela
Sociology
Claudia Vasquez
Management
Vanessa Veneziano
English
Avianca Verdugo
Psychology
Jennifer Viane
English
Shannon Von Lehr
Accounting
Lien Vu
Electrical Engineering
Kristin Waldram
Communication
Luke Waller
Marketing
Alan Wang
Operations Management
Information Systems
Allen Wang
Business
Diana Wang
Finance
Jordan Wang
Computer Engineering
Wanda Wang
Accounting
Hf
i
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Alexandra Warden
Marketing
Michael Wasnick
Accounting
Leah Watkins
Liberal Studies
Paul Webber
Finance
Bryan Webster
Operations Management
Information Systems
Shelley Weger
Individual Studies
Elizabeth Weston
English
Angela Wilhelms
Finance
Darcy Williams
Psychology
Lara Williams
English
Trond Williams
Finance
Daniel Witkin
Biology
Andrea Wong
Psychology
Elizabeth Woodhouse
Marketing
Jamy Worthing
English
Colette Wright
Marketing
Karen Wu
Psychology
Maria Wynne
Sociology
Helen Xu Yang
Marketing
^^
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Mark Yang
Computer Engineering
Paula Yee
Studio Art
Michelien Yim
Mathematics
Holly Yip
Chemistry
Deborah Zabala
Operations Management
Information Systems
Mario Zilli
Civil Engineering
Zabrina Zimmerer
Combined Sciences
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The Year In
Men's
Soccer
134-135
Cross
Country
144-145
Women's
Soccer
136-137
Men's
Basketball
146-147
Women's
Volleyball
140-141
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Women's
Basketball
148-149
|f ®W*%
Men's
Volleyball
142-143
Training
Room
150-151
ATHLETICS
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.sSsiidSi Crew
152-153
Lacrosse
160-161
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Golf
154-155
-
|=5Z5I Rugby
i
162-163
Baseball
156-157
Tennis
164-165
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Softball
158-159
Water
Polo
166-167
Player Profile Adam ey^ senior
Four-time All-WCC select ion. ..has
the ability to dominate the game
from his defensive midfield
position. ..likes to step into the
attack. ..excellent passing skills.
Hometown: Agoura Hills, CA
Born: January 7, 1978
Career Honors: First Team All-West
Coast Conference 1998-1999,
WCC Defender of the Year 1999,
WCC Freshman of the Year 1996
men'SOCCER
Bronco Statistics 1999
Sean-Michael
Callahan
The 1999
Season
Synopsis
The Santa Clara men's soccer
team started off with an 11 game
winning streak. The first game of the
season against Notre Dame resulted in
the Bronco men's highest scoring
game in 5 years (6-0). On October 8, the
top-ranked men's team celebrated its
first Nllltlber 1 ranking since
1991 with a 1-0 victory over Gonzaga.
With a disapppointing overtime loss late
in the season to San Diego, the Bronco
men were knocked from their first place
ranking. Season play ended with a 1-1
stalemate against Loyola Maramount,
and the BfOIICOS season record was
(13-3-2).
Clara
Claims
wcc
Title
women ' s
SOCCER
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Player Profile Mandy Clemens,
Senior
One of the top talents in the col-
legiate ranks. ..combines speed,
agility, quickness and an excel-
lent understanding of the game to
be a major scoring threat.
Hometown: San Diego, CA
Born: September 3, 1978
Career Honors: NCAA Player of the
Year 1999, West Coast Conference
Player of the Year 1997, 1998 &
1999.
Standout Play: On October 29, 1999
Mandy became the fifth woman to
join the 60-60 club, with a record
ur assists against Portland.
Bronco Statistics 1 999
Goals Points Assists
Mandy
Clemens 20 21 63
J a c q u i
Little 20 6 46
Devvyn
Hawkins 8 10 26
Aly
Wagner 7 10 24
Kath leen
C e 1 1 o 7 6 20
»NCAA
TOURNAMENT
Bronco Men
Compete
in the
NCAA Championship
Against
Indiana
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Once Again
in the
Final Four,
the SCU Women
Lose to
Notre Dame
Player Profile Ynez Carrasco,Junior
Tremendous all-around athlete who should make
a run at many of the school's top hitting marks
before her career is over. ..tough-minded out-
side hitter who sets the tone for the entire
team with her court presence.
Hometown: Visalia, CA
Born: May 12, 1979
Career Honors: West Coast Conference First Team
1999
women ' s
VOLLEYBALL
Synopsis
Parly in the season at the WiLdcat Classic in
Tucson, AZ, the Broncos achieved an overall
2-1 tournament finish and set five tournament
records, including the team record for kills
(102) and assists (96) and an individual assist
record for junior Roz Pelayo. The Broncos
finished the season with a record of 20-10. Four
players were selected for the All-WCC teams, in-
cluding Pelayo, sophomore Brooke
Terhune,and senior Laura Raybould.
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Men' s
Volleyball
The men's volleyball team added talented
rookies to the roster this year to combine with
the returning senior starters Brian Spratt,
Rory Vonwinkel, Kevin Merrill, and
Jeff Bishop. The hard work of pre-season paid
off immediately as the Broncos took third in the
UC Davis Tournament even after Nate
Swinton, the team's starting setter, went down
with an ankle injury.
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The team continued the
momentum by winning eight
of their first ten matches.
^%
women's^roSS
Country
Early in the season the Broncos placed fifth at the
USD Invitational and seventh at the Aggie
Invitational. Both meets were led by junior El lie
Guy and freshman Jennifer Smokey. The team
had a Solid third place finish at the WCC Confer-
ence, and the team placed 25th at the NCAA West
Region a Is.
Cross
mens Country
T
'I \
he Broncos were Led by sophomore Michael Helms
with a first place team finish at the season opener USD
Invitational. The team ended the season in third place at
the WCC Championships, with senior Charlie
Brennaman and Helms earning AH-WCC Honors. Se-
nior Nick Piziali was the top finisher for the Broncos
as they placed 20th at the NCAA West Regionals.
P
Bronco Statistics 2000
Points Average FG PCT.
Nathan
Fast 397 14.7 .472
Brian
Jones 390 13.4 .372
Jamie
Holmes 249 8.9 .411
DarreU
Teat 252 8.7 .395
Todd
Wuschnig 187 6.4 .407
The2000
Season
Synopsis
After finishing one game
below .500 in 1998-99,
Santa Clara's men's
basketball team stormed back
in 1999-2000. Led by the All-
Conference backcourt of
senior Nathan Fast and junior
Brian Jones, the BronCOS
won seven of their last ten
games to finish 19-12 overall
and 9-5 (4th) in the WCC.
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Player Profile Nathan Fast,Senior
Honors candidate who teams with Brain Jones to
form one of the top backcourts in the West Coast
Conference. ..is among the conference's top
scorers. ..extremely dangerous when he's Left alone
on the perimeter.
Hometown: Fresno, CA
Born: March 1, 1977
Career Honors: 1999 & 2000 First Team All-West
Coast Conference, 7th on Santa Clara's all-time
career three-pointer Top 10 List.
women ' s
Basketball
Player Profile Annie Garrison,Junior
Solid defender who is swift on her feet. ..possesses
excellent shot blocking skills. ..tremendous low post
threat on both ends of the floor. ..left-handed
shooter... all-time leading shot blocker at SCU.
Hometown: Saratoga, CA
Born: November 21, 1979
Career Honors: 1999 West Coast Conference
Defender of the Year, 1999 & 2000 unanimous
First Team All-WCC selection.
Bronco Statistics 2000
Points Average FG PCT.|
Annie
Garrison 346 12.4 .551
Katie
Pursley 305 10.9 .445
Becki
Ashbaugh 279 10.0 .395
Tammy
Annas 244 8.7 .489
Stephanie
Rogers 221 7.9 .391
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^2000Season
Synopsis
Santa Clara women's basket
ball continued as one of the
elite programs in the West,
finishing 21-9 and qualifying
for the WNIT. This was their
third consecutive 20-win sea-
son and their third straight
post-season appearance. Jun-
iors Annie Garrison and
Jennifer Glysson, sopho-
more Becki Ashbaugh and
senior Katie Pursleywere
allselectedtotheAU-WCCteam.
"Instead of just
reading something
in a book,
I get to learn it
hands-on."
-Jerome Sabangan, Junior . ^
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ATHLETIC TRAINERS
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"Student Trainers are
responsible for all of the
care of the athLetes,
and the Training Room would
absolutely not be able to
function without their
commitment."
-Debbie Craig, Certified Athletic Trainer
TheMen'$
Team
The Santa Clara men's crew team, con
eluded one of its most successful years in
recent history with strong showings in both
the Pacific Coast Rowing Championships and
the Pac-10 Championships. The Varsity 4,
led by seniors Matt Kunk and Mac
Cannady, placed third in the grand final
of the Pac-10 Championships, and the
Novice 4 placed fourth.BroncoCRE
A* *k..Jt
Women ' s
Varsity
The women's team, Led by ALL-WCC
selection senior Reilly Dampier,
finished fourth in the five-team WCC Crew
Championships held at Lake Natoma.
Kelly Alamilla and senior Darcy
Casinelli helped Reilly lead the
Broncos to a successful season. The team
showed consistency all year, and should
be strong next year as well.
/m
Men's
The men's golf team enjoyed a solid
season, highlighted by a win at the
18-team Grand Canyon Invitational. In-
dividually, juniors Drew Corwin and
Tony Okano had their best seasons.
Corwin was a WCC All-Conference selec-
tion, while Okano has been nominated
for Academic All-American. The Broncos
placed fourth in the WCC overall.
PlaYer Profile Adaitl Harrington,
Senior
Traveled and played in the top five for all four
years. ..Most senior member on the team for
the past two years. ..Has played #1 and #3 on
the team for the past four years. ..Helped with
the WCC his sophomore year.
Hometown: Portland, Oregon
Born: January 22, 1978
Career Honors: Qualified twice for the US Ama-
teur Golf Championships and helped his team win
the 1999 Sacramento State Invitational and the
2000 Grand Canyon Invitational.
Standout Play: Placed 14th at the Grand
Canyon Invitational.
Broncos
After a fast start including the Bron
cos best ever finish in the Portland
Invitational (4th), injuries slowed the
team down. Two key players, Jessica
Monson and Sarah Dahm, missed
tournaments due to injuries, which had a
major impact on the season. Fortunately,
both of these players will be returning
next year so the future looks promising.
BASEBALL
The2000Season
Synopsis
The SCU baseball team finished with a record of
21-34. Led by a combination of young and
old, the Broncos had two freshmen, Jack
Hedley and Travis Henton, make signifi-
cant impacts on the team. The senior leadership
was provided by Todd Hughes who ranks in the
all-time top ten in hits at Santa Clara, and pitcher
Dave Battagin who broke the record for game
appearances at Santa Clara.
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SOFTBALL
The2000Season
Synopsis
The Santa Clara softbaLL team finished the
regular season with a record of 9-32. The
Broncos season was highlighted by the play of
freshmen Roni Rivera and Tracie Hall.
Rivera caught every game, and Hall led the team
with a .280 batting average. Krista Barry
also had a solid season leading the pitching staff
in wins and E.R.A.
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Men' s
Lacrosse
With the help of their new coach, Gary
Rodesta, and senior goalie Angelo
Machelli, the men's Lacrosse team ended their
three-year play-off drought. The team was led by
the tough defense of senior captain Robby
Flowers and the mid-field domination of all-
St3T senior Ben Brichler. Overall, the Bron-
cos season was successful with the team finishing
fourth in their division and seventh in the league.
- Women's
Lacrosse
Santa Clara's women's lacrosse team
had a memorable year. For the first
time ever, the team competed in the
Division II Final Four tournament. At
the tournament the Broncos placed 1 st
in the North and 3rd all-around.
Junior Colleen Eadie was the
team's top scorer for the season, and
senior Janelle Mueller captured
the team's MVP title.
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Team
The team wraped up the 1999-2000
season with a 15-9 record, and a second
place standing in the WCC. The Broncos
achieved their first national ranking ever
(57th) and they remained undefeated in
regular season dual matches at home. Se-
niors Lars Nelson and Scott
Watters led the team, and Watters broke
the school record for the most career singles
victories ever with 66 wins.
Santa Clara
Player Profile Sarah Duncan,
Senior
Displays tons of natural talent... The top player for
Santa Clara for four straight years. ..Best singles
career record in SCU history (69-11)...
Hometown: Phoenix, AZ
Born: May 29, 1978
Career Honors: Won West Coast All Conference
1997, 1998, 1999,
WCC MVP 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000.
Standout Play: This year Sarah played in the #1
position in singles and doubles with Nicole
McCord.
The LadyBJ.IJ.t3 J-IGLU.
roncos
SCU's Women's Tennis Team finished
4th in the WCC Championships to end
the 1999-2000 season. The highlight of
the season came was at UC Irvine where
the Broncos took home a 2nd place
trophy. Led by seniors Sarah Duncan
and Jodie Curran, and with the help
of two sophomores and six new fresh-
men, this team had a great year and
showed potential for years to come.
Player Profile
Lara Williams,
Senior
A strong team Leader. ..Strongest in
the uti lity/d river position
...Started an age-group water polo
team in Bellevue after SCU went
varsity in 1998.
Hometown: Bellevue, WA
Born: July 12, 1978
Career Honors:
NCAA Academic All-American 1999,
Santa Clara University Academic
Achievement Award 1999
.
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WATER POLO
IllThe t 99?m2Season
Synopsis
The men's water polo team finished
their season with a record of 13-16.
The Broncos were Led by junior Jeff
Kopacek and senior Brian
McCorduck, with each scoring 39
goals this season. Sophomore Matt
Petrich also contributed a solid
season playing all 29 games in goal.
The 2000 season for the SCU women's
water polo team was a tremendous
success. The Broncos made their first
appearance in the Division III National
Championships in only its second year
as a varsity sport. The team finished
with an 18-23 record and was led by
junior Kim Yost, an All-American
nominee, and senior Regina
Dinneen.
Reaching a New Level of
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"While I do like
the big sports, I
have a lot of fun
at the games of
some of the
smaller sports
like lacrosse or
rugby .
"
-Darren Stewart, Senior
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Bronco Athletics has had a year of firsts. Men's
and women's soccer, women's water polo,
women's basketball, men's tennis, and men's
novice crew all had significant firsts that
demonstrate how the athletic program at Santa
Clara is excelling.
All of these firsts have helped SCU become
known for its comprehensive athletic program.
More so than ever before, there is a feeling of
inclusiveness for all the Broncos teams, and
equality between teams is becoming more and
more important. Santa Clara has a unique athletic
program because it is committed to the idea of
the student-athlete without compromise, and
this attitude has led to outstanding academic as
well as athletic achievements of the athletes.
Carroll Williams, the outgoing Athletic
Director, has left a successful and promising
legacy. Each year the recognition and success of
the 1 7 sports has increased due to the attitude
and contributions of Williams and the Bronco
athletic community.
Men's Soccer
Record: 16-4-3
WCC Standing: 2nd
Men's Golf
WCC Standing: 4th
(1st place best finish)
Women's Golf
WCC Standing: 5th
(4st place best finish)
Women's Soccer
Record: 23-1
WCC Standing: 1st
Baseball
Record: 22-37
Softball
Record: 11-40
Men's Basketball
Record: 19-12
WCC Standing: 4th
Men's Tennis
Record: 15-9
WCC Standing: 2th
Women's Tennis
Record: 11-11
WCC Standing: 4th
Women's Basketball
Record: 21-9
WCC Standing: 3rd
Men's Cross Country
WCC Standing: 3rd
NCAA West Regional: 20th
Women's Cross Country
WCC Standing: 3rd
NCAA West Regional: 25th
Men's Water Polo
Record: 13-19
WWPA Championship: 8th
BOARD2 • II If
Men's Crew
Varsity 4: 3rd at
Pac-10 Championship
Women's Crew
Varsity 4 & 8: 2nd at
Pacific Coast Rowing
Championship
Women's Water Polo
Record: 18-23
D-III Championship: 5th
It's over... finally
This page was the last page of the book to be completed during the summer of
2000. With its completion came a huge sigh of relief. Finally...this book is fin-
ished. I can honestly say that there were quite a few moments when I thought
that day would never come; yet somehow, it finally did. The year-long journey as
editor-in-chief was scary, frustrating, exciting, energizing, exhausting, and
LONG. I won't say that I'm sorry to see it end, because I'm not. I am thrilled to
say that my job has been completed. However, I will say that the experience
taught me a great deal. I met some wonderful people along the way who really
helped me make it through the year. A big thank you goes out to my advisor,
Gordon Young, for his help, advice and support. I would also like to thank Ann
Akers for all her assistance during the year and especially for spending so much
time with me during the summer when everyone else had taken off for vacation.
Erin: thank you so much for all the extra work you did during the year. You were
always willing to answer my questions and give me advice. And finally, a giant
thanks to my friends, family, and especially my extremely understanding boy-
friend, for putting up with my stress-induced hissy fits over lazy staff members,
missed deadlines, and technical difficulties. By Melissa Dickerson
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Volume 96 of The Redwood was written, designed, and photographed by a staff of 15 stu-
dents at Santa Clara University. The Redwood can be contacted at
:
The Redwood
500 El Camino Real Box 3218
Santa Clara, Ca 95053-3218
The book is published by the President of Santa Clara University. The book is printed by:
Herff Jones Yearbooks
940 West 1400 North
Box 3288
Logan, UT 84323-3288
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Pages: 225
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Cover: Quarter bound, matte black vibratex
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Congratulations for completing another
chapter of your life! From Kindergarten
through college you have always worked hard
and you deserve a life filled with joy and
happiness. We are so proud of all your
accomplishments! ! ! !
Love and Kisses Mom and Dad
Brian Faye
Congratulations Brian!
We are so proud of all of
your accomplishments.
Much joy, luck, success,
and love in your future.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Paul & Rhonda
Jill Blasi Lasi
Dear Jill Christine,
October 26, 1978 was a very special day! It is a
day which grows more special each and every
year as you continue to bless us and all our
family with your unique love and compassion for
others. Proud as we are of all your many achieve-
ments, including your graduation from SCU, we
are even more proud that you are you! You de-
serve life's best! Always remember: "Our life is a
gift from God. What we do with it is our gift to
Him."
Love and prayers always,
Mom and Dad
Love,
Mom, Dad, Shannon, & Kari
Marc McClure
Congratulations!
You have grown tremendously, both aca-
demically and personally. Your Santa Clara
education has been very good for you, and it
will remain with you in whatever you do with
your life. Good luck and best wishes as you
go forward in the future.
Aaron Keith Lee
Aaron,
You are our youngest child and without you,
our family would never have been complete.
Your are good-hearted, loving, strong, and
loyal. You have always been such a joy to
have in our lives with your soft spoken humor.
Aaron, Your are at your next step and chal-
lenge in life, which you have worked very hard
to get to. We know you have the drive and
stamina to achieve anything you want. Are we
proud of you? Words cannot express how proud
of you we are! Your hopes and dreams are part
of us. We will be there for you forever.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Victoria T. Tobar
To Our Daughter,
We are so proud of you! It
seems like just yesterday you
were in Kinder. Congratulations
young lady. We know you will
do well in whatever you strive
to achieve.
Love Mom & Dad
Casey Regan
May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May God hold you in the palm of His hand
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sean
Katie Rendler
Katie,
ndler
Congratulations! We are so
proud of you. Your spirit and
enthusiasm combined with
your skills will take you far.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Erica, Doug,
and Nena
Luke Waller er
Congratulations on your Graduation with Honors
Santa Clara University 2000
We are very proud of you!
Mom, Dad, and Ben
Joshua Heppner
Josh,
Four years ago a friend gave you a high school graduation gift
with an inscription which read "Return With Honor." You have
done that as a scholar and as a young man.
We are very proud of you.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, & Jonas
Hr 9 ^H
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Congratulations to Josh and all the class of 2000.
'May He grant you your heart's desire and fulfill all your plans.
-Psalm 20:4
Jamy Worthing
Congratula-
tions to our
wonderful
daughter.
Best wishes
for your fu-
ture.
We are so very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Peppy
Jeremy Banko
X
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Jeremy:
From preschool graduate to college
graduate, we have always been so
proud of you!! As you open this door
to the rest of your life, know that our
prayers and support are with you.
"We know that in all things God works
for the good of those who love Him."
(Romans 8:28)
Love,
Dad, Mom, & Josh
Timothy Ryan Shih LuYun
CONGRATULATIONS, TIM!
WE ARE ALL PROUD OF YOU!!
A bright future is ahead of you!
May you achieve success & be blessed with happiness!
Love Always,
Dad & Mom, Johnson, Rachelle, Angkong & Ahma
Lezley Joy Hightower ;ower
Dear Lezley,
Congratulations on a job well done!
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with Snow.
-Langston Hughes
Best wishes for a bright future that fulfills your
dreams. May God continue to bless you.
Proverbs 3:5-6
Love and admiration,
Daddy, Mom, & Buddy
Miguel B. Guzman
Congratulations Migue!
You are a joy to our
family and we are very
proud of you. You have
always been a person I, "_
determined and focused
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on reaching your goals.
fe %
As we celebrate another
'%
milestone in your life, we w 4 ^
thank God for the many
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blessings He has be- i
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stowed on you and ask
His continued support as j 1 p?
you venture out into the
future.
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We love you!
Mom, Dad, Gaby, Chino,
and Cristina
Jenifer Jacobs
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Matthew Martin-Alan Gault
Still smiling after 16 years.
Congratulations Graduate!!!
Love Mom & Dad
Kathryn Pursley
Katie, t&\
Hard to believe it was four M
years ago we were wishing
the best college experience
for you. Think that one came
true. We love you and are
very proud of what you have
accomplished. (
Your Family L - * 1
Lindsay J. Payne
So many memories fill our
minds like simple treasure.
Now your future is so bright,
it's impossible to measure. A
once little girl known by
pigtails, giggles, and Big Bird,
she now stands on the doorway
to a big, bright new world.
Life serves us well, filled with
prayer and devotion. Fears are
dismissed and demure, merely
drops in the ocean. Exemplary
of Love, Patience, Kindness,
and Courage, your leadership pace beckons all those up to the
challenge.
Take your place, Lindsay Lou, and celebrate this milestone. It is
yours, you have earned it, accept all it bestows. Be as proud of
your achievements and embrace this new start. Go forth, go with
God, and follow the light in your heart.
Congratulations!
We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Mona, Erin, and Toni!
Carrie Thomas
Dear Carrie:
After four years of study
and social directing you
are now ready to face the
world. We are very proud
of you and all you have
accomplished. Your strong i 1
sense of commitment and
' 1humor are the two traits
most responsible for your
1
t
success. These same traits r flttP
will help you achieve your jj^H
life goals as you leave 4B sH
SCU. Good luck to you and
all your wonderful friends. We will always be here for
you as you have always been here for us. Travel the
world whenever possible and always, always have fun.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ted
T&S'EE
Paul Alan TimHeidi Kelly
From Kindergarten through college. . .
Tom
Congratulations on all your hard work and achievements.
Best wishes for a future filled with love, joy, and continued success.
All our love,
Clem, Ann Marie, and Family
A/I *% ^t ^ li
Maria Wynne
Maria, our smiling sunshine! You warm our hearts and
radiate love to the family and beyond. Congratula-
tions!
We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Karen, Brian, & Michael
Cheri Behlman
Congratulations Cheri!
We are very proud of you.
Our Love,
Mom and Dad
Julie Brown
Reach up. Reach out.
Look around. Look within.
See everything. Over Look nothing.
Try new. Value old.
What else is there to say except. . .
we love you, Julie.
Love, Mom, Dad, Katie, Jimmy, Appy, and Ozzie
*
Mary Silveira Lveira
Mary,
We love you for who you are, and we admire,
congratulate, and respect you for what you have
accomplished.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Trad Malia Giordano
You made it!!
Love,
Dad, Mum, Bud
John Coughlan
Congratulations John.
May all your dreams become a reality.
May God fill your heart with gladness
and cheer you.
We are proud of you and wish you every success.
Love Mom, Dad, Tom, and Conor
Christi Christina Stratmoen
Congratulations Chris!
We're very proud of you,
and wish you much happi-
ness and success in all that
you do.
With love,
Mom, Pa, Becky, Eric, and
Steven
Eric Canaday ada^
Eric,
Remember these lazy summer days at the lake? We're
looking forward to some more this summer. You've
worked hard and we're proud of your success.
Congratulations on this big day in your life.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Justin, and Jake
M.J. Alison Glascott Hascott
You've come a
long way, baby;
and, we
couldn't be
prouder! Three
wy \ cheers for our
00
bearutiful
daughter,
Alison Glascott!
May your future shine like the
brightest star! M ay it be as special
as you are!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Courtney Newhart
Dear Torts,
Go and build your stairway to the stahs.
We Love you Loads.
Mom, Dad, Rob, Tim, Eve, Jen, Joseph, and
Binky
Kelli Dragovich ovich
Kelli,
Congratulations on all your achievements and hard, hard work that went into graduating from Santa Clara
University in 4 years! All that hard work paid off in your academic endeavors as well as your athletic
achievements.
We know you will continue on your path in life to be successful in anything you want to do and, more
importantly, to always be happy and healthy before anything else!!!
We love you always and forever,
Mom, Daddy, & Michael
n
^aroline Mae Polhemus
Congratulations Carrie!
You are a shining example of what a
daughter and sister can be - beautiful
and good, honest and principled,
determined and independent, sensitive
and intelligent. We are so very proud of
you and what you have accomplished.
Be happy to be the wonderful, unique,
very special person that you are.
All our love,
Mom and Dad
Rick and Leslie
Scott and Megan
A **
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Noah Hagan Popa tgan Popa
Once in a very great while, a truly
stellar person graces one's life.
You, Noah, are that person in my
life. Your presence enriches the
lives of all that have come to know
you. I am privileged in that I've
been able to be there for all of
these years, watching and guiding
you to the heights you've risen to
thus far. I am burgeoning with
pride and admiration at the
achievements you made under less
than ideal circumstances. You are
the culmination of all the effort,
discipline and support which you
and those of us who love you have
invested. Maintaining a balance
while working all through high
school and college, excelling
academically, participating in triathlon sports, developing significant social
relationships with friends and family, being accepted into programs such as the
ACE program and being an RA in your residence hall seem beyond the realm of a
person so young. You appear to stride through all these commitments with ease
and grace. Your insight and depth of character are among your most attractive
attributes. You have grown into my best friend and often your thoughts have
helped me to make decisions that I might not have been able to reach on my own.
Noah, you bring meaning to my life in a way that no one else ever could. We have
an open, honest and truthful relationship that I'm sure extends to everyone in
your life. It is your self-respect and dignity that propel you to make choices that
have brought you much success and gratification. And so it is with our Scottish
heritage and much love that I say to you, may the road always rise up to meet you
and may the wind be at your back! Your future awaits, carpe diem!
Your Loving Mother
Laurel Julian
Congratulations Laurel!!!
You made it (early at that)!!!
We have watched you grow from a shy,
introverted little girl to a woman with
confidence, strength of character and
eternal optimism. You have not only
aced your formal education, but have
accumulated a wealth of practical
knowledge and the where-with-all to
deal with just about any situation that
arises. Although we are always around
to willingly and lovingly provide
support and advice, we're at peace
with the fact that you are ready for
anything the world can throw at you.
Parents have to feel needed, you
understand.
Good luck with your program
management position with Cisco. We
know that your technical and
interpersonal skills, along with your
initiative and optimism will make you a
success, regardless of where your
career takes you. Work hard at being
the best you can, but take time to
enjoy your life along the way. It passes
way too fast not to.
Love,
Dad & Mom
Br" m* Ik ifl
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Debbie Gates Qa~
"
Congratulations Debbie!
We are so proud of you. May your future be
filled with happiness and success. We love you
so much.
Mom and Justin
John Reseburg urg
We are so proud of you, John. . .
for your excellent academic record,
for your unique 1998 Redwood photography,
for choosing such great friends,
for remembering to "see the big picture",
and most of all,
for always doing your best.
Love and congratulations,
Dad, Mom, and Sarah
& Charlie Brown
Amanda Taschler Casserly
'MMMMMMMh
Congratulations,
Amanda!
You have always been
"rarin' to go" and now
you can! We love you
bunches and bunches.
All the best always. . .
Love,
Mom and Dad, Colleen,
Todd, Michaela, Tom &
Holly
Lisa Gonzales
You were so young then and so grown
up now. . .
Lisa,
Your confidence, talents,
education, enthusiasm, and
determination will help you
reach all of your goals.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Jeff
[Jarrett Green
"If you can dream - and not make dreams your master
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim . . .
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
And - which is more - you'll be a Man, my son!"
Rudyard Kipling
From the one who has
been given much,
much will be asked.
Luke 12:48
Our pride in you is
surpassed only by
our love. . .
P&E
May all your dreams
come true!
We love you - Mom & Dad
Sara Prestigiacomo
We are so proud of the
young lady you've
become. The corporate
world awaits you!
We love you,
Mom, Dad & Anthony
\<0
Chris Ramey
Congratulations on all
your successes. We're
so proud of you! GetH Hfe&g ready world!
y" Lots of love,
Mom & Dad
Sean Patrick Dunn ick Dunn
Extremely well done!!!
Mom, Dad, CoLLe
Lane, Maxi
Dutch, Daisey
The Clan The Tribe
Susan C. Ewens
Congratulations to my
fantastic daughter, Susan
Ewens, and her Lovely
friends I have met over
the last four years.
Mom
Robert Flowers
Robby -- As you step out into the
bigger world you take with you many
wonderful memories. You have given us
many wonderful memories too. We
have given you roots now it's time for
you to try your wings! God is always
with you, remember to take the fruit
from His basket.
With love, pride & admiration for a job
well done --
Daddo, Momma & Grams
Michael Zach Koontz ™*Z
Zach-
Congratulations and
continued success. You
make us proud!
Love,
Mom and Dad ipiX**^
Maureen Dillon
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Dillon
Service
to Others
WAY TO GO MAUREEN YOU DID IT!
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Your focus on these has made you the
awesome person you are. Be proud of yourself,
as we are so very proud of you.
Dad, Mom, Lianne, Kevin, and Gregory
Jessica Noller
Jessica,
Iter
You've kept your nose to the
grindstone and accom-
plished wonderful things.
We are proud of you and we
love you.
Mom, Dad, Jenna, and Jeff
lathan Aaron Poulos n Pouloi
NATHAN AARON POULOS
... FOR
THE LONGEST
TIME,
DMJ & K
Jennifer Royse
111 ^ /Tr %r ^9^V Ik o f v^ 1
rm4 j^
Congratulations to our star!
May all your dreams come true.
Love always!
Mom, Dad, Matthew,
Appricot, Lady J, Sox, Jaeger
Jennifer Royse - Class of 2000
Alpha Phi
shes our graduating sisters the best of Luck!
We will miss all of your smiling faces around campus!
Love,
Zeta Gamma Chapter
Congratulations
Class of 2000!
The 1999-2000 Redwood Staff
Congratulates the Class of 2000 on their achievement.
We wish you many happy memories and the best of luck in the future,
The Redwood
Santa Clara University's Yearbook
Click here. Go here.
We've narrowed your career
possibilities down to the whole world.
Just tell us where you'd like to start.
How about exploration in Alaska or
engineering in Australia? Marketing in
London or perhaps Human Resources
in Angola 9
We're in the business of finding,
producing and marketing the energy
resources the world depends on. You
can find us in some 1 00 countries
on 6 continents. This means you can
build a career that will challenge and
satisfy you while you work in a
business which impacts the world.
Go to our website at
www.bpamocojobs.com and
find your place in the world.
BPAmoco
ITTjI kmoco
Congratulations
the
Class of 2000
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Lucent Technologies
Bell Labs Innovations
YouVe earned your degree.
Now Master The Technology.
Graduate To The Network Of Knowledge At Fujitsu Network
Communications. We're headquartered in the heart of the Telecom Corridor
in Richardson, Texas (a suburb of Dallas), and have established state-of-the-art
facilities in California, New York and North Carolina. Enroll with us today and you'll
experience new worlds of knowledge, opportunity and success.
Our parent company, Fujitsu Limited, is the world's largest computer company
and an international leader in the telecommunications and microelectronics
industries. At Fujitsu Network Communications, we specialize in the
development and manufacture of some of the most dynamic digital fiber optic
transmission and broadband switching equipment in the universe.
If you're a forward-thinking graduate with a degree in computer science or
engineering, or if you are an undergraduate working toward one of these areas,
we're anxious to meet with you. Opportunities are available in San Jose, CA,
Raleigh, NC, Pearl River, NY, and in Richardson, TX for the following areas:
Network Management
Test & Verification
Technical Support
Wireless
Hardware
Software
Applicants should send or fax their resume to: Fujitsu Network Communications,
Attn: College Relations, 2801 Telecom Parkway, Richardson, TX 75082: fax (972)
479-3055. For additional information on employment, please look us up on our
website at www.fnc.fujitsu.com s*f}
No phone calls please. \S^^
Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/D/V. FUJITSU
Network Communications
Successful people stand out. They're the ones who aren't afraid to stick out their necks, take
roads less traveled, and navigate higher streams of consciousness. We have room for you
at Quantum if you're one of these individuals. Here you'll find challenging work, a chance
to run with the ball, and the attention you deserve without being micromanaged. It's just
what you would expect from a company consistently recognized by Fortune as one of the
100 Best Places to Work in America. Increase your odds for success with Quantum.
C3
Work @ Quantum
Attorneys
Administration
Corporate
Communications
Design Engineers
E-Business/Internet
Engineering
Finance/Accounting
Facilities/Logistics
Information Systems
Human Resources
Management/Directors
Marketing
Product Planning
Public Relations
Purchasing/Commodities
Research &
Development
Sales
Technicians
Defy the cods,
For consideration, please mail, fax or e-mail your resume, indicating Job Code:
ADSCU0400BL and desired position, to: Quantum Corporation, Human Resources Dept,
500 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035. Fax: (800) 729-9664. E-mail: jobs@qntm.com or
college.jobs@quantum.com. Principals only. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V.
© 2000 Quantum Corporation. All rights reserved Quantum and the Quantum logo are registered trademarks of
Quantum Corporation registered in the U.S.A.and other countries.
Quantum.
quantumcareers.com
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
Bh^i«ih eE? 1^?
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What's the point of working, studying, and striving for a
college degree? It's finding a career with a dynamic organiza-
tion
—
just like the one you'll find when you join the talented
team at Midwest Micro!
We are a wholly owned subsidiary of Systemax Inc., a $1 .4
billion leading direct marketer of computer and industrial
products. In addition to being an innovative manufacturer of
private-label, build-to-order PCs, Midwest Micro has also
established itself as the nation's "one-stop" mail-order com-
puter shop featuring thousands of brand-name products,
software, and peripherals as well as office supplies.
As you look ahead to the challenges of a new career and a
new century, we invite you to explore our spectrum of
opportunities available in the following areas:
Accounting, Advertising, Customer Service, Engi-
neering, Human Resources, Manufacturing, Market-
ing, Purchasing, and Sales. We also have a wide
variety of other opportunities available.
We offer an exceptional environment where you'll feel
valued and appreciated, ongoing opportunity for training and
growth, and an attractive salary/benefits package including
medical/dental coverage, life insurance, 40l(k) savings, tuition
reimbursement, and discounts on computer products.
To learn more call: 1-800-204-03 1 9. An Equal Opportu-
nity Employer M/F/D/V.
w^/wvv^/w
Midwest
Micro
A SYSTEMAX COMPANY
www.mwmicro.com
Raytheon
www com
Raytheon Combany has evolved
into one of the largest industrial
corporations in the U.S. and a world
leader in electronic and defense
systems Here, n our Fort Wayne
location, you will find highly
advanced systems, experience
close-knit and creative working
relationships, and have the
opportunity to shine.
Our Communication Systems
Division designs and delivers
military tacticalj radios, software
programmable, digital communica-
tions systems, tactical battle
management systems, electronic
combat, and networked command
and control systems for the
Armed Forces of the United States
and many nations.
Raytheon is proud of the work we
do to keep our
j
nation strong and
free, and proud to be a member of
the fort Wayne community since
1930.
Raytheon offeirs a competitive
salary and benefits package which
includes health and life insurance.
For information on employment
opportunities, please send a
resume and a cover letter specifying
the position for which you are
applying to: Raytheon Company,
Human Resources, 1010
Production Rd., Fort Wayne,
IN 46808-4106. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
__ _ __._ In a world fueled by movement, one company
YOUR TALENT builds the high and medium-horsepower diesel
IC AKi K§iMf*tMFC en9'nes mar power transportation and commerce
IO Aly BnVlllC across the globe: Cummins Engine Company.
^r POCC/D// /TV Cummins is an organization of remarkable scope
*•" rKJodlDlLl I T antj singular vision, a $6 billion business driven to
ever-greater heights of achievement by the innova-
tion and dynamic energy of people like you. Stretch
your talents and extend your ambitions to embrace
the limitless possibilities of a Cummins career.
We have opportunities in thi
BUSINESS CAREERS
• Finance/Accounting
• Marketing
• Materials Management
• Operations/
Manufacturing
following areas:
ENGINEERING CAREERS
• Research and
Development
• Electronics Technology
• Product Development
• Customer Engineering
• Manufacturing
• Customer Support and
Service
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY CAREERS
• Application Developers
• Database Administrators
• Network Administrators
• Systems Analysts
• Web Developers
• Summer
Internships
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
• Research and
Development
• Electronics Technology
• Service Engineering and
Customer Support
• Manufacturing
Engineering
• Information Technology
• Finance/Accounting
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
• Manufacturing
Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Other related engineer-
ing disciplines
If you would like to learn more about these opportunities,
visit our website or email your resume indicating your
area of interest to: resumes@cob.cummins.com.
Mailing address: Cummins Engine Company,
Inc., Corporate Staffing, Attn: UD-VK, Mail Code
60808, 500 Jackson Street,
Columbus, IN 47201 . At Cummins, diversity is
a way of life... and the way to our future: an equal
opportunity
employer. YOUR FUTURE AWAITS AT
WWW.CUMMtNSCAREERS.COM
POWERING YOUR FUTURE
GINEERING FO SATELLITES
The Ultimate Career Launch.
Hard to believe, but even here in the United States, a sizable portion of land lacks the infra-
structure necessary to deliver television reception, Internet access, even a simple phone call.
But at Space Systems/Loral, we're working to change all that. Here, you'll immerse yourself
in a rich learning environment with a broad spectrum of state-of-the-art emerging technolo-
gies significant to the information age. At the same time, we'll encourage you to follow your
interests and develop satellite solutions for information processing, weather, broadband
broadcast and telecommunications. Great reasons why on earth you should connect wit
- at Space Systems/Loral in PALO ALTO, CA.
We are seeking individuals with/pursuing these credentials:
• BS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
• BS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• BS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
• BS FINANCE BS COMPUTER SCIENCE
Additional positions in ADMINISTRATION, PROCUREMENT and HUMAN
For up-to-the-minute information on our company and employment oppoi
www.ssloral.com/employment
Space Systems/Loral offers significant internal training programs, tuition reimbursement, small/work groups
and the chance to benefit from a variety of work experiences. We would like 10 see your resume, so please
e-mail it (body copy only, attachments will delay the processing of your resume) to: joba.hi@ssd.loral.com.
EOE.
www. ssloral.com
iURCES are available,
ties, please visit pur Web site:
Dynamic
Careers
Await You...
Teradyne is the industry leader in Automated Testing Equipment
(ATE) for the most advanced memory and logic chips being
designed anywhere in the world. Here in the heart of Silicon Valley,
our Memory and Logic divisions are pushing the limits of test
technology. Our industry leadership creates ongoing opportunities
for the Santa Clara graduate.
To find out about our excellent engineering career opportunities,
please see our Web site at
www.teradyne.com
Forward resumes to:
Teradyne, Human Resources Dept, 880 Fox Lane, San Jose CA,
95131-1685. Fax 408/451-3399, or email mary.martin@teradyne.com.
AA/EOE
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A tradition of
.JJ
innovation, worldwide &
O
You know our name. We have a long tradition of F^\
innovative breakthroughs in drug discovery. As a r^^
world leader in research-based healthcare, Roche
Bioscience is uniquely poised to transform our global resources into
innovative pharmaceutical products that significantly improve
human health. We intend to lead the industry in this effort through
research excellence, sound business decisions and cost-effective,
timely delivery of novel drugs. The opportunities have never been
greater as we build on our tradition to make the world better.
To learn more about our current opportunities, please visit our
website at
www.roche.com/bioscience
Situated in one of California's most vital technological
regions, our expansive Palo Alto campus combines the
synergy of science and business to produce research that
delivers results. We also offer highly competitive benefits,
including incentive bonuses, 401(k) and pension plans, and a
host of on-campus amenities that make day-to-day living that
much simpler.
As an equal opportunity employer, we are committed to work-
force diversity.
Initiated small business
development in rural Ghana.
(If you think it looks attractive here,
wait until you see it on a resume.)
PEACE CORPS
How far are you willing to go to make a difference?
www.peacecorps.gov • I-8OO-424-858O
Make Your Next Step
As Memorable As Your First.
KPMG CONGRATULATE THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2000.
KPMG WELCOMES
Oliver Alwyn
Jill Gerodias
Cha-Eun Park
Francis Santiago
Michelle Whiley
Febiana Rinasari
Alan Biggi
TO THE TEAM
www.kpmgcampus.com
NELSON STAFFING SOLUTIONS
Salutes Santa Clara University's
Class of 2000!
NELSON
Can find you a
Once in a lifetime Career Opportunity
Top Silicon in Valley Companies
We have immediate placements through
Our Direct-Hire Division
Call Now - Work Tomorrow
Nelson
Staffing Solutions
(650) 325-1800 Menlo Park
www.nelsonjobs.com
The RightJob
m
At Lab Support®, a nationwide staffing service for scientific
professionals, we not only work fast, we work smart. Our
clients are industry leaders and rising stars in the fields of
Food, Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology, Manufacturing, etc.
SCIENTISTS
Build impressive experience by working with the best
companies in the industry. We will be your talent agent,
finding you short-term, long-term, or temp-to-hire
assignments that advance your career.
We are currently seeking the following professionals:
BS Chemists BS Food Scientists
BS Microbiologists HPLC, wet chem or
Lab Techs-degreed micro techniques a plus
and non-degreed Recent Grads Welcome!
Call Us Today!
Pleasanton
(925)416-0840
San Jose
(408)371-8771
Concord
(925)674-1230
w Women'sCommunity MedicalClinicSon Jose's original comprehensivefamily planning clinic since 1973
Counseling • Birth Control • Gynecology
Morning After Pill Emergency Contraception
Surgical Abortion services up to 20 weeks (awake or asleep)
Pregnancy Testing, no appointment necessary
Saturday & evening appointments available
To schedule an appointment for an abortion or to speak to
a pregnancy counselor, call (408) 287-4335
696 East Santa Clara Street
(Across from the San Jose Medical Center in downtown San Jose)
www. gynpages. comlwcmc
DIVERSIFIED
FIRE PRODUCTS, INC.
ENGINEERED FIREALARMSYSTEMS
502E Vandell Way
Campbell Ca. 95008
Phone (408) 370-3770
Fax (408) 370-0654
Three Cheers
for the Business Community
Thank you
for supporting the
Redwood Yearbook
iMion
HOMESCENTS
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 1 OO
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 985-6000 • (408) 985-6050 Fax
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SANTA CLARA
RESTAURANT
;0LLECTI0N
Jcunim. frju.ioa,
.
cs.nffifM^ rnnr.mn\i Market
Express
JTWVMRK
Qjfr 6^
Catering 408/554-4863
Dining Services 408/554-4721
TM
CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 2000!
El Camino @ Lawrence, El Camino @ Scott,
Bowers @ Highway 1 01 , Santa Clara
'fauw
We have theQUALITY
2680 Cloverdale Ave
Concord, CA 94518
(925) 676-5898
"CHUG" YOUR CLASS
OF MILK
2000
1 276 Reamwood Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-9608
13507 BlackieRd
Castroville, CA 95012
(831)633-2697
2065 Oakdale Ave
San Francisco, CA 941 24
(415)821-5900
25500 Clawiter Rd
Hayward, CA 94545
(510)265-8600
JLima *Pamity *7ttontu&Ue&
SAN JOSE SANTA CLARA SUNNYVALE
710 Willow St. 466 N. Winchester Blvd. 1315 HollenbeckAve
408/295-5160 408/296-2977 408/736-3491
FD128 FD93 FD 1169
MILPITAS-FREMONT MORTUARY
In CEDAR LAWN MEMORIAL PARK
Warm Springs Blvd
,
at Scott Creek Road
408/263-2868 510/656-5565
FD 1262
PARTNERS IN CONSTRUCTION »
SAN JOSE
PLEASANTON fflacKay & Somps
CIVIL ENGINEERING LAND PLANNING LAND SURVEYING
SAN RAMON
SACRAMENTO
ROSEVILLE
me Qfcmta {puwa U?u4wvi6u
2000 Qjniaiiati/na \plm&.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:
5142 Franklin Drive - Suite C
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3355
(925) 416-1790 FAX: (925) 416-1833
j ilX^ i
3 gj^ram^.^ j^£ We're proudof our
particrpatloii
on the
Santa Clara
University
JStnics pnflfliniR
Rosendix Electric
A 408/286-2800880N.M*tmiyRo*d&ui Jose, CA 95128
J Reputable Tile Co., Inc.
rl
License H466107
A history of
quality and performance.
• Pat Malley Fitness & Recreation Center
and Leavey Activities Center
• Alumni Science Building
• Kenna Hall
405 Aldo Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408-748-7776
408-980-1337 Fax
>URDIC K RINTING
COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • CLEAN ROOMS
Proud to be partners with
Santa Clara University.
Congratulations &
Best Wishes to the
Class of 2000!
License #371294
3084 Kenneth Street
Santa Clara. CA 95054
(408) 567-1330
FAX (408) 567-1339
JOEY FRANCO'S
SUPERMARKETS INC.
&<xwyi4toilatc(MA to- t£e (^taduate^!
2277 Alum Rock Avenue
San Jose, California 951 1
6
(408)258-4977
Fax (408) 258-1 761
10 Locations To Serve You
THE
BRONCO HUT
Congratulates the
Graduating Class of 2000!
3200 The Alameda
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Ray Lychak, Owner
illiam
ichacl
automotive
1 800 Richard Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 970-0466
www. williammich aelaiito.com
Full Automotive Service
• Tune-Up
• Carburetor
• Fuel Injection
• Electronic Engine Controls
• Electrical
• Air Conditioning
• Brakes
• Engines
• Transmissions
• General Repairs
• Smog Check
Roderick Biswell, MD
Douglas R. Fredrick, MD
Kathleen B Gordon, MD
Eye Medical Clinic
220 Meridian Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
Phone (408) 494-0500
Optical (408) 494-0510
Fax (408) 947-7972
RobertJ. Masi, MD
John H. Sullivan, MD
Vickers concrete sawing, inc.
ANDREW M. PHILLIPS, 75
PRESIDENT
(408) 573-9797
email andyp@pacbell.net
392 East Gish Road
San Jose, CA 95112
Ad sales
can be
hazardous
to your health
Let Scholastic Advertising make your ad campaign
worry-free. Since 1 992, we've created the ad
sections for over 700 university publications.
We're the nation's oldest and largest
advertising rep firm, working exclusively with
university publications.
m SCHOLASTICADVERTISING, inc
800-964-0776
Members CMA
FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE
DOWN THE TUDES.
If you Think the tests in col-
lege are tough, wait until your
first job interview. Last year,
$60 billion to drugs
So this year, most of ihe
Fortune 50(1 will be administer-
ing drug tests. Failing the test
means you won't be considered
fur employment.
Alter all, if you're into drugs,
how smart can you be.
WERE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America
CHECK US OUT!
MISSIIN CITY
Federal Credit Union
E-LOANS
B^VISA
5^ATM
Benson CenterBasementBranchatSCU
1391 Franklin Street -Main Office
PH (408) 554-5420
PH (408)244-5818
Benson Branch
Main Office
Monday - Friday 9:1 5 a.m. - 5:1 5 p.
m
Monday- Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:1 5 p.m.
Bankof
Santa Clara
Locally Owned.
Locally Managed.
Independent.
Eight Convenient
Locations:
Santa Clara Office
Homestead Office
Sunnyvale Office
Milpitas Office
Evergreen Office
Camden Office
McKee Office
First & Taylor Office
249-5900
Member FDIC
SANTA CLARAHarriott
2700 Mission College Boulevard • Santa Clara, California 95052-8181
(408) 988-1500 • Fax: (408) 727-4353
I l
N
f D i:
A
Aanderud, Celia C JR
Abalos, Charlene
Therese Viana FR
Abar, Alan C SR 98
Abbott, Emily Christine
FR
Abbott, Jessica
Rockwell FR
Abdullah, Afrah M FR
Ablaza, Melanie Leizel
FR
Aboseif, Anthony M SR
Abraham, John Jacob
SR
Abraham, Lyndsay E JR
Abucay, Manny J SO
Abundiz, Juanita Maria
FR
Acker, Katherine Marie
FR
Ackerman, Dodge K SO
Acox, Salena FR
Acuff, Amy Elizabeth FR
Adame, Kelli M SR
Adams, Kelsey Suzanne
FR
Adams, Patricia K SO
Adams, Peter W SO
Adauto, Lianna Raene
FR
Addison, Christopher N
FR
Adkins, Jason C SO
Adolphson, Anna K JR
Adona, Anthony Floreza
FR
Adrian, Erin Marie SR
77, 98
Aeschleman, Nicole L SO
Agacanyan, Armen
Baret SR
Agcaoili, Beverly Ann
JR 98
Aguilar, Lauren FR
Aguilar, Roxanne S SO
Aguilera, Erika Marcella
FR
Aguirre, Elena L SO
Aguirre, Nancy SR
Aguirre, Sonia S SO
Agustin, John-Micole R
SO
Ahasic, Justin Patrick
FR
Ahem, Todd D SO
Ahrens, Karen SR
Ahrens, Karen SR
Ahsan, Agha S SR
Ahuja, Neeraj FR
Aikman, Blaney Rose SO
Aintablian, Lori Hourig
FR
Aiton, Gustavius D JR
Ajlouny, Joseph R JR
Akbarzad, Ghezal JR
Akerman, Erik Edward
FR 30
Alabado, Jerome J JR
Alameda, Damien M SO
Alamilla, Kelly M SR 98,
153
Al-Bakr, Essam JR
Albe, Lauren Michelle
FR
Albers, Ashley Brianne
FR
Albers, Joseph R SO 19
Albert, Meredith B FR
Albertini, Domenic L SR
Albright, Scott A JR
Alcantara, Rita S JR
Aldama, Heather M SO
Aldrich, Tyler Allen FR
Aldridge, Arianna FR
Aldworth, Nathan
Andrew SR 98
Alhumaidhi, Abdulaziz
AJR
Alimanestianu, Ingrid
Geomare FR
Alioto, Franklin M JR
Alioto, Nunzio S JR
Allen, Erin K FR
Allington, John Ramsey
SO
Allrich, Helen M SO
Alquraishi, Mohammed
N FR
Altamirano, Shannon
Marie SR
Alvarado, Christopher N
JR
Alvarez, Elizabeth SO
Alvarez, Jose E SO
Alvarez, Maria T SO
Alvarez, Rosanna M SO
Alvarez, Sylvano M SR
Alvarez, Yvonne Nava
JR
Alves, Chad M JR
Alvistur, Annemarie SR
Alvistur, Brendan
Barron FR
Alwyn, Celine V SO
Alwyn, Olivier Serge SR
98
Amaral, Melissa M SR
Ambrogio, Daniel R JR
Ambrosetti, Melissa A
SO
Amelio, Andrew Ryan
SR
Ames, Andrea C SR
Ampi, Anthony J SO
Amutan, Anthony F SR
98
Anaya, Daniel FR
Anaya, Daniel FR
Andaya, Loraine C JR
Andazola, Jaime
Andrew FR
Anderson, Alexander
Orville FR
Anderson, Audree L SR
98
Anderson, Brad
Radcliffe FR
Anderson, Bridget L FR
Anderson, Carmen R JR
Anderson, Carrie R SR
Anderson, Christopher
M JR
Anderson, Cord Dominis
FR
Anderson, Eleanor V SO
Anderson, Joseph L SR
98
Anderson, Laura Jeanne
SR 98
Anderson, Lu R SO
Anderson, Marty
Jonathan SO
Anderson, Meta Lyn FR
Anderson, Raleigh
Jason FR
Anderson, Spencer W JR
30
Anderson, Theodore
Brent FR
Anderson, Timothy
Howard FR
Anderson, Trent M SR
Andrade, Matthew J SR
98
Andreano, Kelly Marie FR
Andrew, Zephyr F SO
Andrews, Peter Crane FR
Andrews, Rebecca Grace
JR
Andrus, Adam W JR
Andrzejewski, Amy L SO
Andu, Randy R SR
Andu-Rivera, Allan A FR
Anello, Alexis A JR
Anetsky, Randy J SR
Angeles, Robert-Evan A
SO
Angelici, Claire E SO
Angell, Erin Aileen SR
Anguiano, Sylvia K SO
Anido, Shannon Marie
FR 30
Anketell, Chrishan S SO
Annas, Tammy M SO
148
Ansolabehere,
Bernadette T JR
Anthony, Stephanie
Ann FR 30
Antoncich, Megan
Leonani FR
Antonini, Katarina
Michelle SR 98
Anzia, Sarah F JR
Aoanan, Rebecca I JR
Aoki, Emily A FR
Apezteguia, Maria
Teresa SR 98
Apolinario, Paulo M FR
Aquino, Gemma JR
Araiza, Jacqueline SR
Arana, Naomi Suan FR
Araneta, Angela Marie
FR
Arata, Daniel A JR
Aravamudhan, Dhivya
JR 98
Arceneaux, Clarice Kay
FR
Ardaiz, Shawn Joseph
JR
Ardelean, Adela D JR
Ardell, Benjamin
Thomas FR
Ardema, Matthew F JR
Arevalo, Edwin Marcelo
SR
Arguello, Juan F JR
Arimoto, Derrick R SO
Arimura, Chad T SO
Armand, Gregory P SO
Armbrust, Whitney
Jeanne FR
Armstrong, Brian P SO
Armstrong, Hilary Gail
SR98
Armstrong, James R JR
Armstrong, Jeremy R SR
Arnold, Amanda K JR
Arnone, Michael
Christopher FR
Aronson, Summer M SO
Arora, Anuj FR
Arora, Shilpa SR 98
Arreola, Georgina A JR
Arreola, Hugo C SO
Arriola, Sarah Joy FR
Arroyo, Adrian E JR
Arteaga, Gloria A SO
Arthur, Mark SR
Arthur, Phillip L SR 98
Artiach, Josu A JR
Artukovich, Michael
Joseph SR
Artunian, Adam M SO
Arzt, Anna Claire FR
Ascolese, Joseph C SR
Ashbaugh, Rebecca S
SO 148, 149
Aslam, Ameen FR
Assarsson, Ann L JR
Atienza, Jennifer Garma
FR
Atler III, Raul L SO
Atwal, Omar Singh FR
Au Yong, Yik Ran JR
Au, Clayton Tony FR
Au, Larry Dai Keong SR
98
Au, Warner Winhu FR
Auffenberg, Ryan
Thomas FR
Austin, Daniel A SR 98
Austin, Jennifer T SR
Avalos, Ryan J SO
Avery, Aaron Anthony FR
Avery, Michael J SO
Avila, Cristina R SO
Avila, Melissa M FR
Aviles, Gilberto SR 98
Aviles, Mercedes S SO
Avison, Jessica Susan
SR 99
Awakuni, Ann Marie JR
Ayala, Evangeline Angie
SO
Ayala, Iris E JR
Ayoub, Mona I SR 99
Ayoub, Rakan F SO
Ayres, Rebecca L SO
Azad, Sarah P SR
Azevedo, Judy P SO
Azevedo, Nancy M JR
B
Baal, Eric A SO
Babula, Mark AJR 30
Baccaglio, Rebecca
Victoria FR
Bachelor, Eric W SO
Bachman, Michael Paul
FR
Bacigalupi, Joseph M
FR
Back, Lindsey Louise FR
Badal, Nyrene J SO 65
Badani, Shilpa B JR
Badri, Omeed Humaid
SR
Bahena, Rene FR
Bahng, Won FR
Bailey, Amber M JR
Bailey, Jordan Anthony
FR
Bailie, Roland J SO 30
Baker, Tanya M SR 99
Bakhtiarova, Olga Y SO
Balagot, Beverly J SO i
Balan, Edmund Toledo
FR
Balatoni, Cynthia
Elizabeth SR 99
Baldrige, Nicholas
Jason FR
Balestreri, Denise M SO;
Balestreri, Michael
Robert SO
Balian, Vrej-Armen SO
Ballard, Timothy J FR •
Ballatore, Eric S SO
Banaag, April R SO
Banaag, April R SO
Banaag, Eric P SR
Banares, Janelle J SO
Banez, Audrey K FR
Bang, Kevin Sung Min
FR
Banko, Jeremy SR 99,
177
Banko, Joshua D JR
Bannen, Michael T SR
Bansal, Shweta A SO
Banuelos, Oscar Cortez
FR
Barajas, Lucia FR
Barajas, Richard F SO
Baratzadeh, Kiavash FR
Barber, Krista Janean
SO
Barbour, Nicole Marie SI
Barceloux, Colin Jason
FR
Barden, Michael A JR
Barella, Corey L JR
Bareng, Marjorie Pasion
FR
Bari, Jami-Lyn SO
Baricevic, Marijana E Jf
30
Barker, Melanie J JR
Barksdale, Jennifer B
SR99
arlag, Kathleen M SO
jarndt, Elizabeth A SO
arnecut, Suzanne E SR
99
arnes, Anthony F JR
arnes, Nathan H JR
arneson, Scott SO
arnett, Case C JR
arnett, Michele JR
arnidge, George E SO
bit, Alison Caroline FR
arr, Sarah J JR
arr, Stephanie A SO
arragan, Brian Vincent
SR
arrango, Cindy A JR
arreca, Alan I SR 99
arrera, Kathleen
Elizabeth SR
arresi, Christopher J
SR
arrett, Elizabeth L JR
arron, Elizabeth G SO
arry, Allison M SR
arry, Krista A JR 159
arsanti, Gina Michele
JR
artel, Moira E SR 99
artholomew, Brendan
M FR
artholomew, Brianne
FR
artlett, Kristen R SO
arton, William H JR
asilio, Jovanny Gabriel
JR
ass, Kalie Robin FR
ateman, Matthew L SR
99
ates, Candace Marie
FR
ateson, Susan Mary FR
athen, Hollis A JR
atiuk, Nicole SO
atley, Jonathan
Glanville FR
atliwalla, Zeena
Neville SR
atra, Ruchi FR
attagin, David M SR
156
auer, Scott A SO 21
aysinger, James C SO
aytler, Pauline A SO
each, Timothy C SO
eals, Lindsay FR
easley Jr, Michael R FR
eauregard, Charles R
SR
echen, Emily G SO
eck, Andrew Jerrod SR
99
eck, Christina Sara SR
eckman, Alexis A SR
99
eckman, Emma Claire
FR
eckord, Allison Sue FR
edard, Michael J SR
100
•eddawi, Lance N SR
19, 100
edi, Daniel S SO
edi, Jennifer L SR 100
edolla, Claudia V SO
edolla-Verduzco, Hilda
JR
Beechinor, Christine
Diane FR
Beelner, Victoria A SO
Behlman, Cheri A SR
100, 181
Beitler, Kurt Charles SR
Bell, Ridley Jovan SR
100
Bellew, Kristina T SO
Belo, Martha Simone FR
Beltran, Christine J JR
Benavidez, Javier R SR
60, 100
Benavidez, Ricardo SR
Benavidez, Sandra FR
BenBen, Ali McKearnan
FR
Bencala, Karin Roxanne
FR
Benech, Ariana S SR
Benech, Ryan Justin SR
Benedetti, Michele A SO
19
Benedetto, James R JR
Benevento, Lorraine FR
Benioff, Christopher E
JR
Bennett, Jennifer L JR
Bennett, Joel T SO
Bennett, Nicholas G SO
Beope, Paloma JR
Berena, Jason M SO
Berg III, Harry R SO
Berg, Alexander Rollins
FR
Berg, Christian J SO
Berg, Gary Steven SR
Berger, Catherine M JR
Bergstrom, Erik Robert
SR
Bero, Erica M SO
Berrueta, Jennifer FR
Berry, Megan K JR
Berselli, Andrea B SR
100
Berta, Giacinta FR 30
Berteaux, Justin Barrett
JR 30
Berto, Jennie A SR 76,
100
Bertolino, Andrew P JR
Bertone, Marc A SR
Bettencourt, Joshua JR
Bettencourt, Melinda A
SO
Bevilacqua, Ashley Rose
FR
Beza, Carlo A SR
Bhalla, Ajay SR 100
Bhambhra, Rita Chandru
FR
Bhatt, Devang A SR
Bianco, David P JR
Bidabadi, Kevin D JR
Bidegary, Tamra
Michelle FR 30
Bidwal, Manjeev K SO
Biggi, Alan Steven SR
Biggs, Brianna Lynn JR
Biggs, Jeffrey R FR
Bignami, Alane M JR
Bilczo, Audrey Jean FR
Bilimoria, Eric A JR
Billings, Marcus S SO
Bindal, Shikha FR
Biondolillo, Stephen
Michael FR
Bird, Carolee Ann SO
Birincioglu, Mahmure L
JR
Birusingh, Kumari
Eileen FR
Bisbee, Mark E SR
Bishop, Erin Marie FR
Bishop, Jeffrey D SR 142
Bishop, Kristina L SO
Bishop, Lynsey Victoria
SO
Bishop, Thomas
Morehouse FR
Bisnett, Helen Marie FR
Bissell, Jeffrey K JR
Bisson, Timothy C SO
Bivens, Kylie E SR
Black, Michael J JR
Blain, Margery L SO
Blake, James C SR
Blakely, Kelsey A SR
Blakslee, Brooke D SR
100
Blanchard, Brian
Kenneth SR
Blanton, Garrison J SO
Blasi, JillSR 19, 100,
174
Blaylock, Adam S JR
Bleymaier, Maribeth SO
Bliss, Baron A SR 100
Blitz, Derek Andrew FR
Blok, Katherine C SR 30
Bloomquist, Shaun M SR
100
Blyther, Cindy L JR
Bobadilla, Carlos
Alejandro SR 100
Bobadilla, Eric D SO
Bobbitt, Thomas A SO
Boccato, Giancarlo
Antonio FR
Bocci, Chelsa Marie SR
100
Bodley, Deora Frances
FR
Boe, Brent S JR
Boehm, Ashley Florence
FR
Boepple, Morgan D JR
Boesiger, Jacy E SO
Bogart, Colin Matthew
FR
Bogdan, Ryan H FR
Bogehold, Vanessa
Marie FR
Boissicat, Kay M SR
Boitano, Brian Patrick
FR
Boitano, Dominic L JR
Boland, Matthew E FR
Bolger, Jeffrey Alan SR
100
Boll, Rachel Anne FR
Bolster, Kerri L SR 100
Bond, Steve J JR
Bondesson, Ellena
Elisabet JR
Bonetto, Nicole S SR
Bong, Tiffany SR
Bongiovanni, Zachary
Reid FR
Bonilla, Jennifer E SO
Borella, Marc Robert FR
Borisly, Resly T SO
Borkenhagen, Michael A
SR
Bornstein, Andrew M SO
Borota, Marisa M SR
Borreson, Kassie M SO
Borzy, John Charles FR
Bosch, Ramey N JR
Bottini, Gregory Daniel
FR
Boucher, Kayla K SO
Bourdage, Brendan P SR
Bourdage, Renee C SR
Bourdon, Marie-Ange N
SO
Bowen, Matthew N SR
100
Bowles, Matthew Casey
SR 100
Bowman, Timothy W SR
Box, Meredith Kathleen
FR
Boyd, Kendra Renee FR
Boyd, Nichole Michelle
JR
Boynton, Christina M JR
Bradley, Jennifer Nicole
FR
Brady, Cherie L SR 101
Brady, Rita-Marie A JR
Brady, Shannon Eva FR
30
Braff, Lindsey Allison
FR
Braga, Melissa L SR 101
Brainard, David A SO
Brandt, Kristen M SO
Brandwein, Erika M FR
Brar, Jasmeer FR
Brar, Jasmeet Kaur FR
Brasel, Keith A SR
Brasil, Michelle Rocha
FR
Brasil, Paulo J JR
Bratton, Ericka N JR
Braud, Luke A JR
Bravo, Omar J SO
Bravo, Riza M JR
Bray, Sarah E SR 101
Breaux, Kellee R JR
Breedlove-Homan,
Elizabeth L JR
Breiling, Kathleen M JR
Brennan, James R JR
Brenneman, Charles W
SR 145
Breslin, Michael C SR
Brichler, Benjamin A SR
160
Bridge, Matthew D JR
Brillant, Eric G SR
Brioschi, Charles E SO
Broderick, Kelly A SO 30
Broge, Corrie SR 101
Brokaw, Cameron T JR
30
Bronner, Heidi N JR
Bronzini, Celeste
Amelia Anne FR
Brooks II, Roy L JR
Brooks, Laura G FR 30
Broome, Shahrzad Rose
FR
Brown, Adam M SO
Brown, Christina
Joanne FR
Brown, Julie R SR 182
Brown, Kelly Marie SR
101
Brown, Marissa J SO
Brown, Rebecca L JR
Brown, Wayman SO
Bruck, Julia A SR 101
Bruett, Ryan W SO
Bruggemann, Michael A
FR
Bruk, Yuliya SO
Brum, Martin John SR
Brumbly, Tania Lynn FR
Brush, Colin Edward FR
30
Bruton, Brianna
Jermaine SO
Bruzzone, Jennifer L JR
Bucad, Anthony Rey FR
Buccola, Nicholas R JR
Buchholz, Charice L JR
Bucholz, Erin Melissa FR
30
Buck, David T JR
Buckland, Wade William
FR
Buckley, Brian J JR
Buckman, Adam G JR
Bucoy, Cesar D SO
Buell, Justin Roy
Mondavi FR
Buell, Ryan K JR
Bueschen, Alicia K JR
Bui, Cortney SR 101
Bui, Fong Due FR
Bui, Kent F FR
Bui, Khanh D SO 19
Bui, Sean Paul FR 30
Bui, Sonia FR
Bui, Steven JR
Bulich, Chad Anthony
SR
Buller, Katie S SR
Bullock, Justin K SO
Bunje, John P JR
Bunker, Colin Emil FR
Bunting, Antonio F SR
Burden, Keith E SO 135
Burford, Stephen J JR
Burg, Amber L SR
Burger, Adam Sandor FR
Buric, Marko FR
Burke, Farrah K SR
Burke, Jeremy G SR 101
Burke, Natalie Elliott FR
Burkheimer, Victoria E
SO
Burkholder, Michelle M
SR
Burnett, Christie J SO
Burnett, Loretta JR
Burns, Michael
Lawrence FR
Burson, Anndrea M JR
30
Burton, Christine Renee
FR
Busch, Anneliese M SO
Bush, Kimberly J JR
Bushnell, Diana N JR
Bushnell, Nicholas
Keoni FR
Bussi, Paul E SR 101
Buta, Radu I JR
Butenhoff, David Lowell
FR
Butler, Catherine M SO
Butler, Edward J SO
Butler, Julia Kay FR
Butler, Kimberly Ann FR
Buttorff, Christine A JR
Butzman, Brynn N SO
Butzman, Kaia B JR
Bye, Catherine Brigitta
FR
Bynum, Brett F JR
Byrne, Matthew C SO
Byrnes, Michael J JR
Byron, Martha Joy FR
Cabael, Reginald JR
Caballero, Mariel-Teresa
PSO
Cabano, Andrea M JR
Cabebe, Peter Alexis D
SO
Cabrales, Jose A SR 101
Cabrera Jr, Antonio SR
Cabrera, Beverly V SO
Cabrera, Patricia JR
Cachola, Valeriemay E
JR
Cadena, Yadira G SO
Cafazza, Charles
Anthony FR
Caguiat, Miralissa
Gonzales SO
Cain, Ian J SR
Cairella, Andrea H JR
Calabrese, Nicholas M
SR 101
Calderon, Natalie A SO
Caldwell, Ellen C SO
Calhoun, Kelly M SO
Cali, Laura M JR
Calio, Nicole C SO
Callahan, Catherine R
JR
Callahan, Sean M SR
135
Calle, Braulio A JR
Calles, Juan F FR
Calvert, Dennis Terrak
Ethan SR
Calvert, Natasha E FR
Calvo, John P JR
Calvo, Raquel Consuelo
FR
Camara, Michael
Vincent SO
Camara, Michael
Vincent SO
Camargo, Leonardo
Rafael FR
Cambier, Katherine
Elizabeth FR
Campbell, Angela Jean
FR
Campbell, Ashley FR
Campbell, Gabriel M JR
101
Campbell, Jennifer A SO
Campbell, Kimberly Ann
FR
Campbell, Scott C JR
Campbell, Scott Michael
SR
Campi, Marcus A SO
Campolong, Jennifer A
SR
Campos, Robert J FR
Camposanto, Jan M SO
Campos-Rotstein,
Angela J SR
Canada, Jessica J SO
Canaday, Eric M SR 183
Canchola-,*Erika L SO
Candau, Keith Allen FR
Candelaria, Lewis P SO
Candelaria, Ramon M JR
102
Cane, Adrienne L JR
Canel, Justin M FR
Canepa, Sarah A JR
Cannady, Matthew A SR
102, 152
Cannella, Joseph
Anthony FR
Canning, Jessica L SO
65
Cannizzaro, Caroline M
JR
Cano, Brian Matthew SR
Cano, Tara A JR
Cantu, Irene D SR
Capelli, Pamela H JR
Caporale, Joseph E SO
Capozzola, Anthony J
SR
Capozzola, Dante
Vittorio FR
Carbullido, Brandon P
SO
Cardenas, Hernan JR 30
Cardenas, Margarita SO
Cardoza, Leana K FR
Carinalli, Kelly Teresa
SR 102
Carino, George L SR 102
Carleton, John James
SR
Carlin, David Mullaly FR
Carlson, Katharine
Elizabeth FR
Carlton, Natalie
Elizabeth SR
Carmichael, Brian S JR
Carmody, Brian Joseph
SR
Carney, Alison A JR
Carney, Alison A JR
Carpenter, Aubrey R SR
102
Carpenter, Carly
Michelle FR
Carras, Cooper Hans FR
Carrasco, Ynez JR 140
Carrillo, Jacquline L SO
Carrillo, Mateo J SO
Carrillo, Miguel J SR
102
Carroll, Kathryn Anne
FR
Carroll, Shannon Brooks
SR
Carroll, Theresa F JR
Carter, Christopher N JR
Carter, Edward M SO
Carter, Nate W SR
Carter, Sarah Elizabeth
FR
Carter, Sophia Elizabeth
FR
Carvajal, Paula F JR
Cary, Billi Jo SR
Cary, Nicholas A JR
Casanova, Criselda C JR
Casanova, Don Rico
Caraos SR
Case, Michael R JR
Casella, Janene M SO
Casey, Thomas P SR
Cashman, Audren
Joseph Francois FR
Casserly, Amanda
Taschler SR 102,
187
Cassinelli, Darci M SR
153
Castaheda, Teresa FR
Castaneda, Veronica JR
Castellano, Jaime
Michelle SR
Castellanos, James J FR
Castle III, Francis J SR
Castorena, Patricia D FR
Castro, Diana Nicole FR
Catalano, James
Nicholas FR
Cathcart, Kerry J SO
Catlin, Benjamin
Shields FR
Cattalini, Daniel Joseph
FR
Cattani, Katherine C SR
Catto, Erin Kelli FR
Caudle, Trevor A SO
Cavagnaro, Daniel R SO
Cavallero, Renee Diane
SO
Cavanaugh, Serena
Jayne SR
Cavanaugh, Shawn
Clayton FR
Cave, Alicia M JR
Caverly, Joyca L SO
Cayabyab, Crystal D JR
Ceccato, Jamie A JR
Cecchin, Meredith A SR
Celio, Kathleen Marie
SR 137
Cervelli, Aimee E JR
Cervelli, Gregory
Michael JR
Cervelli, Melissa Leanne
FR
Ceseha, Jonathan
Robert FR
Chadney, Anna L JR
Chaffee, Terra Lynn SR
102
Chaitesipaseut, Somsay
JR
Chan, Anita B JR
Chan, Francis Kar Hoe
FR
Chan, Howard H SR 102
Chan, Jenny SR 102
Chan, Jessica P SR
Chan, Joe M JR
Chan, Jonathan Yo-Wei
FR
Chan, Pamela W SR 102
Chan, Sana Chi Kwan FR
Chan, Sidney FR
Chan, Winnie SO
Chang, Albert Wei-Lun
SR 102
Chang, Amy W SR
Chang, Christina J SO
Chang, Garrick Y SR
Chang, Jonathan Y SO
Chang, Michael S SO
Chang, Tennille Chew
Mei FR
Chao, Charlie Chen-Kuo
JR
Chao, Phan Vi SR
Chao, Teresita Eugenia
JR
Chapman, Carol A SR
Chapman, Thomas L SO
Charles, Kathleen A SR
102
Chatalas, Courtney R FR
Chau, Jeffrey Lee SO
Chau, Kelly D SR 102
Chau, Nguyen SR
Chavez, Angela C SR
102
Chavez, Augustine FR
Chavez, Fernando SO
Chavez, Maya Lucinda
FR
Chavez, Paul David SR
Chawdhary, Tina SO
Chea, Sarah S FR
Chea, Veasna FR
Cheadle, Allyson
Victoria FR
Chee, Laurie-Ann M SO
Chekene, Victoria
Danielle FR 30
Chen, Binh Tieu FR
Chen, Danny JR
Chen, Dorothy S SO
Chen, Eric Chung Kei JR
Chen, Jason Y SR
Chen, Joseph T FR
Chen, Shianglin M JR
Chen, Shirley Melisa SR
Cheney, William M SO
Cheng, Carl Chi Ann SR
Cheng, Cynthia Se-Yin
FR
Cheng, David B SR
Cheng, Edmund Ho-Yin
JR
Cheng, Ingrid I FR
Cheng, Pamela P JR
Cheshier, Abby M SR
Chet, LumOr FR
Cheung, Aurora Kwong
JR
Cheung, Chun H SR
Cheung, Ka W SR
Cheung-Seekit, Joseph
TSO
Chew, Erin R SO
Chiaffredo, Paul
Franklin SR
Chiaramonte, Benjamin
David SR
Chien, Cary JR
Chiesa, David Lawrence
FR
Chimienti, Anthony M
SO 135
Chinaglia, Emily G SO
Ching, Jennifer Anne
Kum Nee FR
Ching, Katherina K SO
Chiong, Joyce K SR
Chiu, Chien H SR
Chiu, Deborah JR
Chmelir, Katerina SR
Choi, Allen J SO
Choi, Kye Hoon SO
Chombo, Enrique Mota
FR
Chong, Mary R SO 30
Choo, Wen L SO
Chopra, Pixie JR
Chou, Michael FR
Chow, Evangeline L SO
Chrisman, Morghan
Lindsey FR
Christensen, Julie A SO
Christie, Michael D SR
102
Christopher, Michael R
JR
Chu, Chi Due FR
Chu, Clara FR
Chu, Justin R SO
Chu, Stephen Michael
JR
Chu, Tiffany L SO
Chu, VyTSR 102
Chu, Winston Shu-
Chung FR
Chua, Richard N SR 102
Chuang, Timothy A SO
Chun, Lisa Huei-Ling FR
Chun, Nicole Mei-Mei
SO
Chun, Sonia S SR 102
Chung, In H FR
Chung, Michael Khai SR
Chuong, Yenny SR 102
Church, Keegan Andrew
FR
Cid, Josefina FR
Cifuentes, Carlos G SR
Cilker, Karyn J JR
Cina, Eric A JR
Cisneros, Ann B JR
Clark, Maryfrances J JR
Clark, Patrick Ryan FR
Clarke, Elizabeth A SO
Clayton, William Brian
FR 50
Clegg, Jennifer D SO
Clemens, Amanda K JR
103, 137
Clement, Susan E SO
Cline, Jenee Marie FR
Close, Shanda D SR
Clower, Elena M JR
Clukey, Daniel W SO
Clyman, Leah R SO
Co, Sharon V JR
Coakley, Graeme P SR
Cobo, Marc P SO
Cobo, Michael David SR
103
Cobo, Michelle Lorraine
FR
Cofield, Michael SR 103
Colantino, Corina L JR
Cole, Matthew W SR 103
Cole, Whitney A SR 103
Colella, Michele L SO
Coleman, Darren M JR
Colendich, Katie M SR
Collier, Levi J FR
Collins, Cameron J SO
Collins, Carolyn H SO
Collins, Nicole K JR
Collord, Katelin B SO
Colquhoun, Angela SR
103
Colquhoun, Rachelle
Lynn FR
Concannon, Kelly J SO
Concha, Bliss B SO
Condit, Jeanne Marie FR
Coney, Danielle Louise
SR
Connelley, Michael S SR
Connelly, Michelle L SO
Connolly, Lisa Marie FR
Connolly, Ryan T FR
Connors, Joseph Steven
SR
Conrad, Amy N JR
Constantin, Eric E SR
103
Constantino, Antonio U
JR
Conti, Elizabeth A SO
Contreras, Andrew P SR
Contreras, Iris SR 103
Contreras, Liliana SR
103
Contreras, Rebecca R SO
Contreras, Sarah JR
Contreras, Tessa
Michelle FR
Conway, Colleen A JR
Conway, Sheila Lea JR
Cook, Christina R SO
Cook, Jeffrey Coran FR
Cook, Rochelle Marie SO
Cooke, Brian R SO
Cooke, Erica Marie FR
Cooke, Jennifer A JR 30
Cooper, Aimee L SR
Cooper, Lena C SR 103
Cooper, Robert J JR
Copp, Stephen M JR
Corbett, Jennifer
Margaret FR
Corbin, Jessica H SR
Corbinook, Toshiko FR
Cordero, John-Michael S
SR
Cordery, Jennifer Susan
FR
Coria, Adrian SR
Cornett, Curt H FR
Corona, Paul FR
Corpus, Claudale Leon
SR 103
Corpuz, Goldeen Anne
FR
Correia, Jesse J FR
Correia, Kathryn A JR
Corrigan, Eileen M SO
Cortes, Maria T SO
Cortez, Sherri Ann SO
Corwin, Drew D JR 154
Cosaro, Patricia E SO
Cosentino, Sabrina I SO
Costa, Brenna E JR
Costa, Michael J JR
Costello, Casey Shawn
SR
Cottingham, Sommer E
SR 103
Coughlan, John SR 183
Coughlin, Kevin M SR
Coulam, Catherine
Paige FR
Countryman, Andrea E
FR
Courtney, Jennifer
Leigh FR
Covotta, Renee L FR
Cowans, Michael D JR
Cownie III, Charles T SR
Cox, Jennifer Marie FR
Cox, Matthew P SO
Cox, Morgan Elizabeth
FR
Cox, Taylor SR 104
Craft, Catharine Randall
FR
Crahan, Page Furey FR
Crandall, Jennifer Mary
SR
Crawford, Brooke
Michelle FR
Crawford, Emily R JR
Crocker, Elizabeth R JR
Crocker, Theodore M SR
Cronin, Ashley T JR
Cronin, Joseph Charles
FR
Crook, Erin Michelle FR
Crook, Joshua J JR 30
Cross, Trevor J SO
Crossley, Joshua L JR
Crow, Tamara L SR 104
Crowe, James Michael
FR
Crowley, Brian J SR
Crowley, Shauna L JR
Crumrine, Scott H SR
104
Crusha, Jeffrey SR
Crusha, Jeffrey SR
Cruz, Leslieann B SR
104
Cruz, Pamela JR
Cruz, Ricardo A JR
Cu, Dustin Ivan FR
Cualoping, Santiago
Ngo SR 104
Cuccias, David Trainor
FR
Cullen Jr, David D SO
Cullen, Aaron J SR
Cullip-Brennan, Laura D
SO
Cummings, Miranda
Wenona SR
Cunha, Camille Angela
SO
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Kristin FR
Curley, Meghan F SR 104
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Curran, Jodie E SR 165
Curry, Amanda FR
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Curtis, PaulT JR
Cushing, Courtney Creek
FR
Cvietkovich, Thomas N
SO
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SR 104
Cymerys, Jeffrey E SO
Czech, Erin P SR
Dabel, Mariah A SR
Dacquisto, Michael
Joseph SR
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Dagamac, Frederic D JR
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FR
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akwar, ELias S SR
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ampeer, Reilly E SR
104, 153
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SO
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ang, Thu Anh FR
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SR 104
anziger, Tamar JR
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104
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Davies, Thomas A FR
Davilla, Kimberly M SR
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Davis, Michael J SR
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Daza, Saribel A SR 104
Dazols, Lisa M JR
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Bradley SR 104
De Berti, Andrea Paolo
FR
De Berti, Marco Vittorio
FR
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Debolt, Alexander R SO
Debriyn, Julia M JR
Decourcy, Kimberly M
SO
Deddens, Stephanie M
JR
Deemer, Shawn P SO
Degoricija, Lovorka JR
Delanni, Christopher J
FR
Dekker, Joseph P SO
DeKlotz, Timothy
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FR
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Cherie FR
del Rosario, Martin
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FR
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G JR
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Delucchi, Dara D SO
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Demaestri, Stuart
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SR
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JR
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Puanani FR
Derego, Peter K SO
Derenia, Monique Y JR
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Oliver SR
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SO
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Megan FR
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Riley FR
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SO
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Hoang, Christine Q JR
Hoang, Joanelle M JR
Hoang, Joseph Phong
FR
Hoang, Loc T SO
Hobbs, Ashley D SO
Hodson, Matthew SR
Hoehn, Kevin T SO
Hoff, Gwendolyn M SR
Hoffer, Jonathan Page
FR
Hoffman, Cynthia A SO
Hoffman, Jessica Lynn
SR 112
Hoffman, Peter Ray FR
Hoffman, Ryan S JR
Hoffmann, Keith M FR
Hogan, Karl SR
Hogeboom, Robert F SO
Holbrook, Christopher
Marc FR
Holbrook, Justin P JR
Hoick, Melanie A SR 112
Holguin, Edward
Andrew FR
Holt, Christoph Andre
FR
Holl, Eryn E FR
Hollinger, Brian John
FR
Hollis, Whitney A SR
112
Holly, Jennifer M SO
Holm, Brandon Raphael
FR
Holm, Brian C SR 112
Holm, Magnus Erik FR
Holmes, Allison JR
Holmes, Ann Therese FR
Holmes, James S SR
146
Holmes, Kevin M JR
Holmes, Michael D SO
Holmgren, Adrienne B
SO
Holt, Kimberly Ann FR
Holt, Leslie-Ann M SO
Holtz, Andrew S SO
Holtz, Stephanie T SR
112
Hong, Alexander SR 112
Hong, Emily Sunhee SR
112
Hong, Rebecca
Elizabeth FR
Honkamp, Douglas
Andrew FR
Hood, Sean Thomas SR
Hook, Michelle Crystal
SO
Hooper, Jennifer Leslie
FR
Hooper, Kelly M JR
Hoover, Joshua C SO 21
Hope, Thomas VSR 112
Horacek Jr, Kenton S SO
Horberg, Robert Paul FR
Horgan, Cearbhall
Emmanuel FR
Hornek, Christopher
Julian SR
Hornisher, Eric J SO
Hornisher, Joy Lee FR
Horvath, Megan K JR
Horwath, Nicholas
Daniel FR 31
Hossainy, Sharmin H JR
Hosseini, Mariam SR
Houck, Alexander L SO
House, Courtney
Stephanie FR
Hovis, Graham W SO
How, Derrick SO
Howard, Joshua S SR
112
Howe, Stephanie Lynn
FR
Howell, Melissa B SR
112
Howie, Pensativa R SR
112
Howlett, Marcia SR
Hoyt, Shannon Lynn SR
Hoyt, Shannon Lynn SR
Hsieh, Wen-Chieh JR
Hua, Long V JR
Huang, Allen C JR
Huang, Catherine Susan
JR
Huang, Evan G SO
Huang, Julie FR
Huang, Marie JR 19
Huang, Wendy JR
Huard, Patrick D SR 112
Hubbard, Kelly Louise
FR
Hubbard, Megan L SO
Hubbs, Mary K SO
Huddy, Christie Noelani
FR
Hudon, Robert Kenneth
SR
Hudson, Kevin James
FR
Hudson, Melissa A JR
Huerta, Maria C SR
Huerta, Maria C SR
Huerta, William SO
Huerter, Connealy Ann
FR
Huey, Shelene FR
Huey, Shelene FR
Huffman, Sara SR 112
Hughes, Anthony Evan
FR
Hughes, Todd A SR 112,
156
Hulin, Eric SR
Hulsey, Christiana Marie
FR
Humaydan, Michael
James FR
Hummel, Brandon Lee
FR
Hung, Genelle S SR
Hunsinger, Kelly A SO
Hunter, Trevor Athony
FR
Hurley, James Paul FR
Hurley, Mariela C JR
Hurst, Brian P FR
Hurst, Michael James
FR
Hurt II, Anthony D JR
Husby, John Gordon FR
Huston, Geoffrey D SO
Hutchings, Aya SO
Hutchings, Paige B SO
Hutchinson, John M SO
Huttenlocher, Bridget L
JR
Huynh, Emily Kim JR
Huynh, Hien Thai JR
Huynh, Khai Minn FR
Huynh, Kiet Anh FR
Huynh, Linda K SO 31
Huynh, Phong H SR
Huynh, Tan T SO
Hwu, Lin-Ling SO
Hyde, John A FR
Hyslop, Amanda L SR 19
I
Iannaccone, Andrew
Miles SO
Ibarra, Susan Rona SR
Ibragic, Edita SO
Ickes, Steven T SO
Ignacio, Emmile C JR
Ille, Kenneth Peter FR
Imhof, Ashley Paulina
FR31
Infantino, Mary N JR
Inocencio, Lorena A SR
112
Inomata, Akari FR
Interiano, Cindy
Patricia JR
Irajpanah, Yassaman FR
Irby III, Ernest L FR
Ireland, Kevin Bruce FR
Irukulla, Dheeraj SO
Irving, Christina Marie
FR
Isaguirre, Rex P SR 112
Isenhour, Eleanor A SO
Ishikawa, Janet Michiko
FR 31
Ishikawa, Justin B SO
Isono, Sean Akio FR
Israelachvili, Beniamino
FR
Istre, Lindsay M SO
Itagaki, Bradley Thomas
FR
Ivoilova, Anna SO
Ivoilova, Anna SO
Iwafuchi, Ashley Nikko
FR
Iwahashi, Kara L SR
Iwamura, Saho SR
Iwata, Shinichiro
Michael FR
Izquierdo, Erika A JR
Jachim, Mathew Arthur
FR
Jackson, Laura C JR
Jackson, Lindsay J SO
Jackson, Margaret M JR
Jackson, Susan JR
Jackson, Vanessa Marie
FR
Jacobs, Jenifer SR 112,
179
Jaimez, Sugey Alma JR
Jakubauskas, Christo-
pher James SO
Jalalian, Joey Kathleen
FR
Jamieson, Jennifer D
SO
Jamora, Danielle Ariane
SR 113
Jandacka, Marell A SR
Jandu, Jonpaul Singh
SR
Jang, Aaron W JR
Janis, Robyn C SO
Jantz, Kimberly A SO
Jaques, Christina M JR
Jaramillo, Karisa K SR
Jarvelin, Michael
Juhani FR
Javier, Cherry L SO
Javier, Maria P FR
Jaynes, Timothy K SR
Jehung, Eleanore SO
Jenkins, Kate Elizabeth
FR
Jenkins, Todd Weston
SR
Jensen, Cristin A SO
Jensen, Jason M SO
Jensen, Katherine
Donovan FR
Jensen, Lori Louise FR
Jerhoff, Jennifer A JR
Jerve, Marjorie Jane FR
Jew, Michaels JR
Jewell, Dyanna
Elizabeth FR
Jhatakia, Kavita P SR
Jiang, Ruimeng SR
Jimenez, Esperanza
Carolina FR
Jimenez, Felicity Marie
SR 113
Jimenez, Francis Jay FR
Jimenez, Sophia
Victoria FR 31
Jimenez, Teresa L SO
Jimenez, Zeferino J SO
Jingles, Eric V SO
Jinq, Chung Han SO
Jisser, Kenny K JR
Joe, Brian L SO
Joffre, Fernando M JR
Joffre, Mauricio M SO
Johnson Jr, Mark R JR
Johnson, Erika L SR
Johnson, Jafari K JR
Johnson, Kristi N SO
Johnson, Martine S SO
Johnson, Melina R JR
Johnson, Nicole D JR
Johnson, Rendee M FR
31
Johnson, Sarah M SR
113
Johnson, Stacy E JR
Johnston, Eric Raymond
FR
Johnston, Jay R SR 113
Johnstone, Ian T SO
Jonatan, Tania C JR
Jones III, Lester J JR
Jones, Brian J JR 146,
147
Jones, Brian M SR
Jones, Christopher D JR
Jones, Jennifer E JR
Jones, Marshawn R JR
Jones, Meagan L SO
Jones, Quinton C JR
Jones, Rashanda S JR
31
Jones, Sarah Anne-
Marie FR
Jones, Stephen Patrick
FR
Jonsson, Alicia Victoi
FR
Jonsson, Erik S SR Y
Jonsson, Francisca Y
Jordan, Eric Thomas
Jordan, Patrick Mich.
SO
Jordan, Thomas H SR
Jorgensen, Jessica S
Jorolan, Medalla Mar
JR31
Joshipura, Heeral K
,
Joson, Alberto Aguil<
FR
Jouk, Lisa N JR
Joy, Ryan P SR 113
Juarez, Serina Serna
Judge, Amanda S SO
Julian, Laurel SR 113
186
Juner, Andrea S SR 1
K
Kabiling, Paul Pasion
Kacirek, Michael Jam
FR
Kadlecik, Sebastian N
JR
Kai, Lisa Miyuki FR
Kaileh, Luai I JR
Kain, Benjamin JR
Kaldestad, Nikole L S
Kaleem, Daniyal M FR
Kalenda, Corwyn B JF
Kali I, Sonia A SO
Kalis, Allison Leah
Carolina FR
Kallingal, George J Jl
Kalogrides, Demetra
Marianne FR
Kamakani, No'eau
Ka'iulani FR
Kamali, Pejman JR
Kamel, Sameh A SO
Kamidoi, Melissa M Si
Ka-Ne, Kristine K SR
113
Kaneshige, Kimberly
SR
Kanne, Jennifer C JR
Kapur, Lani A SO
Karimoto, Monica A S
Karlin, Bethany Joy J
Karlson, Katherine E !
Karolia, Zibya JR
Karpanian, Noushig
Siran FR 31
Kassab, Vanessa C SR
Kavanagh, Niall Thom
FR
Kavanaugh, Matthew
SO
Kawakami, Mariko L F
Kazemi, Gita SR
Kearny, Mitchell Fado
FR
Keedy, Alexander
Woodard FR
Keef, Monic Nicole FR
Keefe, Patrick S JR
Keene, Karen D SO
Kehrli, John C SR
Keil, Alexander Paul f
Keller, Andrew T SO 3
Keller, Jessica C JR
CelLey III, Fredrick M
SO
(elley, Camden J SR
113
Celley, Kimberly C SO
Celley, Richard A JR
(elly, Blair A JR
Celly, Brian C JR
(elly, Ian P SO
CeLly, Kandice N JR
(elly, Melanie Lehua JR
:elton, Tracy R SO
;enkel, Robert J SO
lennedy, Megan Eileen
SR
ennedy, Ryan E JR
enney, John P FR
ennon, Josi R SO
epple, Sean M SO
ern, John R JR
em, Kelsey D SR 113
err, Brian D FR
eto, Joseph I JR
ettmann, Mark B SO
eyani, Pedram SR 113
hachi, Shanit SR
halil, Leila D SO
halsa, Hari Mandir
Kaur JR
hamneipur, Reza JR
hamsing, Daniel JR
han, Fawad A SR
hatir, Maryam SR
havinson, Vadim SR
hawaja, Ann L SO
hiang, Willy FR
hon, Esther FR 31
houry, Vivian Sami FR
31
hu, Desiree L JR
huon, Tida A JR
huu, Wendy H JR
ibblewhite, Rena E SR
idd, Kelsey Marie FR
iefer, Michael
Jonathon SO
im, Bernadette W FR
Ifn, Brian D FR
im, Brian Dongchan FR
im, Jayne Songmi SR
114
im, Michael B JR
im, Paul JR
imball, Sean Michael
FR
imberley, Tyler Wallace
FR
imple, Maia J SO
ing, Christopher
Charles P SR 114
ing, Jennifer K SO 31
ng, Joyce SR 114
ing, Natasha A JR
innear, Tye D JR
inney, Anna Elizabeth
FR
r, Michelle M JR
rby, Kenneth S SO
rby, Sarah L JR
rch, Megan K SO
rkbride, Rachel A SO
ros, Eskinder SR
.eckner, Dyan Reiko FR
£i*n, Adam D JR
ein, Sean Kawena FR
einke, Matthew D JR
Klevchuk, Marianna JR
Kline, Katherine Mary
FR
Klinger, Sara Jane FR 31
Knapp, Christopher J SR
114
Knauer, Katrine M SO
Knea, Timothy J SR
Knierim, Kyle Edwin FR
Knight, Ryan McKean FR
Knirck, Jocelyn K SR
Koberg, Lindsey Anne
FR
Koch, Bryna D SO
Koch, Jennifer Ann SR
Koda, Maiko FR
Koegen, Jennifer A SR
114
Koehne, Jessica E SR
Koepke, Jain Shaeffer
JR
Koh, Yumi JR
Kohar, Elaine SR
Kohl, Amy EJR
Kohli, Saveena FR
Kohman, Richie Edward
FR
Kohnert, Hillary D JR
Kokin, Daniel Edward
SO
Kolb, Nataliya JR
Kollus, John P SO
Konjicija, John P SO
Koontz, Michael Z SR
114, 188
Kop, JoelC JR
Kopacek, Jeffrey A JR
167
Kopecky, Ilan D SR 114
Korte, Meghan Jean FR
Kortes, Jennifer
Rebecca SR
Kortes, Jennifer
Rebecca SR
Korthamar, Daphne SR
Kostal, Erin L JR
Kostecka, Michael D JR
Kouf-Stitz, Matthew R
JR
Kounalakis, George M
SO
Kovash, Timothy R SR
114
Kozanian, Panos N SO
Kozlowski, Stephen M
SR
Kraft, Mark Robert FR
Krai], Joel M SO
Kramer, Brandy Marie
FR
Kramer, Kristen Beryl FR
Kranz, Kirsten Leahy FR
31
Kraus, Anna R FR
Krebs, Anne M SR 114
Krebs, Peter C SR 114
Kreikebaum, Frank K SO
Kreizenbeck, Collett SR
114
Krezanoski, Michelle
Frances FR
Kristich, Kristen J SO
Kroll, Lisa M SR
Kroth, Maya M JR
Krueger, Christi Anne
FR
Krueger, Matthew Ryan
FR
Krumm, Molly M JR
Krystkiewicz, Claire
Elizabeth FR
Kuebler, Krista L SO
Kuempel, Carissa J SR
Kugland, Nathan L SO
Kuhlemann, Laura S SO
Kuhlman, Jeffrey SR
114
Kukreja, Michael S JR
Kumar, Eric Vinai FR
Kumar, Kapil SR 114
Kumar, Vimala V SO
Kunisaki, Kristy SR 114
Kunk, Margaret V SO
Kunk, Matthew B SR
152
Kunkel, Kristoffer P JR
Kunz, Monika Viktoria
SO
Kuo, Wendy Margaret FR
Kurihara, Michele Kaoru
FR
Kurimoto, Melissa M SO
Kurizaki, Ken T SR
Kurkowski, Karolina B
SR
Kurpiewski, Christian A
SO
Kusnadi, Hanny JR
Kuss, Jana Lee FR
Kuwaye, Glenn R SR
Kuzmic, Stephen R JR
Kwan, Mary JR 114
Kwan, Olivia M SO
Kweh, Landyana
Boediono JR
Kwong, Kevin D JR
Kwong, Kevin Y JR
La Vaute, Melanie Anne
FR
La, Thao P SO 31
La, Thuy V JR 64
Labozetta, Gina Marie
FR
Lacorte, Jack SO
Lacroix, Nicole M SR
114
Lago, Aimmon A JR
Lagpacan, Leah L SO
Laguette, Jaime
Michele SO
Lai, Christina JR
Laine, Christopher P SO
Laird, Andrew C JR
Lakamraju, Shilpa FR
Lalangan, Susan Claire
Cabusao SR
Lam, Andre D SR 114
Lam, Hong M JR
Lam, Mi YJR
Lam, MyPhuong Thi FR
31
Lam, Phuong T SR 114
Lam, Tien P SR
Lam, Tin D SR
Lamettry, Justin R SO
Lamey, Erika Maren SO
Lamm, Christopher T SO
Lamm, Rosby A SO
Lamonica, Angela P JR
'Jmr,
Lamons, Christopher R
SO 64
Landa, Daniel I JR
Landeros, Corinne JR
Landry, Benjamin SR
Lane, Joseph S FR
Lane, Nathalie SO
Lanier, Kasey K JR
Lantsman, Cecilia JR
Lao', Andrea B SO
Laolagi, Valoia John SR
Lapan, Yekaterina SR
Lares, Monica Rae Jung
FR
Larrenaga, Joseph
Alfred SR 114
Larson, Elise M SO 31
Larson, Eric P SR
Larson, Erika Louise FR
Larson, Jennifer L SO
Larson, Jessica Maria FR
Lashin, Sammer Salah
SR
Lasseter, Laurie A JR
Lassner, Maren Brooke
SO
Latta, Christina
Flanagan FR
Lau, Babach Y FR
Lau, Cory C JR
Lau, Cory C JR
Lau, Dayna A JR
Lau, Leticia S SO
Lau, Linus S SR 114
Lau, Ryan SR
Laubach, Ryan Adam SR
115
Lauerman, Katherine G
SO
Laureta, Janetlynn S JR
Laurie, Paul R SO
Lauritson, Christina M
SO
Lavaly, Heather A JR
Lavery, Michelle Renee
SR 115
LaVoie, Anne-Marie FR
Law, Andrew J SR 115
Lawler, Carrie A JR
Lawn, Sam M SR
Lawrence, Mindy
DeLane SO
Laws, David Lindquist
FR
Lawson, Lindsay M SO
Lay, Kimberly Ann
Lumsden FR 31
Lazarowich, Richard J
JR
Lazzaretto, John P SO
Le, Dien T JR
Le, Ha Thanh FR
Le, Linh N SO
Le, Long Q FR
Le, Nhu-Y Nguyen FR
Le, Stephanie T SO
Le, Trang T SR
Leach, Michelle A JR
Leach, Ryan C SO
Leage, Amber R SO
Lease, Karen M SO 64
Leblanc, Peter J SR 115
Lecanda, Luis A SO
Lecompte, Shannon E
JR
Ledezma, Susan M SR
115
Lee, Aaron K SR 115,
175
Lee, Albert Wai Kin FR
Lee, Anthony K SR
Lee, Catherine Celeste
SR
Lee, Christina C SR
Lee, Daniel Gervasio SO
Lee, Dong-Gun JR
Lee, Emily P SO
Lee, Eunice J JR
Lee, Gareth Santee SR
115
Lee, Gordon S SR
Lee, Gordon Tai SR
Lee, Grant Jin FR
Lee, Jason Young FR
Lee, Jeffrey Changhoon
JR
Lee, Jeong J JR
Lee, Jessica Anne FR
Lee, Joshua M JR
Lee, Joyce Jen FR
Lee, Salina M SR 115
Lee, Steven Sicheng JR
Legarreta, Miguel FR
Lehr, Ryan Jeffrey FR
Leibman, Christine M
SO
Leibowitz, Natasha
Sophie FR
Leinassar, Tiffany M SO
Leman, Christine Marie
FR 31
Lemar, Hadia JR
Lent, Justin Gene SR
115
Leonard, Michael F SO
Leonardo, Lorraine A FR
Leong, Michael
Jonathan FR
Leonguerrero, Jacob R
JR
Lequang, Crystal M SR
115
Leu, Maria I JR
Levalle, Renee Y SO
LeVee, Jessica Rose FR
Levee, Meghan A JR
Leveque, Patrick SR 115
Levi, Jacob M FR
Levitsky, Dmitry SR
Lewis, Adam Mickle FR
Lewis, Casey A JR
Lewis, Kristen M SR 115
Lewis, Theodore E JR
L'Hermitte, Sebastien
FR
Li, Elissa J SO
Li, Junxi SR
Li, Sharon Farah FR
Liang, Yih FR
Liberatore, Joe SR
Liberatore, Matthew M
SO
Lieb, Kristine Elizabeth
FR
Lieberstein, Jeffrey R
JR
Lieberstein, Jennifer L
JR
Liebertz, Christopher
Joseph FR
Liebertz, Daniel James
SR
Lightbody, Lindsay K SO
Liles, Vincent J FR
Lilley, Shannon P JR
Lilly, Cynara H SO
Lilly, Howard JR
Lim, YeeJSR
Limbers, Christine
Ashley FR
Lin, Chiun-Ting SR
Lin, Hung-Yuan JR
Lin, Lani SR
Lin, Melody Y SR
Lin, Quincy S JR
Lin, Roger FR
Lin, Roger FR
Lin, Steve FR
Lin, Tony SR
Lin, Willa FR
Linardi, Ellen SO
Lindberg, Christine J
SO
Linde, Brian J SO
Lindell, Fredrik FR
Under, Kelly G JR
Lindgren, Gretchen
Elizabeth FR
Lindow, Ryan Timothy
FR
Lindquist, Kara Lyn FR
Lindsay, Libby L JR
Lindsey, Collin D SO
Lindsey, Imiola Ian FR
Lindstrom, Heather J
SR 116
Lingbeck, John D SO
Linsenbardt, Heather
Marie FR
Little, Jacqueline E SR
137
Little, Thomas P JR
Littlefield, Carrie E SR
116
Liu, John JR
Liu, John Leonard FR
Liu, Lorraine Q SO
Liu, Mark Alan FR
Liu, Michael SR 116
Liu, Richie L SR 116
Liu, Sean Hang SR
Liu, Shaunda Ann K. SR
Livesay, Ryan Scott FR
Livingston, Beth A SO
Lizana, Kody A SO
Llamas, Lizet SR 116
Lloyd, Heidi M SO
Lo, Alvin L JR
Lo, Germaine FR
Lo, Michele Yuk FR
Lo, Vincent K SO
Lobach, Renee Michelle
FR
Lobato, Rodolfo SR
Lochan, Ranita K JR
Lock, Derek L JR
Locke, Aaron Daniel FR
Locke, Cortnie Michelle
FR
Locke, Heather Terese
FR
Lockhart, Michelle
Christiana SR
Loewe, Eric Michael FR
Loftus, Brian J SO
Logan, Brooke P JR
Logan, Patrick J SO
Loggins, Allen A FR
Lomeli, Paulina Daniela
FR
Lomeli, Raul Silva FR
Long, Nicole R SR 116
Long, Ronni L SR 19
Longyear, John Douglas
FR
Look, Matthew Kuen FR
Lopez, Juliet M JR
Lopez, Leticia FR
Lopez, Marissa J SR 116
Lopez, Miroslava FR
Lopez, Rosario JR 32
Lopez, Samuel P SO
Lopez, Tobias FR
Lorigo, Chevonne Marie
FR
Lothringer, Derek
William SR
Louer, Michael Renick
FR
Louia, Michelle C SR 116
Louie, Michael K SO
Louie, Shannon
Michelle FR
Lovato, Matthew JR
Love, Kristin Danielle
FR 32
Lovell III, Jack V SO
Lowdermilk, Michael
Dale FR 32
Lowe, Meghan Maureen
FR
Lowe, Michelle E JR
Lowenstein, David S JR
Lowenstein, Hugo S JR
Lower, Michelle Anne
FR 32
Lozano, Corynn A SR
Lozano, Lana SR
Lozano, Lora SR
Lozzio, Jennifer M SR
116
Lu, Alice JR
Lu, Carol M SO
Lu, Jim K JR
Lu, Laura M SO
Lu, Melissa JR
Lu, Thu L SO
Lu, Yenying FR
Lucich, Sunny Lee SR
Lucido, Bethany Anne FR
Luckin, Ryan Richard SR
116
Luebbert, Alyssa
Kristine FR
Luiten, Tyler V SR 116
Lukoskie, Dmitria Kim
FR
Lukoskie, Suluh K SR
Lum, Christina S SR 116
Luna, Damian J SR 116
Luna, Elliott A SR 116
Luna, Ramses Omar FR
Lundin, Melanie C SO
Luong, David FR
Luong, Hongvan N FR
Luong, Jenghuei FR
Lupo, Christine M SO
Luu, Hanh Ngoc SO
Luu, Nga N SR
Luym, Timothy S SR
116, 178
Lwee, Frederick FR
Ly, Dee Dung JR
Ly, Jennifer V SR
Lynch, Jeanne W JR
Lynch, Kevin Loftus FR
Lynn, Karen Victoria FR
Lynn, Kathleen-
Mavourneen SR
Lyons, Suzanne M SR
116
M
Maassen, Amanda A SR
116
Mabey, Amanda Gun FR
Mac Donald, Christine L
SO
Macaraeg, Vincent
Kristofer FR
Macdonald II, James S
SO
Macdonald, Michael L
SO
Mace, Stephanie L SR
Machado, Matthew J SR
Mack, Alyssa KJR
Mack, John Andrew FR
Mackinnon, Michael A
SO
Mackles, Morgan A JR
MacLaren, Michael
Derek FR 32
MacLeod, Adam
Marshall FR
Macurdy, Kelly TJR
Madell, Bridget Patricia
FR
Madrid, Christopher Lee
FR
Madrid, Monica Linda
JR
Madrid, Regina L SR
116
Madrid, Susanna
Patricia FR
Madruga, Christopher F
SO
Maestas, Victor E JR
Maez Jr, Edward SO
Magcase, Dennie De la
Pena FR
Magid, Steffany J JR
Magpayo, Jennifer G SO
Magruder, Amy J SO
Mahan, Erin Cathleen
FR
Maher, Christopher J SO
Maher, Lindsay Ann SR
Mahon, Aileen M SR 117
Mahoney, Kevin Pedro
SR 117
Mai, Anna H FR
Mai, Hongphuc N SR
Mai, Thuy T JR 117
Maixner, Molly Eliza-
beth FR
Malaier, Michael G SR
117
Maldonado, Diana K JR
Maldonado, Gerardo G
JR
Malek, Mariam SO
Mallen, David H JR
Malley, Katherine T SR
117
Malone, Aralena L JR
Maloney, Brent James
FR
Maloy, Melanie L SO
Manago, Brent SR
Manatt, Joseph J SO
Mancuso, Gianvieve A
SO
Mandley, David Richard
FR
Maniar, Rajendra D SR
Mankin, Lee Paul FR
Manley, Melinda J SR 117
Mann, Jason P JR
Manning, Michael J JR
Manriquez, Monica SR
Mans, Janine Elizabeth
FR
Mansfield, Daniel
Jackson FR
Mansour, Nihal M JR
Manuel, Helen M SO
Maquera, Cristina N SO
Marasti, Trisha M FR
Maravilla, Caren A JR
Marcelino, Amanda L SO
Marchegger, Marika
Krisztina SR
Marchetti, Diana E JR
Marciano, Jasmin R JR
Marcus-Bricca, Laura SO
Mariani, Janna M SR
117
Marin, Erik JR
Marinacci, Jeffrey J JR
Marinakis, Despina R JR
Marines, Kristi N SR 117
Marino, Matthew
Christopher FR
Markowski, Dustin P JR
Marks, Andrew Thomas
FR
Marlin, Karie Lynn FR
Maroudas, George D SR
117
Marques, Michael
Anthony SR
Marquez III, Ramon SO
Marshall, Ann M SR
Marshall, Kristen Marie
FR
Martell, Kenny L SO
Marten, Karla M SR
Martin, Jennifer Anne
FR
Martin, Jessica D SO
Martin, Valerie Elisa FR
Martinez, Brandy M SO
Martinez, Brenda B SO
Martinez, Danielle T JR
Martinez, Janelle J JR
Martinez, Lisa P SO
Martinez, Nathan TJR
Martinez, Stephanie
Natividad SR
Martinez, Tyler Martin
FR
Martini, Christopher D
SO
Martinson, David J JR
Martinson, Jessica C SO
Martone, Feliz M SR
Maruska, Timothy M SO
Mason, David Ryan FR
Mason, Jennifer T JR
Maspons, Aldo R JR
Massoni, Angela
Theresa FR
Massoni, Christina M SO
32
Mastrangelo, Matthew J
SO
Mastroieni, Mark Peter
FR
Mastrokyriakos, Maria N
SR 117
Masunda, Sibusiso SO
Mata, Marissa SO
Mathe, David C JR
Matheou, Christos T SO
Mathis, Kimberly M JR !
Matson, Kent Edward F
Matsuda, Jumpei JR 32t
Matthews, Bryan L SO
Matthews, Charlotte
Elizabeth FR
Matthews, Kevin A SR
Matthews, Kevin A SR
Mattioli, Federico FR
Mattis, Andrew James S
Mauro, Andrew Fredricl-
FR
Maurya, Anu SR
Mavon, Ashley Marie FF
May, Jane G JR
Mayeda, Deann M SO
Mayeda, Tyson A SO
Mayes, Victoria Leigh
FR
Mayle, Anne C JR
Mayorchuk, Marina JR !
Mays, Kelley Stuart FR
Mazry, Ricardo A JR
McAnany, Miranda
Strano SO
McCallum, Erin P SO
McCann, Kelley M SO
McCarron, Jean C SO
McCarthy, Sarah G SR
117
McCarthy, Sarah Rose
FR
McCarthy, Steve R SO
McCartney, Maureen
Erin FR
McCauley, Jennifer C SF
118
McClain, Bradley C JR
McClay, Sean M JR
McClure, Adam Curtrigh
FR
McClure, Christopher J
JR
McClure, Marc D SR 118
175
McColley, Nicole L JR
McCord, Michael Ryan
FR
McCord, Nicole M SO
McCorduck, Brian J JR
118, 167
McCormick, Adam L SO
McCormick, Meghan
Elizabeth FR
McCoy, Sandra C JR
McCray, Jennifer J FR
McCullagh, Marc S JR
McCullough, Gregory JR
McCullough, Matthew S
j
SO
McCullough, Nicole
Elise SO
McCullough, Timothy M
SO
McCullough, William Pat
FR 32
McCurry, William J JR
McDevitt, Megan L SO 65
McDonald, Anthony
Michael JR
McDonough, Kevin P JR
McDonough, Timothy
Joseph FR
-IcEuen, Kelly D FR 32
IcEuen, Kristin D JR
118
IcEvoy, Steven J SO
IcFadden, Chelsea FR
IcFarren, Kristoffer G
SO
IcGann, Eileen M SO
IcGarry, Edward J SR
IcGill III, John F SR
118
IcGuire, Jermecia L SR
118
IcGuire, Katherine R SO
3
IcHarg, Keith H SO
IcHugh, Maryanne R FR
Iclntosh, Christina M
FR
1cKay, Jaida M JR 118
kKay, Ryan Scott FR
IcKearney, Kevin J SR
IcKee, Virginia M JR
kKeel, Amanda B JR
lcKelvey, Kyla J SO
IcKenzie, Daniel
Jackson FR
IcKenzie, Jennifer Kate
SR 118
BcKinley, Troy Edward
FR
ilcKinstry, Robert J SR
IcKitterick, Megan
Elizabeth FR
JlcLain, Scott P SO
IcLane, Craig Fetters
FR
IcLaughlin, Robert
| James FR
IcLean, Carlyn A SO
kLean, Sean Michael
SR
icLeod, Steven James
FR
xLey, Kristen E JR
IcManus, Molly Jean FR
xMillan, David M JR
cMonigle, James
Patrick FR
IcNallen, Brendan M SR
cNally, Joseph T SO
cNally, Meagan L JR
cNamara, Ryan P FR
cPheeters, Gregory T
SR 20, 118
cRoskey, Christine A
SR 118
I cSweeney, Sean M SR
lecchi-Ericson, Niklas P
JR
fedak, Edward John FR
edina, Delfina G SR
j
edina, Nathalie T FR
ehrany, Shi ri n S JR
lehrens, Kevin FR
eighan, Katherine
Vanessa JR
ieis, Jeremy Michael FR
ejia, Angelica JR
j'ejia, Stephanie S SR
ejias, Daniela
< Alejandra FR
J
ejias, Sebastian A SR
elendez, Jason L SR
elenudo, Michael C SO
elero, Patricia M JR
Melgoza, Veronica A SO
Mellin, Matthew SR
Melling, Michael
Christopher JR
Mello, Joseph D SO
Melnicoe, Leah E JR
Melo, Valerie Ann FR
Melson, Anne Christine
FR
Melton, Chad E SR
Melzer, Melissa Jane FR
Mendelson, Sean C SO
Mendes, Christine J SO
Mendieta, Michelle JR
Mendonca, Dirceu B SR
Mendonca, Edalina M JR
Mendonca, Joseph R SO
Mendonca, Marcia A SR
Mendoza, Anthony
Marcus SR
Mendoza, Catalina FR
Mendoza, Georgina
Bernice SR
Mendoza, Guadalupe S
SO
Mendoza, Sandy R FR
Mendoza, Summer E JR
Menendez, Pilar P JR
Meng, David C SR
Menning, Joseph R JR
Mercado, Anthony
Neudecker FR
Mercante, Caterina F SR
118
Mercer, Tammara R JR
Merchant, Casey Anne
FR
Meri, Sami SR
Merlo, Stephanie A SR
118
Merrill, Kevin D SR 118,
142
Merritts, Daniel Paul FR
Mertel, Kristin M SO
Messian, Nicole J JR
Methe, Joseph Arthur
FR
Metwally, Bahira A SR
Metwally, Bahira A SR
Meyer, Colette Noelle
SR 118
Meyer, Erin A SR 118
Meyer, Jill Michelle FR
Meyer, Michelle Marie
FR
Meyn, Matthew David
FR
Meza, Marisa N JR
Mezger, Daniel Sullivan
JR
Mian, Sarah Aftab JR
Mibach, Robert FJR
Micek, Shirley
Stephanie SR 64,
118
Michal, Patrick M SO
Micheli, Angelo John SR
Michelitch, M Marie JR
Michielssen, Kendra A
SR 118
Michlig, Allison Leigh
SR 118
Middleton Jr, William E
SO
Mielenz, Christine
Renee FR
Mihelcic, Mario C SR
Milam, Drew M SO
Milanese, Erica Laureen
FR
Milbank, Jana Lyn JR
Milicevic, Jelena D JR
Milicevic, Kristina N SO
32
Miller, Alexander
Charles FR
Miller, Alyson Anela SR
118
Miller, Christopher
Adams FR 32
Miller, Holly Ann FR
Miller, Jason D SR
Miller, Jessica K FR
Miller, Jody L SO
Miller, Katherine Mary
FR
Miller, Kathryn A SO
Miller, Madelyn A SO
Miller, Matthew H JR
Miller, McKinsey M SO 19
Miller, Mechele Ann SR
Miller, Michael Baluyut
SR
Milligan, Brandon
Stuart SR 118
Millward, Steven James
FR
Milner, Kimberly Ann SR
Mine, Lindsay E SO
Minor, Jon SR 119
Minor, Ross A JR
Minton, Laura Elizabeth
SR 119
Miska, Danielle M FR
Mitchell, Lisa Marie FR
Mitchell, Ryan J SO
Mitsopoulos, George L
SO
Mitsunaga, Kara L SO
Miyamoto, Kevin A SR
Miyashiro, Darren C SR
119
Miyazawa, Byron Y JR
Mlnarik, John Louis SR
Mlnarik, John Louis SR
Mlnarik, Tricia J JR
Mock, Judy S SO
Mock, Patrick D JR
Moeschler, Michael
Joseph FR
Moffatt, Eric A SO
Mohammed, Sabrina
Marie FR
Mok, Jason Peter FR
Moldavsky, Diana SO
Molina, Ana E SR
Molina, Eva L SO
Molinaro, Stephanie
Elaine FR
Mollenhauer, Jeffrey P
SO
Mollinedo, Paul E FR
Momiy, Janneth P JR
Monge, Alana Pauline FR
Monge, Maria L SR
Monger, Ryan K JR 32
Monson, Jessica Jolene
FR 155
Montanaro, Christopher
SO
Montemayor, Donna
Vida FR
Montemayor, Karl J SO
Montero, Jose Julio FR
Montero, Roberto C JR
Montgomery, Anne
Marie FR
Montgomery, Sarah
Lynn FR
Moo, Aimee Yun Zhen
FR
Moodie, Bradford S SO
Moody, Emily Anna FR
Moody, Meaghan L JR
Moon, Jaehoon JR
Mooney, Mara Lorraine
FR
Mooney-Flores, Michael
J SO
Moore, Alan Paul FR
Moore, Joseph Baba
Pahana FR
Moore, Kathryn M SR
Moore, Megan L SO
Moore, Shawnterra A SR
Moore, Shayla Marie FR
Moore, Stephen E SO
Moore, Tracy M JR
Moorhead, Jay J SO
Mora, Matthew J FR
Morablanco, Eva L JR
Morada, Carla Anne
Tecson FR
Morales, Christina R JR
Morales, Christine A FR
Morales, Jonathan S SR
Morales, Marlon J SO
Moran, Kathleen A JR
Moran, Katlyn Beatrice
FR
Moran, Kendra V SO
Moran, Matthew John
FR
Moran, Rachael JR
Moran, William Joseph
FR
Morello, Nathan SR
Moreno, Noelia SR
Morford, Megumi Nancy
FR
Morgan, Briana L SR
Morgan, Christopher
McGaughey SO
Morgan, Keira M SR 119
Morgan, Kelly Andrew FR
Moriarty, Bridget A SR
Morisch, Keri A SO
Morley, Brooke N JR
Mormanis, Sophia K SO
Morningstar, Fawn A SO
Morozumi, John P SR
119
Morrell, Renee Nicole
FR 32
Morrill, Christopher
Barton FR
Morris, Corey Allen FR
Morrison, Gina M FR
Morrison, Tristan Blain
FR
Morrow, Rebecca N SR
119
Morse, Kelley Maria FR
Moser, Benjamin J SO
Mosqueda, Maria R SO
Mosser, Michael Jay FR
Motaghedi, Sohrab
Hosen FR
Motamedi, Kevon S SO
Mott, Cori FR
Moua, Markey C SO
Moul, Michael Murphy
FR
Mounce, Emily J JR 32
Moyle, Elizabeth Wood
FR
Mrkvicka, Lisa A SO 32
Mrozek, Kristin Denise
FR
Mudd, Claire Shanley FR
Mudd, Graham R JR
Mueller, Janelle C SR
161
Muetschard, Pascal FR
Mugan, Kenneth E SR
119
Muldoon, Christopher P
FR
Muljat, Lindsey A FR
Mulkey, Kevin D JR
Mullally, Mark M SO
Mullen, Ryan B FR
Mundweil, Philip J SR
119
Muniz, Esmeralda D SR
Munteanu, Andrei T SR
Muntz, Melissa Lee FR
Murakami, Nicole R SR
Murakami, Yosuke SR
119
Muratore, Jay Beaty SR
Murchan, Erin M SR 119
Murphy, Brian M SR 119
Murphy, Kristine A SR
Murphy, Lindsey P SO
Murphy, Matthew J SO
Murray, Kevin Michael
FR
Murray, Rupert Alvin
George FR
Musallam, Joseph Jacob
FR
Mussman, Michael R JR
Mussone, David Gregory
SR
Musumeci, Danielle S SO
Mutch, William M SR
Muthuraman, Indhu M
SR
Myers, Elizabeth Joy SR
119
Myres, Neil J SR 120
N
Nabasny, Michael Velio
FR
Nabhan, Jeffrey P JR
Nagle, John Thomas FR
Nagy, Colin James FR
Nahouraii, Nathan SR
120
Naidu, Diann Manjulika
JR
Nakabara, Haunani
Hiroko FR 32
Nakano, Eriko SR 120
Nakayama, Michiko JR
Namimatsu, Leonard H
SR 120
Nanawa, Paul A JR
Nandakumar, Pritam S
SR 120
Nanez, Lisa Anne SR
Nangia, Jai Ravi SO
Nannini, Michael
Matthew JR
Narciso, Hazel E JR
Narvaez, Ricardo Noel FR
Naskrecka-Hardy,
Justyna A SO
Nasman, Ian SR 120
Naumes, Rebecca Lee
FR
Naumes, Sarah L JR
Navarez, Lea T SR
Navarrete, Daniel B JR
Navarro, Doran E JR
Navarro, Katrina V SR
Navarro, Pete SR 120
Nazzal, Ibrahim M SR
120
Neal, Daniel P SR
Needham, David
Howard FR 32
Negherbon, Janeen K
JR
Neilson, Jaime B SR
120
Nelsen, Shanna S JR
Nelson, Danielle M JR
Nelson, Lars M SR 164
Nelson, Michael SR
Nelson, Michael S SO
Nelson, Paul A SR
Neptune, Thomas
Edward FR
Neumann, Brian L SR
Neumann, Michael Alan
FR
Neustadter, Stephanie
Ingrid FR
Nevarez Jr, Alvaro FR
New, Megan M SO
Newell, Christina Rose
SO
Newgren, Greta Danielle
SO
Newhart, Courtney Q SR
184
Newman, Gary Michael
FR
Newman, Jonathan S JR
Newman, Kenyon M SO
Newton, Claire Marie SR
Ng, Wilson SR
Ngo, Gia H JR
Ngo, Monique Van FR
Ngo, Quyen B SR
Nguy, Diep K SR 120
Nguy, Julie C JR 120
Nguyen, Annie H SO
Nguyen, Anthony Pham
SR
Nguyen, Can D JR
Nguyen, Catherine Nhu
Thi FR
Nguyen, Cherry SR
Nguyen, Chinh JR
Nguyen, Elizabeth B SR
Nguyen, Emily Khanh
JR
Nguyen, Han P SO
Nguyen, Hieu FR
Nguyen, Hong Lan T JR
Nguyen, Jacklyn T JR
Nguyen, Khanh-Vy T JR
Nguyen, Kim Dung T JR
Nguyen, Loan Thi FR
Nguyen, Martin FR
Nguyen, Mary Ngoc FR
Nguyen, Mi T SR 120
Nguyen, Michael J SO
Nguyen, Nicholas B JR
Nguyen, Peter Dinh FR
Nguyen, Phimy FR
Nguyen, Quyen B SO
Nguyen, Regina Tarn
Anh FR
Nguyen, Richard SR
Nguyen, Rose D SO
Nguyen, Tarn H JR
Nguyen, Thang Quoc SR
Nguyen, Theresa Le SR
120
Nguyen, Tuan H JR
Nguyen, Tuan S SR
Nguyen, Uyen D JR
Nguyen, Viet Tan FR
Nicdao, Sue Ellen
Arrozal SO
Nicholas, Rebecca Jean
FR
Nichols, Garrett D SO
Nichols, Matthew D SR
Nicholson Jr, Terrence
Michael FR
Nicolas, Genevieve-
Marie C SO
Nicoletti, John Joseph
FR
Nicoletti, Tracy L JR
Nicolosi, Marie Louise
SR
Nielsen, Sasha K SR
Nienhuis, Marcel SR 120
Nikulina, Natalia JR
Nilsson, Fredrik Olof FR
Nishida, Heather SR
120
Nishiguchi, Nathan M
FR
Nishikawa, Suzanne Y
SR
Nissen, Janet M SO 32
Niu, Cindy S SO
Nizenkoff, Erik C SO
Noble, John E FR
Noddings, Michelle L SO
Noel, Xuan T FR
Noeldner, Jenny L SO
Nohavec, Clint Walker
FR
Noland, Cheryl K SO 32
Noller, Jessica E SR
120, 189
Norbury, Michael David
FR
Noren, Kelsey Margit FR
Noronha III, Augusto A
SR 120
Norrett, Monica G SR
Norwood, Ryan M SO
Novak, Mark J SR
Novotny, Jaime L JR
Nsour, Faisal Salameh
SO
Nugent, Joseph D SR
120
Nunes, Daniel Soares FR
Nunes, Troy D JR
Nunez, Mariel V SO
Nunez, Raul I SO
Nuxoll, Mary SR 120
Oberti, Vincent J SR
Obis, Quentin Barrett
FR 32
O'Boyle, Erin L JR
O'Brien, Brendan F JR
O'Brien, Bridget! B SO
O'Brien, Joseph Robert
FR
O'Brien, Kevin C JR
O'Brien, Kyle Tate FR
O'Brien, Paul Steven JR
Ochoa, Noemi FR
O'Connell, Daniel Robert
SO
O'Connor, Casey Richard
FR
O'Connor, Lynn Marie JR
O'Connor, Matthew C JR
O'Connor, Michael J SR
O'Connor, Robin L SO
O'Connor, Timothy S JR
O'Day, Shawna M JR
Odeh, Reem R SR 121
O'Flynn, Christina M SR
Ogasawara, Brandi Y SO
Ogawa, Joy K SO
Ogbuehi, Goodwin SO
Ogle, Holli Carol FR
O'Hara, Kelly Marie SR
120, 174
Oikawa, Tomoko FR
Okamoto, Bradley T JR
Okano, Tony B JR 154
Okarma, Simonne
Elizabeth JR
O'Kelley, Catherine
Suzanne FR
Okihara, Michaella Y JR
Okubo, Nathan Tetsuo
FR
Okuda, Courtney Mie FR
Oldenburg, Jennifer L
FR
Olefsky, Karin A JR
Olefsky, Karin A JR
Olesen, Jamie R JR
Olguin, Roman FR
Oliver, Marisa Bottaro
SR 121
Olson, Carlos U SO
Olson, Caroline J SR
121
Olson, Erick S SO
Olsson, Brett M SR
O'Malley, James C SO
Onderick, J. Michael
Sean SR
Orallo, Jonathan M SO
Orallo, Patrick M SR 121
Oranen, Daniel T SO
Orazem, Erin L SO
O'Reilly, Ryan C JR
Orellana, Juan-Carlos JR
Oren, Adam P JR
Orendain, Patricia P SO
Oriel, Christine J SO
Orlando, Sari L SR 121
O'Rourke, Shauna
Maureen SO
Oroz, Nathalie JR
Orozco, Jessica SR
Orquiza, Vanessa Marie
D JR
Orr, Arian J JR
Orr, Cameron K SR
Orr, Cristin M SR
Orrell, Jessica Nicole FR
Ortal, Jonathan
Florencio Mangati FR
Ortega, Lorraine R SO
Ortiz, Josue I SR
Ortiz, Miriam G SO
Osaki, Kylene M SO
Osborne, Renee Nicole
SO
Oscamou, Matheu B JR
O'Shea, Michelle E SR
121
Osland, Katrina M SO 19
Osmanian, Hilda S JR
Osorio, Daniel SR 121
Osorio-Deleon, Ana C JR
Ostmann, Lilah P FR
Ostrow, Kerry E SR 121
O'Sullivan, Mark D SO
Oswood, Nicholas R SR
Ota, Angelina T SR
Ota, Ken Shadman FR
Otis, Joshua N JR
O'Toole, Elizabeth M FR
Otten, Joel Henry FR
Ouimette, Amy Sharon
FR
Ovalles, Melissa FR
Ovanessoff, Arsen S SO
Owen, Michael P JR
Owyong, Wei K SR
Oya, Brent T SO
Ozaeta, Monica Cecilia L
SR 121
Paap, Rocklin B SO
Pacho, Maryann R FR
Pacis, Elijah L SR 121
Padilla, Catherine
Lorraine FR
Padilla, Marcus T JR
Padilla, Rafael FR
Padilla, Viviana JR
Paetsch, Christopher
Robert FR
Paez, Raquel M JR
Pagan, Thomas I SO
Page, Stephanie C JR
Pahwa, Sonia Kaur FR
Palafox, Trisha M SO
Palla, Shabana Yousuf
SR 121
Palley, Will Knight FR
Palm, Katherine JR
Palomino, Tanya R SO
Palomo, Andrea MSR 121
Pan, Joan FR
Pang, Parnell C SO
Pangali, Nishinder K SO
Panlilio, Mabelle M JR
Pannthay, Sophia L JR
Paoli, Andrew Theodore
FR
Paolucci, Nicholas G SR
Papadatos, Charalambos
EJR
Papadatos, Despina JR
Papasin, Ana Man'
Hautea FR
Papay, Brian Joseph FR
32
Papetti, Angela
Michelle FR
Papp, Erik Paul JR
Pardini, Scott H JR
Paredes, Rachel Leah FR
Pargett, Timothy J SO
Paris, Anne-Michelle SR
Park, Bangwon J JR
Park, Cha-Eun SR
Park, Sang Yun FR
Parke, Adrienne Lee FR
Parker, Aaron C JR
Parker, Carey Q JR
Parker, Daniel Robert
SO
Parker, Margaret Anne
FR
Parker, Nineveh A SR
Parker, Porsche M JR
122
Parks, Jacob D SO
Parks, Patricia Lynn SR
Parra, Alma R JR
Parrish, Kyle E JR
Parson, Brian Joseph
SO
Parsons, Philip C SO
Partido, Cheryl Bautista
JR
Pascua, Grace Ann FR
Pass, Simon A JR 32
Passadori, Diana Rose
FR
Pastorelli, Tina Louise
SO
Pastran Jr, Armando JR
Patel, Ashishkumar
Dhirubhai FR
Patel, Kavita M JR
Patel, Kavita M JR
Patel, Pratima Paresh
FR
Patel, Rakhi M SR
Patel, Shebani R JR
Patel, Sunilbhai
Khandubhai SR
Patel, Tushar M SO
Pathak, Sagar
Narendrakumar SR
122
Patricio, Blake A JR
Patrick, Erin Nicole FR
Patten, Georgia Renee
FR
Patterson, Jay Clifton
JR
Paul, Rachel Anne FR
32
Paulson, Sarah Jane SR
Paulus, Jeffrey L SO
Paustian, Michael
Vincent FR
Pawlowsky, Eric SR
Paye, Michael JR
Payne, Chad Nathan JR
Payne, Kim JR
Payne, Lindsay Joanne
SR 122, 180
Payomo, Rene F SR 122
Paz, Benjamin Bryce FR
Peach, Michael D SR
Peavey, Patrick C FR
Pecavar, Stanley Mark
SR 122
Pedersen, Kristen M JR
Peery, David Joseph FR
Peery, Sarah R JR
Pegram, Elizabeth A SO
Peiris, Charith T FR
Pelayo, Rozalyn M SR
141
Pellegrini, Michael V SO
Pelusi, Dominick
Michael FR
Peng, Judy Jung JR
Pepple, Tyler Case FR
Perachiotti, Anthony
Frank SR 122
Peralta, Ryan Benitez
FR
Perata, Danielle Alicia
JR
Percell, Shawn K SR 135
Pereira, Ariadni FR
Pereira, Janelle Marie
SR
Perez, Bertalicia A SR
Perez, Carlos R SR
Perez, Delores Concep-
tion Bordallo FR
Perez, Laura SR
Perez, Liliana M SO
Perez, Milagros G JR
122
Perez, Sarah M JR
Perez, Terry JR
Perine, Sarah Anne SR
Peritz, Jennifer A SR
122
Perko, Amy C SO
Perrault, Bryan David
FR
Persons, Thomas T SR
Persyn, Sara Fay FR
Pesantes, Stephanie A
FR
Pesic, Iliya FR
Pestarino, Courtney JR
Pestinger, Samantha C
SO
Peters, Lyndsay A JR
Petersen, Sarah M JR
Peterson, Andrew C SR
122
Peterson, Bryant Arvid
FR
Peterson, Melissa A SO
Peterson, Michelle S SR
Peterson, Stacey JR
Peterson, Valerie J JR
Petre, Gregory T JR
Petrich, Matthew P JR
167
Petrie, Jeremy J FR
Petrinovich, James R JR
Pettit, Justin David SR
Petty, Benjamin R SR
Petzold, Kathleen M FR
Pfann, Michelle Anne
FR
Pfannes, Sara M SR 122
Pfeffer, Patricia J SO
Pflum, Kenneth Robert
FR
Pfrommer, Christian FR
Phair, Donald C SR 122
Pham, Christine Q JR
Pham, Cynthia Tran SR
Pham, Hien Mong JR
Pham, Khanh L JR
Pham, Kim-Thu M SO
Pham, Linh N JR
Pham, Phi N FR
Pham, Sylvia L JR
Pham-Ky, Mai Anh Ngoc
SR 122
Phan, Hai Ngoc SR
Phan, Hien T JR
Phan, Loan H JR
Phan, Nguyen T SR
Phan, Tarn Thanh JR
Phares, Lindsay Ann FR
|
Phillips, David M JR
Phillips, Idara D SO
Phng, Li Li n SO
Phng, Li-Suang SR
Phng, Li-Ying SR
Phorn, Kim S JR
Phung, Bich-Van C SO
Phung, Trinh T SR
Phung, Wendy Ann SO
Phuong, Linda FR
Piatek, Alexi R SO
Picconi, Cember L SO
Pichardo, Paola V SO
Pichel, Nichole Marie FR
Pickett, Nicole Sara FR
Pickford, Anne E FR
Pickup, Kimberly Dawn
SR 122
Picos, Veronica SO
Pierce, Coleen M SO
Pierce, Kelly M SO
Pilara, Stephen M SO
Pinard, Margaret Anne
FR
Pinna, Daniel Joseph FR
Pinnamaneni, Karthik
FR
Pinner, Caitlin K JR
Pinschmidt, Matthew C
SR 122
Pirozzoli, Kenneth
William FR
Pisano, Catherine
Jeanne FR
Pittman, James
Cameron SR
Pivk, Leopold SR 122
Piziali, Nicholas J SR
145
Placencia, Bianca A SO
Plata, Marisol SO
Pleas, Courtney Colleen
FR
Plonka, Anthony A SR
122
Plut, Ian C JR
Pluta, Samuel F JR
Pogrebinsky, Inga SR
122
Pokorny, Brian J SO
Polhemus, Caroline M
SR 122, 185
Policastri, Gina Nicole
SR 122
Pollack, Gregg Kenneth
SR
Pon, Gail Virginia JR
Pon-Barry, Louise J JR
Poon, Eric SO
Popa, Noah H SR 122,
185
Popescu, Mihaela SO
Popovac, Vedrana JR
Poret, Jennifer Marie
SO
Porst, James Robert FR
J
ortales, Andreanna L
FR
'ortales, Elias Francisco
SR 53
'
3
orter, Christy E FR
°orter, Richard Pedro
FR
°orter, William Seamus
FR
3 otts, Christopher B SO
3
otts, Samantha Jayne
FR
'oulos, Nathan Aaron
SR 123, 189
3owell, Christina Ruth
SO
Powell, Heather E JR
3owell, Patricia Jo SO
3owers, Aletia Lucinda
FR
'reciado, Patricia C SR
'rehoda, Lauren M SO
'renares, Nicholas J JR
'rescott, Jessica L SO
'rescott, Tessa Kate FR
'reslar, Julie M SO
'ressentin, Erin K SO
'restigiacomo, Sara M
SR 123, 187
'reston, Chisa Marie FR
j'revo, Shelly Nicole FR
'rewitt, John Adam FR
j'rice, Christopher Allen
FR
'ringle, Summer Lynn
FR
'ritchard, Michelle M
SR 123
'rizzia, Frances-Marie
Angeles SO
'roctor, Daniel J SO
i'roctor, David R SO
'ropeck, Lynsey Alyn JR
'rupas, Janine JR
,'ualuan, Omar J JR
'ulford, Joseph H SR
123
i'uri, Vikramjit Singh FR
'urkeypile, Matthew D
SR
rurner, Julianna Marie
JR
'ursley, Kathryn E SR
148, 149, 123,
180
'yrch, Matthew John FR
iluach, Billy Phouc FR
!uackenbush, Cara A SO
luarton, Robert T SO
ilue, Maybelline L SO 32
lueen, Matthew C JR
luibelan, Brendan M SO
luigg, Laura Marie FR
'uigley, Ryan W JR
uinlan, Andrew D JR
.uinlan, Brendan P JR
iiint, John M SO
:uintana, Sandra
Cristina FR
uintero, Elsa SO
'uion, Joanne Michelle
FR
uiros, Daniel FR
Quisumbing, Merritt SR
123
Quito, Joseph Stephen
FR
Quixada, Helena TSR 123
Rabaut, Thomas W FR
Rachetti, Maria M SR
Radda, Pavel J JR
Radovic, Nina FR
Raegen, Jeffrey T SR
Rafia, Sina JR
Rafnson, Jonathon K JR
Raguindin, Vladimir X
JR
Rahall, Timothy Deem
FR
Rai, Gurdeep K JR
Rai, Inderjeet K SR
Rai, Rajbir S SO
Raih, Gregory F SO
Raimundo, Cristina L SR
Raleigh, Suzanne
Elizabeth FR
Ramacciotti, John S JR
Ramey, Christopher S
SR 123, 187
Ramirez, Abraham FR
Ramirez, Billy Orduno
FR
Ramirez, Diana JR
Ramirez, Javier
Calderon SO
Ramirez, Karina Michele
FR
Ramirez, Myra Flor SR
123
Ramirez, Rosanne SR
Ramos, Nicole Jane FR
Ranches, Philip Joe M
JR
Ranck, Roland C SO
Randazzo II, Thomas J
JR
Randies, Zachary P SO
Rangel, Sabrina Elia FR
Rank, Julio Ernesto SR
123
Rappa, Melanie R SO
Rapport, Kimberly F SO
Rasay, Richard M JR
Rasco, Jacob M JR
Raskob, Timothy M SO
65
Ratcliff, Justin H SO
Rauber, Christopher
Loyd SR 123
Rausch, Adam John SR
Ravelo, Anita C FR
Raven, Brittany Marie
FR
Raven, Deanna D SO
Raybould, Laura Ann SR
141
Raymond, Ani Pall FR
33
Raymond, Neda Cynthia
FR
Ready, Matthew S FR
Reagan, Sarah Elizabeth
SR 124, 176
Reames, Heather A SR
Recio-Ang, Andrea Maia
JR
Rector, Joshua Landon
FR
Reddi, Rashmi M FR
Reddick, Rachael A JR
Reddy, Shalini Amrita
FR 33
Rediske, William Robert
Aukai FR
Redkey, Samantha M SO
Ree, Jennifer JR
Reed, Howard W JR
Reed, Robert William FR
Reeder, David R. SR
Reel, George Fredrick JR
Reeves, Trinique Sivi SO
Regan, Casey Anthony
SR
Rehberger, Jennifer
Marie FR
Reich, Katie Hatch FR
Reich, Stephen A SR
Reid, Eric J SR
Reifschneider, James N
SR
Reilly, Jeremy Daniel FR
Reilly, Matthew P JR
Reis, Ellen M JR
Reis, Mary Clare FR
Renaudin, Claire M SO
Rendler, Katherine A SR
124, 176
Renfort, Lauren Dianne
FR 33
Renovato, Rafael P JR
Renski Jr, Boris Boris
FR
Renteria, Craig Allen FR
Renteria, Janell L JR
Renzi, Michael John SR
124
Reporter, Rostam JR
Resch, Karen L JR
Reseburg, John A SR
124, 186
Resz, Nicole A FR
Reyes, Daniel Jeremy FR
Reyes, Edward Michael
SR
Reyes, Jonathan M SR
Reyes, Mariel L SO
Reyes, Mark D SO
Reyes, Randy FR
Reynard, Brian Charles
SR
Reynaud, Brianna
Nicole SR 124
Reynolds, Darcie Ann FR
Reynolds, Tiffany T JR
Rhea, Kendra Lee FR
Rhee, Rebecca
Sunyoung FR
Riahi Kashani, Sedigheh
Dokie JR
Riazi, Sara Michelle FR
Ribar, Brandon M FR
Ricci, Dominic Joseph
FR
Rice, Ashley C SR 124
Rice, Audrey D SR
Rice, Chelsea S SR 124
Rice, Connie L JR
Rice, Erica A SR
Rice, Whitsett Clark FR
Richards, Courtney A JR
Richards, Kelley Emil FR
Richardson, Stephen W
JR
Richmond, Michael
John FR
Rickard, Mary C JR
Riehl, Peter William FR
Riehl, Tim JR 124
Riera, Barbara Ann SO
Riggs, Esther R JR
Riley, Matthew Stuart
FR
Riley-Sorem, Alexandra
Marie FR
Rimes, Julia L SO
Rimes, Nichole L SO
Rinasari, Febiana SR
Rinker, Mamie Jean FR
Riola, Laurelle D FR
Riordan, Michael
Thomas FR
Rios, Suzanne M JR
Risser, Jennifer L JR
Rist, Sean M JR
Ritchey, Samuel J JR
Ritter, Robin L SO
Rivas, Elsie JR
Rivas, Paloma T JR
Rivas, Rick Daniel FR
Rivera, Christina G SR
Rivera, Michael J SO
Rivera, Rick Anthony FR
Rivera, Veronica Isabel
FR 159
Rizzardo, Joseph E SO
Roach, Joseph D JR
Roades-Brown, Evan W
SO 33
Robb, Jennifer Ryan FR
Robbeloth, Scott C SR
Robblee, Laurie J JR
Roberson, Andrew T JR
Roberts, Allison F SO
Roberts, Katherine A SO
Robertson, Alexis A SO
Robinos, Rowena Marie
SR 124
Robinson, Brett SR 124
Robinson, Dana N JR
Robinson, Gregory M JR
Robinson, Jennings
Paige FR
Robinson, Michael T SR
Robinson, Shana R SR
Robinson, Sharmaine
Nicole SR
Robinson, Therese
Marguerite SR 124
Robledo, Nicole
Lucrecia FR
Robledo, Ruth JR
Rocca, Geoffrey Wayne
FR
Roche, Charles M SO
Rodiack, August N SO
Rodoni, Jennifer C SR
Rodopoulos, Aristotle N
SO
Rodriguez, Adrian
Hernandez SO
Rodriguez, Deanna M FR
Rodriguez, Jennifer
Danielle FR
Rodriguez, Juan C JR
Rodriguez, Kevin M SR
Rodriguez, Marimonte M
SR
Rodriguez, Mark J FR
Rodriguez, Mary J FR
Rodriguez, Ofelia JR
Rodriguez, Orlando SR
Rodriguez, Tania A SO
Rodriguez, Vanessa JR
Roebke, Ellen M SR 124
Rogers, Erin L SO
Rogers, Kyle Bowen SR
Rogers, Stephanie M SR
148
Rogowski, Jacqueline
Monica FR
Rohrbough, Kevin
James FR
Roldan, Vivian L JR
Roley, Robert M JR
Rolle, Nichole A SO 19
Romain, Michael
Lawrence SR 124
Romano, Timothy J JR
Romanski, Robert Jason
FR
Romero, Jaclyn C SR
Romjue, Chelsie Jean
FR
Romley, Mary Catherine
FR
Ronco, Michelle R SO
Roomel, Matthew J JR
Rooney, Colleen Julia
FR
Roozen, Kyle L JR
Rorie, Paul Brian FR 33
Rosa, Brian M SO
Rosales, Alvin Alinea FR
Rosbarsky, Mary
Meghan FR
Rose, Alison Michele FR
Rose, Jason Zoff FR
Roseblade, Stacey Lynn
FR
Rosenstein, Florence FR
Ross, Alicia P SO
Ross, Maureen E SO
Roth, Logan M SO
Roth, Shannon K SR
124
Rotunno, Laura Anne SR
124
Rowan, Gwendolyn
Sarah FR
Roxas, Jerrus Z JR
Roybal, Jonathan David
FR
Royse, Jennifer L SR
190
Ruano, Rebecca JR
Rubalcava, Juan A JR
Rubio, Maricela SO
Rucker, Leanne M SO
Rudo, Abraham E JR
Rudolph, Morgan Ann
FR
Rueb, Alexander J FR
Ruffino, Gina M SR 124
Ruiz, Christina Michelle
FR
Ruiz, Maria Elena SO
Ruiz, Patricia Adriana
FR
Ruiz, Rebecca FR
Rumayor, Juan Diego
SR
Rumer, Maria JR
Rumpf, Jessica RashelSO
Runge, Kari J JR
Runge, Tatjana A JR
Rushmer, Joseph R SO
Ruso, Richard M FR
Russell, Lauren R SO
Russell, Robin H SO
Rutherford, Christine E
JR
Rutledge, Melissa Mae
JR
Ruzhnikov, Catherine JR
Ryan, Erin Elizabeth FR
Rychlewski, David
Thomas FR
Ryken, Kathleen A FR
Ryland, Jehna M SO
Saatchi, Samon SR
Saavedra, Anamae JR
Saavedra, Marina JR
Sabangan, Jerome A JR
150
Sabow, David M JR
Sacman, Joseph
Villanueva FR
Sadri, Sindy Mariam FR
Saechao, Koyfou SO
Saenguraiporn, Melissa
FR
Said, Ayad A JR
Sailer, Gary L SR
Saini, Ajay K JR
Sakaue, Kazue SR
Sakurada, Mitsuru FR
Sakurada, Wataru FR
Salas, Coresta Lynn FR
Salas, Norma FR
Salazar, Alejandra FR
Salazar, Christopher F
JR
Salazar, Christyann
Julie FR
Salazar, Lorena B JR
Salcedo, Antonio I SR
124
Saldana, Jason Jon SO
Saldana, Monica L SO
Saldana, Shaye M SR
124
Salonga, Alfred F SR
Salsa, Nancy M SR 125
Salsbury, Diana
Antoinette JR
Salta, Steve P SO
Salvador, Louis J SO
Sambrano, Marie
Camille FR
Samoranos, Erica J JR
San Nicolas, Karen
Elizabeth SO
Sancen, Giselle Aileen
FR
Sanchez, Bertha FR
Sanchez, Carmen M SO
Sanchez, Donald A SO
Sanchez, Erin Elena FR
Sanchez, Felicia Susan
FR
Sanchez, Jeannette S
SR 125
Sanchez, Marissa S SO
Sanchez, Martin P SO
Sanchez, Michael Wyatt
Pogan FR
Sanchez, Stephanie S SR
Sandate, Joseph A JR
Sandler, Erika Lyn SR
Sandoval, Joanna Y SO
Sandstrom, Ingrid Ena
FR
Sankaran, Ravi JR
Sansone, Robert T SO
Santa Cruz, Sean
Michael FR
Santana, Steven R JR
Santarosa, Mary E SR
125
Santiago, Francis Y SR
125
Santoro, Andrea
Christine SO
Santos, Benjamin M SO
Santos, Christie R FR
Santos, Joshua Luz FR
Santos, Karl H JR
Santos, Matthew
Durban SO
Santos, Tony P SR 125
Saovang, Mary SR
Sara, Julie M JR
Sarantakis, Katerina
JR
Saric, Diana A JR
Sarmiento, Ryan
Lomotan FR
Sarte, Juan Carlo
Mateus SO
Sasikumar, Vivek Anand
SR
Saso, William J SR 125
Sato, Jennifer A JR
Sato, Jonathan D JR
125
Satterfield, Phillip S SR
125
Satterfield, Taralynn SR
Saucedo, Beatriz I SR
125
Saunders, Ashley Selley
SR
Sawka, Mateusz A SO
Sayeeduddin,
Mohammud A SO
Scarbrough, Danelle SR
Schaber, Heidi M SR
125
Schafer, Matthew D SR
Schaub, Allison R JR
Schellinger, Nicole D SO
Schemper, Mark L SR
Schepman, Jason A SO
Scherffius, Jill M SR
125
Scherling, Joshua B SO
Schetky, Adam L JR 33
Scheuble, Sean M SO 50
Schield, Scott Russell
FR
Schield, Scott Russell
FR
Schierburg, Eric M SR
125
Schiffner, Aaron M JR
Schilz, Shelley Rose FR
Schingler, Robert H SR
Schipper, Anthony R SO
Schlotman, Anne E SO
Schmidt, Daniel Patrick
FR
Schmidt, Heidi A SR
Schmidt, Meghan Renee
JR 126
Schmitt, Sara A SO
Schneider, Daniel David
JR
Schneider, Jonathan E
JR
Schneider, Selena Elise
SR
Scholz, Philip E JR
Schrader, Jeremy Carl
FR
Schreiber, Megan B JR
Schreiner, Kelly N SR
126
Schreiner, Mark D JR
Schreiner, Michael Peter
FR
Schroth, Jason R SO
Schuet, Daniel Joseph
FR
Schuet, Stefan R JR
Schuler, Erik T JR
Schundler, Theodore
Karl FR
Schuricht, Elizabeth E
JR
Schwartz, Cione Marie
SO
Scialabba, Gina Ann SO
Scoma, Martine Anne JR
Scontriano, Ashley
Louise SO
Scordelis, Marisa V JR
Scott, Elizabeth Marie
FR
Scott, Jennifer Ann SR
Scott, Justin D JR
Scott, Justin L SR
Scott, Karisa Lea JR
Scott, Nancy Ann SR
126
Scotto, Jennifer Elise
FR
Scritchfield, Jamey E SR
Sebastiani, August D FR
Sedgwick, Hana-Lee FR
33
Sedillo-Glatt, Adam
John SR
Seery, Anne N JR
Segura, Melissa D JR
Seiler, Toby C SR
Seireg, Bahaa Ashraf
Badreldin FR
Sekhon, Ranvir K JR
Sekiya, Gregory
Yoshinori SR
Self, Shannon E SR
Selnick, Aron JR
Selser, Erin M SR
Semas, Mary K SO
Seminoff, Mary M JR
Sempel, Jill M SR 126
Senn, William Thornwell
FR
Senner, Christine E JR
Seo, Amy L JR
Sepe, Connie Louise FR
33
Sepe, David J SO
Seracka, Tara Kristine
FR
Serlenga, Nichole L SR
Serra, Marc M SR 126
Serres, Anne-Marie FR
Servatius, Matthew A
SO
Sexton, Andreya M JR
Sexton, Lauren G SO
Shader, Jennifer M SR
Shah, Sameer B SR
Shaheen, Peter S JR
Shahriar, Shaikh
Mohammad SO
Shakoor, Atif FR
Shamble, Anna M JR
Shamieh, Elizabeth N
JR
Shanahan, Justin L SO
Shanahan, Merrick SO
Sharkey, John T JR
Sharma, Naveen K SR
126
Sharma, Suneel FR
Sharpe, Erin Jessica SO
Shatford, William R SR
Shaw, Lisa H JR
Shaw, Michael Christo-
pher SO
Shea, Anne K JR
Sheahan, John Webster
FR
Shean, Quinn Colleen
FR
Shearer, Joseph Beck
FR
Sheehan, Ann Marie FR
Sheehan, Patrick Quin
FR
Sheehan, Timothy G SO
Sheehy, Jillian V JR
Sheils, Courtney H JR
Sheldon, Heidi Gabrielle
FR
Sheldon, Nicole T SR
Shelley, Christopher CJR
Shelton, Sharon
Elizabeth FR 33
Shemwell, Kasey Fagan
FR 50
Shen, Peggy A SR
Shen, Tina H SO
Shenouda, Mary Kim FR
Shenoy, Samantha M SO
33
Shepard, Andrew R FR
Sheridan, Jamie Lynne
FR
Sherman, Stephen T SR
Sherwin, Robert A SO
Shia, Carolyn Melissa FR
Shiao, Ray SR 126
Shibuya, Tara Lin Emi
FR
Shim, Timothy A SO
Shimada, Seth Y JR
Shimizu, Miki SR 126
Shin, Ah-Young FR
Shinbo, Laura Mariko FR
Shingai, Stephanie R JR
Shipley, Brian Patrick
FR
Shiraishi, Grant M SR
Shkapsky, Alexander P
JR
Shorey, Katherine P JR
Showerman, Courtland J
JR
Shulse, Heidi Ann FR
Shumaker, Christopher
B SO
Shumm, Meghan E JR
33
Siacotos, Kathy SR
Sialendra, Yuandi SR
Sibley, Brooke M JR
Siddigui, Sheereen FR
Siefker, William R FR
Sieu, Anthony JR
Sikic, Andrew L JR
Siler, Amanda Kristen
FR
Silliman, Richard Todd
FR
jsilva, Christine A JR
Silva, Melissa Dee SO
Silva, Ruben P SO
Silvas, Marisa I SR
Silveira, Mary E SR 126,
182
Silver, Brian S SO
Silver, Kristin Noel FR
Silverman, Shannon
Lynn FR
Silvia, Dominic T SO
Simicic, Azra JR 126
Simmons, Daniel
Francis SR
Simms, Kristin E JR 18,
20, 21
Simon Jr, Oscar Urrutia
SR 126
Simon, Tasce Riika FR
33
Simpson, Kyle Thomas
FR
Simpson, Richard C SR
Sims, Shelby D SR 126
Singer, David A SO
Singh, Jatinder Pasla
SR 126
Sinkula, MichaelJ SR
126
Sinn, Robert A SO
Sinohui, Andres G SO
Sirohi, Aman FR
Sisay, Metages Y SO
iSisca, Frank J SO
Sittinger, Brian D SR
Sittinger, Shaun C SO
Sivley, John Charles SO
Siytangco, Joseph S JR
Skilj, Nino SR
Skinner, Elizabeth Ann
FR
Skinner, Sarah V JR 50
Skourtes, Erin Charissa
FR
iSlate, Jacquelyn E SR
Slaton, Danielle V SO
Slegel, Shannon M SR
126
Sloane, Ryan William JR
Smallwood, Blaze W SO
Smathers, Julia M SO
Smedley, Jason Haerter
SR 72, 73
Smethurst, Evan S FR
Smith, Adrienne D SO
Smith, Alicia A SR 126
Smith, Ashley Noel FR
Smith, Brian G SO
Smith, Courtney M SR
126
Smith, Edward James FR
Smith, Elisa FR
Smith, Emeline FR
Smith, Eric Christopher
FR
Smith, James P SR 126
Smith, Jovon N SR 126
[Smith, Kimberly M. SO
Smith, Kyle A JR 135
Jmith, Lindsay SO
Smith, Lindsay M SR
126
Smith, Luke A SR
Smith, Martha E SR
Smith, Matthew C SR
Smith, Melissa J SR
Smith, Molly J JR
Smith, Rebecca
Elizabeth FR 33
Smith, Robert A SR 127
Smith, Ryan E SR 127
Smith, Sarah Rose FR
Smith, Stacey Lm SR
127
Smith, Talia FR
Smithyman, Thomas JR
Smokey, Jenny Danielle
FR 144
Snow, Richard SR 127
Snyder, Colleen Ann FR
Snyder, Laura E SR 127
Sobczak, Natali Marie
FR
Sobczyk, Arthur S SO
Soedarsono, Ali
Munanda FR
Sohal, Gurmukh Singh
JR
Sokhn, Nassar Joseph
FR
Sokolik, Lauren A SR
Sokolow, Alison L SO
Sola, Nikola Z SO
Solda, David Arthur FR
Solis, Irma FR
Solomon, Sagi SR 127
Somavia, Corey
Christopher SR
Somerville, Blaine M SO
Somilleda, Judiana JR
127
Sood, Aditi FR
Soon, Daniel L SO
Sorabji, Neville D SO
Sorensen, Carina K SR
Sorensen, Matthew
Keokoa Krieger FR
Sorenson, Brianna E SR
127
Sorenson, Kimberly B
JR
Sorhouet, Mark Antoine
FR
Soriano, Aldo-Ray
Mateo FR
Soriano, Reynaldo M JR
Sosa, Robin Janemarie
SR 127
Soto, Aurora FR
Souhrada, Christine A
SR 127
Soundaranathan,
Sunderraj R SO
Soundaranathan,
Visvanath R SO
Sousa, Lisa C JR
Souza, Adam J SO
Sowers, Phyllis A SO
Spadoni, Andrea D JR
Sparkman, Ann M SR
Sparolini, Sonia Aili SR
127
Sparr, Brian T JR
Speckman, Patrick
Michael FR
Speede, Jorge A SO
Speede, Jose M JR
Spektor, Felix FR
Spence, Victoria L JR
Spencer, Kelly Marie FR
Spencer, Matthew K FR
Spencer, Steven G JR
Speros, Nicolas G SO
Spilios, John SR
Spindler, Laurie A. SO
Spinetta, Michael John
SR
Sporar, Kirin B SO
Spratt, Brian J SR 128,
142
Spreiter, Kirk Fredrick
FR
Spring, Kevin Patrick FR
Springer, George
Joseph FR
Sprouse, Brian D SO
Spurgin, Daniel Kent FR
Stamos, Lisanna S SO
Stamper, Brendan D SO
33
Stanford, Alexander
McDonald FR
Stanford, KatherineXJR
Stangelini, Robert
James SR 128
Stanich, Melissa K JR
Stankovic, Linda
Kristina FR
Stanton, Rebecca F JR
Stark, Heather Gaie FR
Stearns, Lucy T JR
Stebbins, Elissa Beth FR
Stebbins, Molly R JR
Stefani, Fabio Mario JR
Stege, Mark H JR 128
Steiner, Hillary Anne FR
Steiner, Nicholas SR
Steinle, James J JR
Stemberga, Mate FR
Stephens, Danielle R SO
33, 64
Stephenson, John W SR
128
Stepuchin, Sabrina SR
128
Sterling, Jillian Reade
SR 128
Stern, Daniel L SR
Stetson, Kimberly M SR
128
Steudle, Michael H FR
Stevens III, William RJR
Stevens, Chad A SO
Stevens, Lauren E JR
Stevenson, Bethany K
SO
Stewart, Darren W SR
168
Stewart, Jeffrey D FR
Stewart, Linda JR
Sticinski, Jennifer SR
Stimmler, Colin M JR
Stock, Whitney A SO
Stockton, Bradley J FR
Stoelker, Brian J SR 128
Stokes, Shelialla SR
Stolebarger, Kristina FR
Stone, Marni L SO
Stonesifer, Caroline SO
Storelli, Claudio FR
Stornetta, Meghan JR
Stover, Joshua A SR
128
Strand, Brienne
Elizabeth FR
Strass, Kathryn M SO
28, 64
Strathman, Matthew
Spencer FR
Stratmoen, Christina M
SR 128, 183
Streegan, Nicole M SO
Street, Adam N JR
Strickland, E. Lauren FR
Strode, Elianna P SO
Strohm, Leah E SO
Strojnik, Peter Kristofer
JR
Strong, Alissa Jeannine
FR
Stuart, Jasen R FR
Stuart, Lauren Ketura
FR
Stuppy, Angela C SR 18,
19, 128
Sturgeon, James
Edward SR 128
Sturm, Tanna M SR
Sturtevant, Christopher
D JR
Styczynski, Jason A JR
Su, Denise FR
Su, Josh C SR
Suacci, Tyler J SR 128
Suanthie, Jimmy SR 128
Suggs, Michael Patrick
FR
Sugishita, Julie Marie
FR
Sulkosky, Sasha
Alexandra FR
Sullivan Jr, John B SO
Sullivan, Brian M SO
Sullivan, Matthew
Belardo FR
Sullivan, Megan P SO
Sulm, Jeffrey T JR
Summers, Courtney
Michele FR
Sun, Jason SR
Sun, Situ JR
Sunseri, Amy R SO
Sunseri, Lisa M SO
Supnet, Andrea M SO
Sussman-Fletcher,
Hiram JR
Sutton, Timothy Paul FR
Suzuki, Debbie A JR
Suzuki, Kimiko Jun JR
Swanson, Graham D JR
Swearingen, Andrew
Joshua Akira FR
Sweeny, Brian P JR
Sweeny, Paul D SR
Sweetland, Ernest R SO
Swenson, Erica Rae FR
33
Swenson, Scott Thomas
SO
Swiatek, Marcy Ann FR
Swilley, Olivia RJR
Swintek, Jamie M SO
Swinton, Nathan FR 33,
142
Syamsudin, Yoga JR
Syed, Kareem A SR
Sylvester, Desiree M SR
128
Sylvia, Ashly Rose FR
Szakal, Elizabeth J JR
Szeles, Matthew R FR
Sziebert, Paul S SR
Tabbal, Leo G SO
Tablada, Maria G SR 128
Tablang, Eileenmay D
FR
Tackney, Erin M SO
Tart Jr, Keith M JR
Taft, Amber Rose FR
Taft, Elise S SO
Taggart, David R SR
Taguinod, Courtney L
JR 33
Taillon, Jennifer
Katherine FR 33
Takahashi, Satomi SR
Takahashi, Teney K SO
Takeda, Alice Yoshiko
SR
Takeda, Kohei Edwin JR
Talavera, Yvonne E SO
Talbot, Tracy M JR
Tan, George SR 128
Tan, Gillian Tsui Lyn SR
Tan, Jackie H JR
Tan, Jeremy Jihchen SR
Tan, Jobie M FR
Tan, Lan SO
Tan, Lir FR
Tan, Louise S SO
Tan, Veronica W JR
Tanaka, Brian D SO
Tanaka, Neal SR 128
Tancaktiong, Carl B SO
Tang, Ida SO
Tanner, Megan SR
Taormino, Anthony
Joseph SR
Tario, Sean P SO
Tasto, Elizabeth M JR
Tat, Christine LeTran FR
Taum, Matthew R SR
Taylor, Alexandra Ann
FR
Taylor, Christopher S JR
Taylor, John R JR
Taylor, Matthew B SR
19, 128
Taylor, Molly A SR
Tchang, Anabela JR
Teat, Vincent D JR 146
Teav, Helena Sothol SR
129
Tebbutt, Heather C JR
Teborek, Sarah C SR 129
Tefera, Adai A JR
Tejada, Silvia Teresita
JR
Temple, Ellery G SO
Teo, Wei-Hung Keith FR
Tepe, Annie Elizabeth FR
Teply, Joseph C SO
Tepman, Idan M SO
Tepper, Robert D SR
129
Terhune, Willow B JR
141
Terry, Kimberly A SO
Tersigni, Joseph S FR
Tersigni, Laura Anne SO
Teruel, Allan D JR
Tesfazghi, Sara SR
Thai, Mary T JR
Thaw, Eric R SO
Thaw, Mark R SO
Thein, Erin E SO
Thelen, Ryan P SR 129
Theoharis, Michael C JR
129
Thibedeau, Justin
Morgan FR
Thies, Elizabeth L JR
Thomas, .Carrie A SR
129, 180
Thomas, Erika D JR
Thomas, Gregory N SO
Thomas, JUL SR 129
Thomas, Jill M JR
Thomas, Krystal
Monique FR
Thomas, Lowen J JR
Thomas, Nicholas
Geoffry Charles FR
Thomas, Shelley E JR
Thomas, Sible M JR
Thompson, Anna FR
Thompson, Carly
Siobhan FR
Thompson, Dane C JR
Thompson, David M JR
Thompson, Elizabeth SR
129
Thompson, Erin G SO
Thompson, Jason A SR
129
Thompson, Jesse Robert
FR
Thompson, Kara T JR
Thompson, Merrin A SO
33
Thompson, Rochelle L
SR
Thompson-Schaefer,
Sally Ann FR
Thomsen, Nicole Carrin
FR
Thomson, Elizabeth
Taylor FR
Thor, Lindsey Ann FR
Thorburn, Molly A JR 19
Thorn, Stephanie
Colleen SR 129
Thornber, Collin Thomas
FR
Thomfeldt, Trisha A SO
33
Thorsett, Brian E SR
Tien, Souvinh JR
Tien, Yajoon SO
Tierney, Daniel Patrick
FR
Tieu, Alexandra Thuy SO
Tigmo, Vanessa A SR
129
Tilford, Michael B SO
Timmons, Scott T SR
Tin, Aung K SO
Ting, Stephanie SR
Tismer, Felix N SO
Tittle, Anna K JR
To, Ha D SR
Tobar, Victor Ernesto FR
Tobar, Victoria T SR
129, 175
Tobener, David J JR
Tobias, Julian Ramon
SR
Toda, Grant C FR
Tofangsazan, Neda
Nicole FR
Tokeshi, Bradley
Kenkou SR 33
Tokunaga, Lori S SO
Tolan, Katharine Irene
FR
Toledo, Andreina SR
Tom, Mark Satoru Kok
Mun FR
Tomada, Astrid JR
Tomasini, Mary E SR
130
Tompkins, Jeff Scott FR
Tone, Joseph P JR
Tong, Due N SR
Tonna, Stephen J JR
Tontz, Mary M SO 33
Toor, Arvind K SR 130
Torres, Jacqueline A FR
Torres, Marco A SR
Torres, Marcus C SR 130
Torres, Monica A SR 130
Torres, Pablo A SO 64
Torres, Ricardo J SR
130
Totten, John H SR
Tracy, Christopher
Loren FR
Tracy, Erin K SO
Traglio, Brian James FR
Traina, Christopher
Aaron FR
Tran, Dang C JR
Tran, Jemmy Anh SR
Tran, Kathy Thi FR
Tran, Khanh N JR
Tran, Lien T SR 130
Tran, Loan Thuy FR
Tran, Manhtong N FR
Tran, Martin Ba SR 130
Tran, Melanie Kim FR
Tran, Minhtrang N SR
130
Tran, Nancy Thi FR 33
Tran, Ngan T SR
Tran, Phung T SO
Tran, Sang T SO
Tran, Thuy T SO
Tran, Thuy T SO
Tran, Trinh Cao JR
Trando, Alan SR
Trapani, John M JR
Travers, Kelly SR 130
Travis, Matthew Richard
FR
Travis, Porter C SR
Treble, John W SR
Treleven, Angela Nicole
FR 33
Trevino, Bradley J JR
Trieu, Han Kim FR
Trieu, Kien K JR
Trinidad, Valerie M SO
Triolo, Angelina M SO
Triplett, Kimberlee A JR
Trippe, Elizabeth A SO
Tronstad, Nicole B SO
Troppmann, Tyler H JR
Trotta, Katya R SO
Truax, Matthew Jesse
FR
Trujillo, Daniel SR
Trujillo, Lisa C SR 130
Trunnell, Morgan Nye
FR
Truong, Long B SR
Truong, Thanh N SR
Trytko, Sonja A SO
Tsang, Charles Cheung
FR
Tsang, Nicholas SR 130
Tschinkel, Chris Dennis
FR
Tshering, Anthony K JR
Tsiagkas, Christina F JR
Tsigaris, Nicholas JR
Tsigaris, Nick SO
Tsim, See-See J SR
Tsou, Caroline SR
Tsui, Connie Ho-Wing
SR
Tsujimoto, Takako JR
Tu, Rebecca T SR
Tuala, Albert V SR
Turkal, Anne M JR
Turkoglu, Selim Meric
SR
Turner, Anne M JR
Turner, David Jonathon
JR
Turner, Meaghan K SR
130
Turner-Lloveras, Maria
Victoria SR 130
Turney, Jennifer M SR
130
Tuscano, Wesley D SO
Tutor, Julia S SR
Twelker, Robin Turpin
FR
Ty, Kevin Alexander FR
Tyler, Matthew
Lawrence FR
Uremovic, Christina
Anne FR
Urena, Adan FR
Uribe-R, Maria C FR
Urquilla, Mario
Francisco FR
Urrutia, David J SO
Ursini, Patrick J JR
Uyemura, Mark E SO
V
u
Ubhi, Harpreet Singh FR
Ugale, Gavin M SO
Ugarte, Christopher A
FR
Ugarte, Miguel A SR
Ugarte, Roland R SO
Umar, Mariam SR
Underdown, Thomas
Joseph FR
Urn's, Elizabeth A JR
Uppal, Prabhjot SR
Uppal, Sanjeet S SR
Vachani, Neil Arjan SR
Vaka, Brian M FR
Valdivia, Elizabeth SR
130
Valdivia, Fabian V FR
Valencia, Sarah FR
Valenzuela, April JR 130
Valenzuela, Yvette R JR
Valfre, James SO
Valin, Christian I SR
Vallaeys, Charlotte L SO
Valle, Cristina C JR
Valley, Danielle M SO
Van Horn, Melody A. SO
Van Ingen, Barbara E
SR
Van Vactor, Hadley H
JR
Van, Tuyet-Anh SO
Vanbreen, Shauna M JR
Vandermeer, Frans JR
Vanderperre, Valerie FR
Vanmeir, Christopher M
SO
Vansicklen, Anne SO
Vargas, Hector SO
Vargas, Lucy Yanet FR
Varni, Diane Rose FR
Vasquez, Alicia C JR
Vasquez, Angela SO
Vasquez, Claudia SR 130
Vasquez, Jose R JR
Vasquez, Lisa SO
Vasquez, Martin M JR
Vasquez, Pablo J JR
Vasquez, Teresita SR
Vazquez, Enrique JR
Veitch, Jennifer L JR
Velasco, Juanita P JR
Velasquez, Rosa Murillo
SR
Velez, Lyda A SO
Velis, Alexia M JR
Vellios, Peter J SR
Vendrell, John Charles
FR
Veneziano, Vanessa
Nicole SR 130
Vennola-Stover, James
SR
Venrick, Katheryn Diane
FR
Ventura, Sara M SR
Vera, Ruth S JR
Verdugo, Avianca M SR
130
Verduzco, Belen FR
Verma, Sunil K SO
Vest, Gabrielle S SO
Vest, John R SR
Vestal, Maya A SO
Veytser, Marina Y. FR
Vialet, Leo Yves Daniel
FR
Viane, Jennifer J SR
130
Vichit-Vadakan,
Rebecca A SO 33
Victorine, Sarah A JR
Vidal, Katrina L JR
Vidunas, Laura SO
Viegelmann, Crystal FR
33
Vieira, Mark A SR
Vielman, Xiomara M SO
Vierra, Matthew W SR
Vierra, Michele L SO
Vigil, Ricardo J FR
Vigil, Ruby Dee SR 131
Vigil, Silvia M JR
Villalobos, Cristina Noel
FR
Villalobos, Esmeralda
SO
Villalobos, Karla J JR
Villalobos, Lucia Lorena
FR
Villalovos, Jaclyn FR
Villalta, Michelle Ann
FR
Villalta, Wendy FR
Villasper, Kristin AngeU
Espinoza FR
Viloria, Joyce Ann
Corrales FR
Vines, Brandy L SR 131
Viray, Michelle E SR
Virk, Baljinder Kaur FR
Vizzusi, Laura E SO
Vo, Nguyen-Huong T SR:
131
Vo, Sa Minh Thi FR
Vohwinkel, Rory Joseph
SR 142
Voigtmann, Jennifer L
JR
Vollert, Eileen E JR
Volpe, Nicole M SO
Vongspanich, Ann JR
VonHatten, Ashley
Christine FR
Vonlehr, Shannon SR
131
VonRaesfeld, Kendra
Marie FR
Voth, Amy M JR
Vovakes, Alissa A SO
Vrablik, Michael E JR
Vranas, Kelly Christine
FR
Vu, Lien K SR 131
Vu, Teresa Ngoc FR
Vu, VanTJR
Vu, Vy T FR
Vuong, John D SR
Vyas, Shefali D SR
w
Wafa, Tawab Ahmad FR
Wafa, Yasmene Tobah
JR
Wagner, Alyson K FR
137
Wagner, Joseph L SO
Wai, Christina J SO
Wai, Oliver C SR
Walder, Matthew S SO
Waldie, Monica Mary FR
Waldo, Lindsay Jill FR
Waldram, Kristin
Stephani SR 131
Waldron, Katie Brynn FR
Waldron, Vincent J SO
Walker, Benjamin C JR
Walker, Joseph Wess FR
Walker, Melissa Ann FR
33
Walker, Melissa M SO
Walker, Travis Donnell
SR
Wall, Dorothy J JR
Wallace, Heather A JR
Wallace, James Norton
FR
Wallace, Nicole B SO
Ler, Luke D SR 131,
176
ler, Melinda K JR
lingford, Shannon M
5R
rath, Ellen Marie FR
sh, Christina Marie
: R
sh, Jeffrey Edward
PR
sh, Kelly E SO
sh, Kelly P SO
sh, Sean F JR
ig, Alan L SR 131
ig, Allen L SR 131
ig, Diana SR 131
;g, Jennifer S SO
ig, Lesley C SO
ig, Shihming Jordan
;r
!ig, Tony FR
ig, Wanda Huei-
hun SR
d, Brian D JR
d, Kristie L JR 33
d, Lindsey Nelson
R
d, Matthew Charles
R
d, Melissa Anne FR
d, Robert E SO
de, Maureen
ilizabeth FR
den, Alexandra SR
32
den, Laura M SO
Ford, Dustin M JR
ga, Natalie Joan FR
ier, Sarah Jane SR
is, Kelly SO
"en, Brandon Kaye
.0
"en, Robin J JR
nburn, Andrew E JR
nick, Michael E SR
32
<ins, Leah C SR 132
;on, Robert Doran
R
:, Jennifer A SO
:, Kathleen S JR
:, Melissa Sue FR
:ers, Scott Philip SR
64
ke, Melissa K SO
nan, Aaron Paul FR
b, Heather L SO
ber, Paul F SR 132
ler, Christopher
yson FR
Ur, Nicholas R JR
ler, Patrick Christo-
her FR
Ur, Rachel M JR
Ur, Randall A SR
hter, Bryan P SR
132
I Kevin S SO
!<s, Daniel Charles
Ur, Ashley Deann FR
3
|;r, Shelley D SR
32
Wegner, Jonathan J JR
Weigand, Emily L SR
Weimer, Katherine M JR
Weimer, Michael FR
Weins, Douglas A SR
Weis, Matthew J JR
Weiss, Eric A SO
Weist, Alison Ann FR
Welch, Kathleen A SO
33
Welsh Jr, James TJR
Welsh, John M JR
Weng, Wei SO
Wentworth, Peter A JR
Wessling, Keri A JR
West, Jordan Christian
FR
West, Julia A SO
West, Sabrina Marie FR
Westbrook, Angela M JR
Weston, Elizabeth G SR
132
Wetmore, Jeremy P FR
Weyandt, Maura J JR
Weyher, Anna H JR
Whalen, Brittany N SO
Wheeler, Eliot A JR
Wheeler, Erin M SO
Wheeler, Timothy J SO
Whiley, Michelle Louise
SR
White, Corinne F SR
White, Evan Douglas FR
White, Katherine E FR
White, Nicole K JR
Whitmire, Robert Allen
FR
Whitney, Jayne F JR
Whitson, Joshua Myers
FR
Wichtowski, Alexcis
Noel FR
Wickham, Catherine A
SO 33
Widjaja, Ervin Putri JR
Wiginton, Sydney L SO
Wilhelms, Angela SR
132
Wilhite, Joshua M JR
Wilhite, Patrick L FR
Wilkinson, Adrianne M
JR
Wilkinson, Wendy FR
Willems, Amanda JR
Williams, Darcy E SR 132
Williams, James R SO
Williams, Jessica G SO
Williams, Lara M SR
132, 166
Williams, Mackenzie A
SR
Williams, Nathan Luke
FR
Williams, Trond C SR
132
Willis, Allan P SR
Wilson, Douglas Jacob
FR
Wilson, Juanita T JR
Wilson, Kirsten Marjorie
FR
Wilt, Jennifer Lindsay
FR
Wilt, Katherine Emily FR
Win, Akari FR
Winata, Andry FR
Winata, Andry FR
Windham, Joseph J JR
Winter, Katharine Gerrit
SR
Winters, Kathryn S SO
Winther, Heather D JR
Wise, Adam Thomas SR
Wise, Katherine
Elizabeth FR
Wise, Lauren Marie FR
Witkin, Daniel Tobias
SR 132
Woicicki, Sarah Rose FR
Woldrich, Kristen
Elizabeth FR
Wolf, Margaret H SO
Wolfe, Dana K JR
Wolfgruber, Thomas K
JR
Wollmer, Bradley James
JR
Won, Kevin K SO
Wong, Andrea JR 132
Wong, Dayna Noelani
FR
Wong, Denise JR
Wong, Denise K JR
Wong, Derrick A JR
Wong, Jenny Ching-Man
FR
Wong, Jessica M SO
Wong, John SO
Wong, John P SO
Wong, Kenrick Hoiho FR
Wong, Kevin Andrew FR
Wong, Lisa Y SO
Wong, Melissa M JR
Wong, Mun Peow Edwin
SR
Wong, Patrick JR
Wood, Kathleen M SR
Wood, Matthew FR
Woodfin, Devon M SR
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I slap the
final bag on
top of the car.
"I hope you've got
everything you'll need,"
Mom says, as she looks at the inden-
tion left on the carpet by 18 years of
furniture—furniture that, like me,
seemed like it would stay forever.
"Are you sure about all of the things
you've decided to leave behind?"
I'm sure as any 18 year-old could be
about anything. I'm sure I want to
leave behind so much of what
makes me who I am. I'm sure I want
to leave some of the bonds of
friendship—the ones that circled
me from the first boy/girl dance to
the last high school heartbreak. The
ones turning the closeness of a
small town like mine into claustro-
phobia. Yes, I'm sure.
I touch the walls of my home before
the car starts and the journey be-
gins. After realizing the backyard
will never look quite as big and this
house will be a place to escape to
instead a place escape from, I leave
New Mexico.
I drive down the highway passing
mile post after mile post, trying to
leave behind broken hearts, stifling
stereotypes, and bad memories un-
til I realize memories aren't odom-
eters—they no know distance. No
matter how hard I try, how far I go,
New Mexico will be to me what an
on-ramp is to a highway—the place
where my life merges with my des-
tiny.
by Melissa Segur
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New Mexico may go with me, but I
quickly Learn it doesn't "go" with
the rest of the world. Carrying New
Mexico with me is like wearing plaid
pants with a polka dot shirt. For the
first time in my life I feel out of
place. For the first time in my life do
I long for the claustrophobia, the
heart aches, those nooses of my old
life like I do at my first Santa Clara
party. The blue of my T-shirt ema-
nates like the blue of TV screen in
the black of night. My straight-
legged jeans become the skin I'd
wish to shed in the forest of
Ambercrombie and Fitch cargos. I
would have ransacked the closets to
change into another outfit.
Then I realize that I can change the
clothes, but I can't change myself.
I can't change the way my brown
hair stands out in the sea of blonde
the way the tomato stands out in
the leaves of lettuce in a Benson
pre-made salad.
Relax, I tell myself, relax. It's only
a matter of finding your place in the
this brave new world.
The days pass. I become less brave
and the world becomes less new. I
resort to my old familiar New Mexi-
can self—the one intrigued by
Latino issues.
Latinos, I say. There must be a few
Latinos on campus. I am right that
exist but wrong that they want me.
I slide into the Multicultural Center
to a MECha meeting.
"Where are you from," someone
asks.
"New Mexico."
"No," she asks again. "Where are
your parents from?"
"New Mexico," as I start to wonder
if she deaf or she thinks my answer
will change.
Enough of this game, she decides.
Others around me start to notice my
hair isn't quite as dark as theirs, my
skin doesn't have the same under-
tones, and my speech isn't Laced
with the sensuality of Spanish. It's
about to get worse.
It's time to play pin the dot on your
ancestral country. It wouldn't have
mattered if the dot they gave me
matched the soft blue background
of the map; it still would have stuck
out like a zit on prom night. My dot
confirmed what my long limbs and
taller stature eluded
—
yes, I'm
Spanish. The same Spanish shamed
by the Conquest of the Americas.
The same Spanish disgraced after
disgracing the indigenous people
before them. The same Spanish
frought with guilt of dominance.
Yes, that's me. And that doesn't
make me part of you.
I'm too white to be part of the
Latinos and too brown to be part of
the Whites. I feel like the check
mark in the box indicating "other."
I can't cry. I can't change. I can't
give up. Somewhere, some place, at
some time I will belong.
Three years later I can't say I've
found my place, but I can say I've
found myself. The labels, the dots,
and the letters no longer matter to
me so much. When someone calls
me weird I've learned to say thank
you—that means I'm doing my job
in being me instead of falling into
the human Xerox machine of life we
call cliques at Santa Clara. Most
importantly, I've learned what
home means to me. I don't ever
want to try to lose myself again. It's
the small town that's me. It's the
place I have mapped in my heart.
It's when my mom asks if I have
everything I need and I say, "Yes, I
have you in my heart."
1 n 1!






